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FOREWORD BY CHAIRPERSON OF COUNCIL 

 

In the Minister’s May 2018 inaugural budget vote for Human Settlements in the national assembly for 

financial year 2018/19, the Honourable Minister referred to the future of this important sector as the Golden 

Era of Human Settlements Expansion. This expansion, the Minister proclaimed, will be underpinned by four 

critical pillars of success. Firstly, land assembly; secondly, formidable institutions; thirdly, funding and lastly 

cutting edge expertise. The Honourable Minister further emphasised that this Era ought to drastically 

address the housing backlog and the increasing housing needs pressuring our society. I share your hope 

that this will ultimately result in stimulating the human settlements economic value-chain, specifically the 

property development sector. Ultimately, this will lead to the creation of much needed employment that 

accrues benefits to the construction industry with transformative spin-offs that must benefit the most 

vulnerable people, including youth, people living with disability as well as women in the sector. 

We are humbled by the Minister’s appointment of the Board of the National Home Builders Registration 

Council (NHBRC) in August, 2018. We can confirm that this Council will certainly heed the clarion call and 

partner with the National Department of Human Settlements (NDHS) by ensuring the transformation of this 

important entity into a formidable institution worthy of our national pride. We are pleased to report that this 

new Council has settled well into their role as the custodians of good governance and are eager to lead the 

entire family of the NHRBC in the protection of housing consumers as prescribed in the Housing Consumers 

Protection Measures Act, 1998 (Act No. 95 of 1988), as amended. We further commit the NHBRC to the 

realisation of your stated vision for a Golden Era of Human Settlements Expansion and humbly submit that 

this has found expression in our Medium Term Strategic Framework (MTSF) period 2019/24.  It is therefore 

my pleasure to present the NHBRC’s Corporate Plan for the MTSF period 2019/24 and the Annual 

Performance Plan for the financial year 2019/2020. 

As we journey towards the creation of a formidable NHBRC, the new Council has sought to ensure an 

effectively run and governed organisation. In light of this, the Council has sought to consolidate and establish 

Council Committees to oversee the deliverables of the entity in line with best practice governance protocols 

and ethical leadership. This will further be translated into visionary partnerships between the NHBRC and 

key stakeholders in this sector as we join efforts to realise clear responsibilities and accountabilities as 

mandated by our Shareholder Compact. The South African public at large and the Ministry must rest assured 

that this Council takes seriously our fiduciary duties to root out corruption, financial maleficence and hold the 

NHBRC executive accountable to the highest standards of ethical leadership in order to restore faith in the 

public sector. 

The protection of housing consumers remains the cornerstone of the NHBRC’s mandate and Council 

remains committed to representing the interest of housing consumers through the provisioning of warranty 

protection against poor workmanship for new houses; failure of home builders to comply with relevant 

obligations as espoused in the Act; setting of technical standards to govern the home building industry and 

the promotion of housing consumer rights through advocacy, awareness  and communication that serve to 

position the NHBRC as an accessible and transparent agency of the National Department of Human 

Settlements. 

This organisation is committed to supporting the NDHS’ transformation imperatives aimed at developing 

human settlements that seeks to ensure spatial integration, provisioning of quality housing infrastructure and 

economic development. All three integrated objectives are in response to the National Development Plan 

outcome 8. The NHBRC is poised to support the achievement of these lofty ideals with the view of restoring 

the dignity of our compatriots. We strive to achieve measurable progress through our numerous interventions 

aimed at developing and capacitating small to medium size construction companies, with a special emphasis 

on the designated groups comprising women, youth, military veterans and people living with disabilities. 

The NHBRC’s Eric Molobi Centre for Housing Research and Innovation continues to focus on the 

acceptance and delivery of alternative building technologies as well as the provisioning of concomitant 
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training opportunities for home builders. Our research agenda will receive renewed focus on the production 

of intellectual property that ought to position the NHBRC as the thought leader in the home-building sector. 

The pressure is on for the transformation of the home-building sector to contribute to the reduction of the 

country’s carbon footprint as envisaged by us being a signatory to the Paris Agreement on Climate Change. 

This will form part of our contribution towards deepening the availability of cutting-edge expertise that 

promise to have a positive and sustainable impact on this sector. 

This Council will work closely with the agency’s officials to give effect to the recommendations of the Auditor 

General in order to ensure that the NHBRC achieves a clean audit.  This Council will monitor mitigating and 

remedial actions proposed by management towards achieving this goal.  

The fourth industrial revolution is upon us. This brings into sharper focus the need for the organisation to 

provide products and services that reflect this orientation or risk being left by the wayside. A comprehensive 

digital migration strategy is being envisaged to achieve this very goal and substantial financial and other 

resources will be marshalled to achieve this important transition. This will be done, not as a vanity cause, but 

as a demonstration of the seeding of a renewed culture of service excellence and to join the growing number 

of State Owned Entities that are contributing to offering e-Government services to our country’s citizens. 

Those without access to digital platforms will have access to our products and services via our mobile office 

offering, which continues to reach those in deep rural areas. 

Looking back on the achievements of the NHBRC, allow me to pay homage, and express gratitude, to the 

employees of the NHBRC who work tirelessly to satisfy our numerous key stakeholders.  As Council, we are 

committed to partner with Team NHBRC to ensure the realisation of a formidable and sustainable 

organisation.  

On behalf of the Council, I commit management and Council into an annual compact between the Executive 

Authority and NHBRC for each year of the Medium Term Strategic Planning Framework (2019 – 2024) 

based on this Strategic Corporate Plan. 

Respectfully, 

 

 

 

Mr. Enoch Godongwana 

Chairperson of Council 
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INTRODUCTION BY THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

 

As the leader of the Executive Staff of the Council and the interlocutor between Council and the National 

Department of Human Settlement (NDHS), I am acutely aware of the economic environment that limits 

housing development in the country. Similarly I am deeply mindful of the dictates of our socio-political 

imperatives that enjoin all institutions of government and the state to work tirelessly to eliminate poverty, 

reduce inequality and create employment. Housing is a vital asset base that creates wealth for the poor, 

contributes toward the growth and development of the citizenry and is a critical element in job creation. 

 

The financial year 2017/18 was characterised by weak growth in Gross Domestic Product (GDP), while the 

political landscape was marked by rising uncertainty. During the period, Standard and Poor’s rating agency 

downgraded South Africa’s foreign currency rating to sub investment grade, while Fitch rating agency 

downgraded South Africa’s local and foreign rating to sub investment grade. The effect was upward pressure 

on interest rates. At the same time, low GDP growth had a negative impact on Governments ability to meet 

tax collection targets. This, together with the higher debt service costs as a result of credit rating downgrades 

resulted in government’s fiscal consolidation programme which saw a reduction in provincial Departments of 

Human Settlements budgets. These macro-economic dynamics had a significant impact on the business of 

the NHBRC, and its future outlook, as future demand for, and supply of new homes, is driven by economic 

developments in general, and specifically by trends in:   

 

 growth in real gross domestic product which impacts employment levels; 

 average consumer price inflation affecting spending power; 

 interest rate stability; 

 effects of potential and actual downgrades on the sovereign credit rating; 

 household debt management; 

 consumer risk profiles; and 

 affordability of property and accessibility of mortgage finance for households. 

 

As the representative of management, I am committed to supporting the NDHS in its objective of rolling out 

1 500 000 housing opportunities in the next five years. We will also support NDHS in its focus on the subsidy 

sector and gap market of the affordable market. An indicator of the country’s progress is its ability to satisfy 

the fundamental needs of its citizens for an adequate roof over their heads. We are supportive of the 

department’s expanded mandate to cater for housing, infrastructure and services so that the delivery 

approach is holistic in its nature. 

 

The NHBRC aligns its Strategic Corporate Plan 2019-2024 with the Medium Term Strategic Framework 

(NTSF) 2019-2024 that has been approved by the National Department of Human Settlements. The MTSF 
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2019-2024 is aligned and linked to government’s National Development Plan (NDP). The aim of MTSF and 

NDP is to transform the functioning of the human settlements sector and workings of the space economy. 

The aim of government is to transform dysfunctional patterns of residential space that have continued since 

the advent of the new government in 1994. The NHBRC takes into consideration the bigger vision, aimed at 

2030, of the national Department of Human Settlements in which meaningful and measurable progress in 

reviving rural areas and creating more functionally integrated, balanced and vibrant human settlements 

should be made. 

 

In this context, management has undertaken a robust review of its strategy, capacity and resources to 

respond to the challenges of delivering the housing units as indicated by the NHDS. Within the reporting 

period of the MTEF 2019-2024, the NHDS aims to ensure that all housing units across the urban and rural 

divide are registered and meet the established norms and standards in the home building industry. To meet 

this objective, in excess of 200 in-house inspectors have been employed, thereby replacing the previously 

outsourcing model.  Inspectors will be allocated to places where there is the greatest need at any particular 

point in time.  Inspection coordinators have been employed to manage the inspectors. The inspectors will be 

graded so that they can perform work according to their capacity. The grading will mean that the most 

experienced inspectors will inspect complex houses, while the least experienced inspectors will inspect the 

less complicated houses. 

 

Further, management has filled all critical executive positions in the current financial year and the 

organisation is looking forward to executing its mandate with vigour. Management will ensure the regulation 

of the industry and will enforce penalties imposed for non-compliant builders as well as enforce late 

enrolment in the subsidy sector through the forensic and geotechnical assessment. In this regard, the entity 

has strengthened its capacity and resources to ensure full compliance by home builders.  

 

The NHBRC continues to suspend homebuilders who fail to adhere to norms and standards and do not 

respond to requests from housing consumers to fix structural defects. The details of suspended 

homebuilders will be shared with provincial Departments of Human Settlements and municipalities so that 

defaulting homebuilders are not able to continue doing business. 

 

Management is committed to establishing good relations with municipalities in all provinces, since this is 

where building plans are approved. To this end, NHBRC has placed engineers across all the provincial 

Human Settlements Departments and municipalities to ensure that the enrolment of homes is facilitated and 

processed with speed.  

 

Through the business service division, the NHBRC will assist government to enforce industry norms and 

standards in the provision of services, infrastructure and housing.  The aim of the NHBRC is to align its 

management advisory services to the NDHS housing construction plan. The NHBRC is conducting structural 

integrity and geotechnical assessments on behalf of the national Department of Human Settlements. 

. 
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Another effort by the NHBRC in this reporting period is its research and development through the Research 

and Housing Innovation Centre. The centre will focus on marketing the alternate building and innovative 

building technologies that will assist government to fast track the delivery of housing units in the next five 

years. The Eric Molobi Innovation Hub will be fully operational and effective. The NHBRC will also establish 

partnerships with the Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) and other institutions so that the centre can 

be fully utilised especially in the testing of materials and will stop the construction of houses of inferior 

building materials in the construction sector. 

 

Internally management is processing all critical policies, processes and procedures for approval by Council 

for implementation in order to create a learning, effective and smooth functioning organisation. The SAP 

enterprise resource planning is now live and expectations are that this will expedite processes and the 

sourcing of data from the system to improve alignment and reporting.  

In my capacity as the Chief Executive Officer, I commit both Council and staff to the effective and efficient 

delivery of this Strategic Corporate Plan 2019-2024.    

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Mziwonke Dlabantu 

Chief Executive Officer  
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OFFICIAL SIGN-OFF 

 

It is hereby certified that this Strategic and Corporate Plan 2019-2024 

 

 Was developed by the management of the NHBRC under the guidance of Council 

 Takes into account all the relevant policies, legislation and other mandates for which NHBRC is 

responsible; and 

 Accurately reflects the strategic outcome oriented goals and objectives which NHBRC will endeavour 

to achieve over the period 2019-2024. 

 

Mr. Songezo Booi  

Chief Financial Officer Signature 

 

          

Mr. Mona Molepo   

Acting Manager: Strategy, Monitoring and Evaluation Signature 

 

Mr. Mziwonke Dlabantu   

Accounting Officer Signature: 

 

  

Mr. Enoch Godongwana 

Chairperson of the Board Signature:  

 

 

 

Ms. NC Mfeketo  

Executive Authority Signature:  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The mandate of the NHBRC as prescribed in the Housing Consumers Protection Measures Act, 1998 (Act 

No. 95 of 1998) is to protect the interests of housing consumers and to regulate the home building industry. 

In this regard, the NHBRC core services include the registration and renewal of registration of home builders, 

enrolment and late enrolment of homes in the non-subsidy sector, inspection of subsidy and non-subsidy 

homes, home enrolment in the subsidy sector, geotechnical investigations, dispute resolution, conciliation of 

disputes, legal advice, and the enforcement of norms and standards in the home building industry. 

 

The NHBRC’s Strategic Corporate Plan 2019-2024 is predicated on a careful analysis of the socio-political 

and economic imperatives that impact on the housing market in general. The dictates of the National 

Development Plan (NDP) 2030, in its quest to eradicate the extent of poverty, inequality and unemployment, 

are paramount in the formulation of this strategy. 

 

Chapter 8 of the NDP speaks to the need for a strategy to address the challenge of apartheid geography and 

create conditions for more humane and environmentally sustainable living and working environments. The 

inefficiencies and inequities in South Africa’s settlement patterns are deeply entrenched and require bold 

measures to reshape them. 

 

Access to housing, especially for the poor, plays a critical role in the development of the citizenry and can be 

a major contributor to growth. Homes can be an asset for wealth creation and the empowerment of the poor. 

The targets set by the Minister within the context of Outcome 8,  dealing with sustainable and improved 

human settlements, refers, and obliges the NHBRC to fulfil its mandate as prescribed in the Housing 

Consumers Protection Measures Act, 1998 (Act No. 95 of 1998). 

 

The strategic approach adopted by the NHBRC in this reporting period includes the improvement of NHBRC 

visibility and accessibility in the market place while enhancing interaction with its stakeholders, positioning 

the NHBRC as leaders in knowledge creation, technical and technological building solutions. This is 

achieved through strategic partnerships and providing diversified services and products in line with changing 

building requirements and needs within the context of the four strategic objectives: 

 to improve cost effectiveness and internal efficiencies of operations;  

 to ensure an effective regulatory compliance;  

 to entrench a culture of compliance and ensure efficient enforcement mechanisms; and 

to research and introduce innovative products methods and technologies within the homebuilding industry 

and to maintain a sustainable warranty fund. In order to deliver these services and achieve the set strategic 

objectives, Council has reviewed the organisation’s operational and governance structures as well as its 
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representation and visibility in the country. Provincial and satellite offices and local government networks 

have been set up to facilitate the accessibility of the NHBRC for its clients and stakeholders. The use of two 

mobile bus units allow the NHBRC to access areas which do not enjoy access to the services of the 

organisation, thereby increasing its visibility and access. 

More than 200 inspectors are on board to ensure that every house built is inspected and registered as 

prescribed by law. The human capital section will be implementing its talent management plan that will 

ensure that all employees are skilled and empowered through identified courses which will form part of the 

individual development plans. 

Council has also set up governance committees prescribed as prescribed in the Act in order to ensure that 

governance protocols and ethics are not compromised. The bid adjudication committee is now a 

management committee and no longer a committee of Council.   

 

In the reporting period 2019-2024 the NHBRC has planned to enrol 259,564 in the non-subsidy sector, 

268,454 homes in the subsidy sector, register 14,866 home builders and renewals of registration of 

homebuilders to the tune of 65,983. In addition, the NHBRC is committed to training 41 900 trainees, 

including military veterans, people with disabilities, women and youth,  in the MTEF period as home builders, 

artisans, and inspectors through its training unit.  

 

The Centre for Research and Housing Innovation also aims to develop training facilities at Eric Molobi 

Innovation Hub, develop the home quality assurance system, develop the building information modelling, 

and ensure that the Eric Molobi Innovation Hub laboratory is accredited. 
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NATIONAL HOMEBUILDERS REGISTRATION COUNCIL STRATEGIC 

CORPORATE PLAN 2019-2024 

 

1. Introduction and background 

 

The National Home Builders Registration Council (NHBRC) strategic corporate plan 2019-2024 is predicated 

on the assessment of the current socio-economic and political environment. The dictates of the National 

Development Plan 2030 in the quest to eradicate the extent of poverty, inequality and unemployment are 

paramount in the formulation of this strategy. Access to housing is an important element of human 

settlement that builds capital. Access to housing, especially by the poor, plays a critical role in the 

development of the citizenry and can be a major contributor to growth. Homes can be an asset for wealth 

creation and the empowerment of the poor.  

 

In the context of the targets set by the Minister of Human Settlements that relate to the NDP’s Outcome 8, 

dealing with sustainable and improved human settlements, the NHBRC is obliged to fulfil its mandate as 

prescribed in the Housing Consumers Protection Measures Act, 1998 (Act No. 95 of 1998). 

 

This strategic corporate plan outlines the NHBRC strategic approach, the deliverables for the period, the 

resource requirements as well as required structures that will assist the NHBRC to deliver the dictates of the 

Housing Consumers Protection Measures Act.  

 

2. The NHBRC 

 

The NHBRC was established in 1999 as a Council in terms of the Housing Consumers Protection Measures 

Act to protect the interests of housing consumers and to regulate the home building industry. Since its 

establishment, the NHBRC has delivered valuable services in co-operation with the national Department of 

Human Settlements (DHS) and key industry players.  

 

Going forward, the NHBRC, in cooperation with the DHS, provincial Departments of Human Settlements and 

accredited local government structures, aims to accelerate service delivery and ensure the improvement of 

the quality of homes with specific reference to the subsidy and gap market.  

 

Job creation, building capacity and the empowerment of the under-served and historically disadvantaged will 

be critical in the development of integrated human settlements and the building of quality homes. This will be 

achieved through the introduction of innovative technologies, architectural designs and better housing 

methods. Mixed housing developments and projects that open training opportunities for women, youth, home 

builders, artisans, home inspectors, military veterans, people with disabilities and the unemployed will be 

prioritised. The clustering of projects and the engagement of more than one homebuilder in all government 

subsidised housing units will be preferred.  In this respect it is important that the mandate of the NHBRC 

must be understood.    
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2.1. NHBRC Mandate 

In terms of the Housing Consumers Protection Measures Act,1998 (Act No.95 of 1998) as amended, the 

mandate of the NHBRC is to protect the interests of housing consumers and to ensure that builders comply 

with the prescribed building industry standards as contained in the home building manual. 

 

2.2. Vision 

“To be the champion of the housing consumer”  

 

2.3. Mission 

“To protect the housing consumer through regulation of the homebuilding environment”  

 

2.4. Motto 

“Assuring Quality Homes” 

 

2.5. Strategy  

 To ensure that housing consumers and homebuilders are educated on their rights and obligations 

 To entrench a culture of compliance through fair and efficient enforcement mechanisms 

 To research and introduce innovative products, methods and technologies within the homebuilding 

industry 

 To maintain a sustainable warranty fund 

 

2.6. NHBRC core business  

 

The NHBRC core business is to execute the following; 

 Registration and Renewal of  home builders 

 Enrolment and Late enrolment of homes in the non-subsidy sector 

 Enrolment and Late enrolment of homes in the subsidy sector 

 Inspection of subsidy homes and non-subsidy homes 

 Geotechnical Investigation 

 Forensic investigation  

 Dispute resolution    

 Conciliation of disputes 

 Legal advisory and enforcement of norms and standards 

 

2.7. NHBRC Values 

In the conduct of its business, the NHBRC subscribes to the values herewith articulated. 

  

VALUE MEANING 

Excellence and integrity To be the best and deliver the best honestly 
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Commitment and Accessibility To do work diligently and reach out our stakeholders 

Transparency and accountability To be fair and open in delivering our functions responsibly. 

 

2.8. Strategic Objectives 

The Strategic Objectives are aligned to the budget structure and are as follows: 

Programme Strategic Objectives 

Administration  To improve cost effectiveness and internal efficiencies of operations 

Regulation  To ensure an effective regulatory compliance 

Protection Entrench a culture of compliance and ensure efficient enforcement mechanisms. 

 

2.9. NHBRC strategic approach 

 

In the reporting period that covers the Strategic Corporate Plan 2019-2024, the NHBRC has adopted the 

following strategic approach: 

 

(a) To ensure that housing consumers and homebuilders are educated on their rights and obligations 

(b) To entrench a culture of compliance through fair and efficient enforcement mechanisms 

(c) To research and introduce innovative products, methods and technologies within the homebuilding 

industry 

(d) To maintain a sustainable warranty fund 

  

2.10. NHBRC footprint and customer centres 

 

Table 1 below indicates the NHBRC outreach and the map in figure 1 overleaf indicates the extent of the 

NHBRC presence across the country. 

 

Table 1.     NHBRC outreach 

Province Capital Largest City Provincial Area 
Square Kilometres 

Population 
size 

Eastern Cape Mandela Bay  Port Elizabeth  168,966  7 m 

Kwa-Zulu Natal EThekwini  EThekwini  94,361  11 m 

Western Cape  Cape Town  Cape Town  129,462 6.5 m 

Free State Mangaung Mangaung  129,825 2.8 m 

Gauteng  Pretoria  Johannesburg  18,178 14 m 

Limpopo Polokwane Polokwane  125,755 6 m 

Mpumalanga  Mbombela Mbombela  76,495 4 m 

North West  Mafikeng Rustenburg  104,882 3.8 m 

Northern Cape  Kimberley  Kimberley  372,899 1.2 m 

Total area and population size 1,220,813 56.3 m 

 

To increase its visibility, accessibility and service excellence to customers, the NHBRC established 

Customer Care Centres in all provinces.  The activities provided in the customer centres range from 
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registration of home builders; enrolment of new homes; inspection of homes and handling of complaints as 

well as the conciliation of unresolved complaints. 

 

Through the customer centres the NHBRC puts emphasis on direct, one-on-one interaction and relationship 

building at all levels and in all provincial forums.  In this manner the NHBRC’s payoff lines “Quality assurance 

“becomes a living experience of the vision and mission of the organisation. 

 

This customer-driven approach has already, and will continue to, improve business efficiency and the quality 

of service to our customers in respect of the following: 

 Customer service 

 Operational quality service 

 Good corporate governance 

 Quick responses to customer demands 

 Reduced time frames 
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Figure 1. NHBRC Footprint 
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2.11. NHBRC Governance and composition of Council 

 

Corporate governance embraces the principles of accountability, discipline, independence, 

responsibility, fairness and transparency.  The role of the Council in this regard is to ensure that in the 

pursuit of its mandate the NHBRC consistently complies with all relevant governance requirements 

stemming from amongst others the Protocol on Governance in the Public Sector, the King IV reports 

as applied in the public sector, the HCPMA, PFMA and other relevant legislation.   

 

Members of Council in the reporting period appointed by the Minister for Human Settlements are:  

No. Council members Position 

1 Mr. Enoch Godongwana Chairperson of Council 

2 Ms. Mampe Kotsi Council member 

3 Mr. Mziwonke Jacobs Council member 

4 Ms. Bongiwe Duba Council member 

5 Mr. Unathi Hoyana Council member 

6 Mr. Choeu Makabate Council member 

7 Mr. Roy Mnisi Council member 

8 Ms. Noluthando Molao Council member 

9 Mr. Roseberry Sonto Council member 

10 Ms. Nthabiseng Tsenase Council member 

11 Mr. Zenzele Myeza Council member 

12 Mr. David Mapikitla Council member 

13 Mr. Goolam Manack Council member 

14 Mr. Siphamandla Kumkani Council member 

Council is appointed for term: 1 August 2018 until 31 July 2021 

 

2.12. Powers of Council 

 

The Honourable Minister of Housing, through the HCPMA, as amended, confers the following powers 

on the Council. 

The Council: 

 Shall establish a Remuneration Committee to advise the Council on the remuneration of staff 

appointed in terms of Section 5, and shall review such remuneration regularly. 
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 Shall establish an Industry Advisory Committee, a Funds Advisory Committee, a Registration 

Committee and a Disciplinary Committee, and may establish any other committee that it 

considers appropriate for the functioning of the Council. 

 May appoint the members of the abovementioned committees which may include members of 

the Council or outsiders, as the case may be.   

 May prescribe the powers, composition, procedures and rules pertaining to such committees 

provided that the Minister shall prescribe the procedures of the Disciplinary Committee. 

 

For the purpose of this document, ‘outsiders’ include: 

 The Chair of the Disciplinary Committee who shall be legally qualified.  

 Other persons with the expertise, experience or representative capacity necessary for the 

functioning of such committees. 

 

The Council shall: 

 Keep a register of home builders and register and deregister home builders in accordance with 

the criteria prescribed by the Minister. 

 Enrol and inspect the categories of homes that may be prescribed by the Minister. 

 Enter into agreements generally and specifically with provincial housing departments (PHDs), 

regarding services to be rendered in respect of projects for the construction of homes whose 

acquisition will be financed from the proceeds of a state-housing subsidy. 

 Establish, maintain and administer a fund contemplated in Section 15(4) of the HCPMA, to 

provide assistance to housing consumers under circumstances where home builders fail to 

meet their obligations in terms of section 13 (2)(b) (i) and 13 (2) (b) (iii) of the Act. 

 Assist in the resolution of disputes between registered home builders and housing consumers. 

 Engage in communication to inform housing consumers of their rights under the HCPMA and 

other relevant matters. 

 Provide information to financial institutions, conveyancers, PHDs and any other interested 

persons, in order to assist them to comply with their obligations in terms of the HCPMA. 

 Establish grading categories and criteria in respect of home builders to promote good building 

practice. 

 Determine the criteria to be applied in the grading system to categorise home builders 

according differentiated enrolment fees. 

 Investigate, at the request of the Minister, the integration of the register of home builders into a 

possible general register of builders and make recommendations to the Minister; and 

 Advise the Minister on matters referred to it by the Minister, regarding the protection of housing 

consumers or the objectives of the HCPMA. 

 

The Council may: 
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 Engage in undertakings to promote the improved structural quality of homes constructed in the 

Republic. 

 Engage in undertakings to improve ethical and technical standards in the homebuilding 

industry. 

 Establish, maintain and administer different funds for different purposes as contemplated in 

Section 15(5). 

 Keep records of competent persons. 

 Issue circulars to be complied with by registered home builders. 

 Acquire, register, deal with or dispose of any trademark. 

 Make recommendations to the Minister in respect of any amendment to this Act that it deems 

advisable.   

 Generally, do all things necessary or expedient to achieve its objects and the objectives of the 

Act. 

 

The Council’s focus on risk management ensures that governance systems and their effectiveness 

are given priority. Furthermore, to inculcate the culture of compliance to governance requirement, the 

Council has systematically cascaded some of the responsibilities to its committees, subcommittees 

(task team), divisions and sections.    

 

The objects of Council in terms of Section 3 of the Act are:  

 

 To represent the interest of housing consumers by providing warranty protection against 

defined defects in new homes; 

 To regulate the homebuilding industry; 

 To provide protection to housing consumers in respect of the failure of home builders to comply 

with their obligations in terms of this Act; 

 To establish and promote ethical and technical standards in the homebuilding industry; 

 To improve structural quality in the interests of housing consumers and the homebuilding 

industry; 

 To promote housing consumer rights and to provide housing consumer information; 

 To communicate with and to assist home builders to register in terms of this Act; 

 To assist home builders, through training and inspection, to achieve and to maintain 

satisfactory technical standards of homebuilding; 

 To regulate insurers contemplated in section 23(9) (a); and 

 In particular, to achieve the stated objects of this section in the subsidy housing sector. 

 

The strategic objectives, as determined by the NHBRC, are mainly derived from the objects of the Act 

as reflected above.  Flowing from the strategic objectives are critical success factors and the 

measures and programmes that supports them.  
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In order to ensure proper governance as prescribed in the Act, the Council has set up a number of 

committees. The committees of Council are as follows: 

COMMITTEES OF THE COUNCIL  

The Council has established the following seven (7) committees to ensure effective corporate 

governance: 

 

 Fund Advisory and Finance Committee 

 Registrations Committee 

 Audit and Risk Management Committee 

 Disciplinary Hearings Committee 

 Human Capital and Remuneration Committee 

 Industry Advisory Committee 

 Social Ethics and Transformation Committee 

 

1. Fund Advisory and Finance Committee 

 

The Fund Advisory and Finance Committee are responsible for advising the Council on the prudent 

management of its funds. The committee makes recommendations to the Council regarding the 

setting of fees, procedures and policies for approval by the Council, as well as on all matters relating 

to the management of risk to the warranty fund, and the administration of its fund or any other Council 

fund. The committee regularly reviews the management financial reports before submission to 

Council for approval, recommends the budget for approval by Council and advises Council on all 

other financial matters.  

The Committee is constituted by the following members: 

Name  Position 

Ms. Noluthando Molao Chairperson and Council Member 

Mr. Choeu Makabate Council member 

Mr. David Mapikitla Council member 

Mr. Goolam Manack Council member 

Ms. Mampe Kotsi Council Member 

Vacant Chartered Accountant member Non-Council member 

 

 

2. Registration Committee 

 

The Registration Committee is responsible for advising the Council on all matters relating to the 

registration and renewal of registration, suspension and deregistration of home builders under the Act; 

monitoring the registration and deregistration of home builders, and also to recommends appropriate 

policies and procedures to Council for approval. The Committee also assesses owner-builder 

applications received under section 29 of the Act, and determines whether home builders qualify in 

terms of the Act for exemption from enrolment of their own homes. 
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The Committee is constituted by the following members: 

Name  Position 

Mr Mziwonke Jacobs Chairperson and Council Member 

Ms. Mampe Kotsi Council Member 

Mr. Roy Mnisi Council Member 

Mr. Roseberry Sonto Council Member 

Ms. Nthabiseng Tsenase Council Member 

 

3. Audit and Risk Management Committee 

 

The Audit and Risk Management Committee is responsible for assisting the Council by reviewing the 

effectiveness of its systems of internal controls and risk management mitigation strategies; reviewing 

its financial policies and procedures; reviewing financial information reported to its stakeholders; and 

assessing the effectiveness of the internal and external audit functions. The committee also ensures 

the maintenance and monitoring of the risk management framework. The committee further reviews 

the risk register and assessment reports to ensure efficiency and effectiveness of the risk 

management strategy and plans. 

The Committee is constituted by the following members:    

Name Position 

Mr. Younus Amod Chairperson and Independent Non-Council Member 

Mr. Gilbert Miyeza Council Member 

Mr. Goolam Manack Council Member 

Mr. Kumkani Siphamandla Council Member 

Ms. Bongiwe Duba Council Member 

Vacant IT Specialist Non-Council member 

Mr. Younus Amod Chairperson and Independent Non-Council Member 

 

4. Disciplinary Hearings Committee (ad hoc sittings) 

This committee is responsible for presiding over cases of alleged contraventions of the Act by home 

builders, and imposing disciplinary sanctions where home builders are found guilty of contravening 

the Act. The Committee is constituted by a panel of legally qualified chairpersons and technical 

assessors who are all independent non-council members appointed by Council for the term of office 

of Council.  

During this financial year, Council established a panel of independent Chairpersons and Assessors 

with the required professional and technical expertise. 

5. Human Capital and Remuneration Committee 

 

The Human Capital and Remuneration Committee advise Council on employees’ remuneration 

policies.  This committee also maintains a corporate overview of the Council’s human capital policies 

such as employee. 
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The Committee is constituted by the following members:    

Name Positions 

Ms. Nthabiseng Tsenase Chairperson and Council Member 

Mr. Kumkani Siphamandla Council member 

Mr. Roy Mnisi Council member 

Mr. Roseberry Sonto Council member 

 

6. Industry Advisory Committee 

The Industry Advisory Committee is responsible for giving advice to the Council on all matters relating 

to the operations of the home building industry, in addition to acting as a communication channel 

between the industry and the Council. Industry stakeholders are invitee members of this Committee.  

The Committee is constituted by the following members:    

Name Positions 

Mr. Choue Makabate Chairperson and Council Member 

Mr. Ntsikana Hoyana Council member 

Ms. Noluthando Molao Council member 

Mr. David Mapikitla Council member 

 

7. Social Ethics and Transformation Committee 

 

The Social Ethics and Transformation Committee role is to Advocate for ethics throughout the 

NHBRC’s operations by:  

 Determining clearly articulated ethical standards (Code of Ethics) and ensure that the National 

Home Builders Registration Council takes measures to achieve adherence to these in all 

aspects of the business; 

 Overseeing the review of material risks and liabilities relating to the provisions of the Code of 

Ethics and of the management of risks to ensure that such are part of the National Home 

Builders Registration Council’s risk management programme; 

 Obtaining independent assurance on the National Home Builders Registration Council’s ethics 

performance on an annual basis; and 

 Providing guidance on the review and approval of the National Home Builders Registration 

Council’s Safety, Health and Environment policy and strategy. 

The Committee is constituted by the following members:    

Name Position 

Ms. Bongiwe Duba Chairperson and Council Member 

Ms. Mziwonke Jacobs Council member 

Mr. Ntsikana Hoyana Council Member 

Mr. Gilbert Myeza Council Member 
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2.13. NHBRC operating structure  

In order for the NHBRC to effect its strategic objectives for the reporting period 2019-2024, the 

organisation has structured itself in such as a way that it can be efficient and effective in the delivery 

of its value final products and its programmes. Figure 2 below demonstrates the organisational design 

of the NHBRC. Figure 3 demonstrates the regional arrangement that assists to deliver NHBRC value 

final products and programs at the cold face of the community focus areas. 
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Figure 2. NHBRC Organisational Design 
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Figure 3. NHBRC Provincial and local structure 
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The above new NHBRC organizational structure is aimed at enhancing the functioning of the 

organization. Management has suggested a new structure with two divisions, which are 

Communications and Stakeholder and the Centre for Research and Housing Innovation. The new 

structure will also be managed in such a way that we can reposition the entire functioning of the 

NHBRC. In this regard an analysis of the required skills is indicated for the various units: 

 

 Centre For Research and Housing Innovation 

  Skills Needed Skill In Place Skills to be needed in 

future 

1 Engineering Engineering Engineering 

2 Architectural Architectural Architectural 

3 Constructive Economics None Constructive Economics 

4 Geographic Information 
systems 

Geographic Information Systems Geographic Information 
Systems 

5 Social Sciences None Social Sciences 

6 Building Sciences None Building Sciences 

 Table 2.     Legal, Compliance and Enforcement Division 

  Skills & Qualifications 
Needed 

Skills in place Skills Requires in future 

1 LLB LLB LLB/ LLM 

2 Contract Management LLB LLB/ LLM 

3 Negotiation, Mediation and 
Arbitration 

Negotiation Mediation and Arbitration 

4 Prosecution and Disciplinary Prosecution Disciplinary Persecution and 
Disciplinary 

5 Compliance and Governance Compliance Compliance and 
Governance 

6 Litigation Management Litigation Management Litigation Management 

Table 3.     Finance Division 

  Skills Needed Skills In Place Skills needed in Future 

1 SCM Skills Acquisition Management Logistics Management 

    Demand Management Compliance Management 

2 Internet Management Skills Financial Reports and Accounting Investment Management 

Table 4.     Business Services 

  Skills Needed Skills In Place Skills needed in Future 

1 Construction 
Management 

Construction Management Construction Management 

2 Quantity Survey Quantity Survey Quantity Survey 

3 All Fields of Engineering Civil, Structural and geotechnical 
engineering 

Geotechnical Engineering 

4 Conflict/ Dispute Resolution Complaints Management Conflict/ Dispute 
Management 

5 Customer Relations 
Management 

Complaints Management Customer Relations 
Management 
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STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS OF THE NATIONAL HOME BUILDERS REGISTRATION 

COUNCIL 

 

The NHBRC has adopted a bottom up process whereby all sections are allowed time to do their 

planning according to a specific framework. Then the divisions are also provided time to do their 

planning which culminates into Management Committee Strategic Planning workshop. EXCO sits in 

order to consolidate and finalise all the plans in preparation for a Council Strategic Planning process 

which would approve the Strategic Corporate Plan/ Annual Performance Plan for submission to the 

National Department of Human Settlements. 
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3. NHBRC operating environment/situational analysis 

 

3.1. Socio-economic imperatives  

 

The NHBRC in concert with the National Department of Human Settlements operates within the 

Outcomes 8 in the Presidency performance directives. Outcomes 8 deals with Sustainable Human 

Settlements and the improved quality of Human Settlements and covers the upgrade of human 

settlements, the delivery of affordable rental units, land acquisition and improved property 

management.   

 

The Department of Human Settlements has set aside R18.1bn for the financial year 2018/2019 for the 

creation of sustainable human settlement that enables improved quality of household life and access 

to basic service. These funds will to be utilized for the priorities set out in the 2019-2024 Medium 

Term Strategic Framework for human settlements. The Minister has committed to deliver over 160 

000 housing opportunities to qualifying beneficiaries in a form of houses, serviced stands and socio-

economic amenities for the 2019/2020 period. 

 

Over R900 million is apportioned for the Finance-Linked Individual Subsidy Programme (FLISP) to 

support workers earning less than R15, 000 per month to access home loans. The NHBRC will 

provided assurance to the ensure that both Provincial and Municipalities adhere to technical 

standards in order to prevent poor quality homes 

 

The Minister, during her budget vote speech mentioned the Golden Era of Human Settlements 

Expansion which will drastically address the housing backlog and the increasing housing needs 

pressuring society. This will stimulate the human settlements economic value-chain specifically the 

property development sector, create decent jobs, and vastly benefit the construction industry.  

 

The NHBRC as an entity within the human settlement plays an important strategic role in ensuring the 

protection of consumers through quality housing developments. The entity will continue work closely 

with both Provincial and Municipalities to ensure planned projects are enrolled. In addressing the 

shortage of skilled inspectors within the built industry, the NHBRC will development a training facility 

for the training academy at its Eric Molobi Housing Innovation Hub. The Hub will also seek to attain 

accreditation for material testing laboratory where materials used in the subsidy housing projects can 

be tested regularly during construction and non-complying material can be removed from the sites. 

 

In supporting the Department with the implementation of approved catalytic projects; the NHBRC will 

introduce innovative building technologies that meet the green Edge Rating requirements.  

 

The National Development Plan 2030 points out that since 1994, more than 3,7 million subsidised 

housing units have been built for the poor and that access to basic services has expanded. A total of 
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97% of households have access to water and almost 75% have access to sanitation and electricity. 

Despite these achievements access to adequate housing remains a daily challenge for many South 

Africans.   

 

Noting the disparities that are occasioned by the legacy of apartheid spatial patterns, the National 

Development Plan 2030 suggests that the provision of housing and basic services must adopt a new 

approach. Amongst others, the report suggests that the capital subsidy scheme and the Breaking 

New Ground (BNG) emphasis on affordable inner city housing as part of a broader housing renewal 

strategy requires renewed efforts to ensure that national, provincial and local government work 

together in reshaping the built environment to achieve smatter and fairer development. Amongst other 

suggestions the report proposes that spatial planning must consider the principle of spatial quality 

where the aesthetic and functional features of housing and the built environment need to be improved 

to create liveable, vibrant and valued places. 

 

The National Planning Commission Diagnostic report showed that differential migration patterns 

largely affect national patterns of job creation and job losses.  Although rural-urban migration is 

significant, about 78% of migration from rural areas and small towns was to other rural areas and 

small towns.  Consequently, while the growth of large urban centres needs to be managed, planning 

must also respond to changing patterns of population distribution in rural areas.  Informal settlements 

present a particular challenge. Most job seeking migrants moving to Cities first live in informal 

settlements, which are an affordable entry to the City. Many migrants cannot break into the urban 

labour market and find it difficult to move out of shacks into more formal accommodation. 

 

The aforesaid challenges faced by institutions operating in the human settlement environment have 

specific reference and implications to the contribution of the NHBRC in the human settlement 

discourse.  This means that the institution’s regulatory framework and the setting of norms and 

standards must take into consideration the constraints posed by these socio political imperatives. The 

NHBRC requires retooling in order to remain relevant with its geotechnical engineering capacities, its 

leadership in the setting of building standards and norms, innovation with new housing technologies 

especially greening solutions and meeting the challenges of the ever growing levels of city and rural 

densification population patterns.  

 

To remain relevant in this discourse the NHBRC requires strategies and tactics that will bring it closer 

to the implementing institutions by enhancing its stakeholder relationships and building strong and 

strategic partnerships that add value to the human settlement challenges that are faced by Provincial 

and Local Governments.  Increasingly the role of the NHBRC as a regulator and housing consumer 

protector would have to be preceded by better communication and joint action. 

 

In this context, the NHBRC will ensure compliance to national norms, standards and quality within the 

home building sector and that these are implemented by the industry. The NHBRC will also assist the 
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public and private sectors in improving programme and project management through training and the 

transfer of skills.  The project management office has been established to ensure that all projects are 

delivered using project management principles. The Project Management Office focussing primarily in 

the subsidy sector will be working with the National Department of Human Settlements Project 

Management Unit. The office will reconcile the delivery that is in the Housing Subsidy Sector (HSS) 

with what the NHBRC will be enrolling on the ground.  The PMO will also ensure that enrolment in the 

subsidy sector is done in terms of the different subsidy instruments which are the upgrading of 

informal settlements, social housing, finance linked individual subsidy program, rural program, 

integrated residential development program and the community residential units.   

 

The NHBRC will also contribute and assist the National Department of Human Settlements in the 

improvement of governance and performance in the sector.  The entity will do this by ensuring that all 

the timelines in submitting the statutory required reports are adhered to and have followed all the 

necessary approvals. The NHBRC will ensure that all reporting documents are sent directly to the 

Ministry and to National Treasury in the times frames agreed upon. 

 

3.2. Economic imperatives  

 

The economy of South Africa has posted real economic growth of 2.0% in 2017 with the forecasts by 

the Barclays Research Group (ABSA) forecasting growth to decline to 1.5% in 2018.  National 

Treasury state that the South African economy grew by 1.3 per cent in 2017 and is expected to grow 

by 2 per cent in 2018 as economic conditions strengthen.   The global economic growth outlook has 

improved, but is clouded by policy uncertainty as the world trading system comes under mounting 

pressure.  

The performance of the NHBRC in the non-subsidy sector is affected by a myriad of factors. Some of 

the factors that affect the performance are the exchange rate, repo rate, Gross Domestic product and 

Consumer Price Inflation. 
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Figure 4. Economic Outlook 

 

 

The chart above indicates that as the repo rate increases that move will see commercial banks raise 

their prime rate which may cause less building activity within the higher brackets of more than 

R500,000. 

 

It is worthy to note that interest rate, the resident’s income and GDP growth are the main factors 

which influence house prices where NHBRC derives its enrolment fees. Obviously, when the bank 

interest rates are low, consumers’ loan costs are reduced, thus this will promote consumers to obtain 

loans or mortgages to allow them to purchase property, and hence increase demand for housing. 

 

The consumer price index is targeted between 3% and 6%.  The power of the South African currency 

has declined in the last quarter.  Interest rates remain constant at 10% and are set to rise in the 

future.  

 

According to StatsSA (Statistics South Africa), year on year growth in building plans approved for 

2017 to 2018 are at 37%. Mortgage lending growth is currently at 2.4%.  It is expected that there will 

be limited improvement in the period going forward for mortgage lending. 

 

The South African Reserve Bank credit data continues to point to the South African household sector 

slowly reducing its vulnerability to interest rate hiking through keeping credit growth at rates that are 

expected to be below that of nominal disposable income growth. 
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Data released by the Absa Home Loan showed 3.9% year-on-year (y/y) growth up to the end of the 

first quarter of 2018. Growth in household credit balances, including mortgage balances, is forecast to 

remain in single-digit territory for the rest of the year. 

 

Figure 5. Approved building plans versus enrolments 

 

The NHBRC projects that in the 2019/2020 year, enrolments will be in the order of 50,000. The 

residential building activity which has been subdued over the past five years will continue to be driven 

by consumer and housing demand and supply factors. The NHBRC does not operate in isolation and 

the performance of the sector in terms of the building plans approved plays a role in assisting the 

entity in projecting its performance in the non-subsidy sector in the 2019/2020 financial year. The 

expectation is that by 2019/2020 the local government institutions will approve building plans to the 

tune of 50,000. 

 

The economic and household sector trends will remain important to the housing market in the rest of 

the 2019/2020 year. The housing market is forecast to continue to show a relatively subdued price 

performance towards the end of the year and into 2020/2021 financial year. House prices are 

projected to continue to deflate in real terms over the next 18 months, which will be the result of 

trends in nominal prices and headline consumer price inflation during this period.  

Outstanding private sector mortgage balances which include both corporate and household mortgage 

balances, showed growth of 4,8% y/y up to the end of April.  

Against the background of trends in and prospects for the economy, household sector finances and 

consumer confidence, growth in household credit balances is forecast at just above 4% by year-end, 

with household mortgage balances projected to grow by almost 4% in 2018. 

 

Mortgage advances growth is forecast to remain in single digits in the rest of 2019/2020, set to be 

impacted by economic trends, household finances and consumer confidence which will affect the 

property market. 
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Building activity in the South African market for new private sector-financed housing showed a 

significant improvement in both the planning and construction phases in the first month of the year 

compared with a year ago, based on data released by Statistics South Africa. The number of building 

plans approved for new housing was up by a substantial 37% year on-year. Plans approved in the 

segment for houses smaller than 80m² increased by around 100% y/y in the first quarter of 2019 and 

with the segment for flats and townhouses posted a growth of almost 23% y/y. 

 

These trends are regarded as an indication of expectations regarding the demand of new housing 

towards the end of year and into 2019 against the background of improved economic growth and 

political developments towards the end of last year and confidence levels amongst building 

contractors. 

 

In this respect, evidence suggests that enrolments in the non-subsidy sector are concentrated in the 

R0-R500 000 with sectional title contributing 69% and speculative contributing 31%. 58% of the 

enrolments are sectional titles and 42% are speculative.  

A total of 30% of the enrolments are in the R500 000- R1m range, whilst 21% are in the R1m-R2m 

range. 15% and 3% are in the R2m-R5m and more than R5m respectively. 

 

Table 5.     Category of non-subsidy enrolment by selling price 

Category Sectional Title Speculative TOTAL 

0-500k 12,367 5,542 17,948 

500k-R1m 6,488 10,161 16,670 

R1m-R2m 8,077 3,978 12,081 

R2m - R5m 4,056 4,246 8,315 

>R5m 321 1170 1,492 

TOTAL                          31,309                      25,097                  56,506  

 

 

4. Revision to legislative and other mandates 

 

In the period covering the Strategic Corporate Plan 2019-2024 cognisance must be taken of the 

revisions that are contemplated and are due for enactment in the legislative environment of the 

NHBRC.   

 

Since the promulgation of the Housing Consumers Protection Measures Act, 1998 (Act No.95 of 

1998), the NHBRC has been experiencing numerous challenges and weaknesses in the current 

Housing Consumers Protection Measures Act, 1998 (Act No.95 of 1998) that were impeding its 

effective and efficient implementation.  The NHBRC is in the process of amending the Housing 

Consumers Protection Measures Act, 1998 (Act No.95 of 1998). 
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In many respects, the HCPMA is seen not to be compliant with other legislation such as the Public 

Finance Management Act, 1999(Act No.1 of 1999), the Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2000 

(Act No.  2 of 2000), the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000 (Act No.3of 2000), the 

Consumer Protection Act, 2008 (Act No. 68 of 2008) and the National Regulator for Compulsory 

Specification Act, 2008 (Act No.5 of 2008). 

 

5. Strategic outcomes goals of the NHBRC 

 

The NHBRC’s strategic outcome oriented goals will be linked to the budget structure that has been 

adopted for official use. 

 

5.1. Budget structure (all programmes) 

 

Table 6.     Budget Structure - Administration 

Programme 1 Administration  

Strategic outcome-oriented 
goal 1 

Well-administered organisation that has governance in place. 

Goal statement By the end of 2023/2024 the NHBRC will have improved its supply 
chain management process. The audit process of the organisation is 
done in line with the practice of the day. By the end of 2023/2024 the 
NHBRC will have improved its staff complement so that they excel in 
discharging their services. 

Cost of the programme R158, 219 687 

 

Table 7.     Budget Structure – Regulation 

Programme 2 Regulation  

Strategic outcome-oriented 
goal 2 

Improved structural quality: a well-functioning regulatory body that 
ensures that industry adheres to the norms and standards. 

Goal statement By the end of 2023/2024 the NHBRC shall ensure that all the 
homebuilders who engage in the activities of homebuilding are 
registered. The homebuilders who do not adhere to the norms and 
standards shall be suspended and deregistered from practising in 
the sector. The NHBRC shall train homebuilders and youth in 
construction-related programmes so that they continue to uphold the 
norms and standards in the construction sector. 

Cost of the programme R583, 571 374 

 

Table 8.     Budget Structure – Consumer Protection 

Programme 3  Protection 

Strategic outcome-oriented 
goal 3 

Improved regulation and compliance. 

Goal statement By the end of 2023/2024 the NHBRC shall ensure that all homes 
built in the country are enrolled with the regulator. The NHBRC shall 
continue to issue the enrolment certificates for both the subsidy and 
the non-subsidy sector.  

Cost of the programme (R229,561,433) 
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6. Overview of 2019-2024 MTEF estimates   

Table 9.     Overview of 2019-2024 MTEF estimates 

 

Expenditure Estimates 

Audited Outcomes Budget Medium term expenditure estimates 

2015/2016 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 
2022/202

3 
2023/2024 

Actual Actual Actual Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget 

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 

Program 1: Administration 
         

% maintenance of Network 
availability 

15 000 17 000 21 000 21 500 22 000 22 500 22 500 22 500 22 500 

% maintenance of SAP system 
availability 

71 000 6 000 6 000 6 000 - - - - - 

% Implementation of Human 
Capital Plan 

- - - - - - - - - 

% Implementation of Facilities 
Management Plan 

13 902 13 538 12 132 17 664 18 900 19 845 20 936 22 087 23 303 

% Implementation of Policy 
Maintenance Plan 

- - - - - - - - - 

Operating Surplus > Budget 250 302 488 293 612 430 423 064 581 533 599 293 630 610 668 187 708 046 

BEE Spend 214 592 226 395 238 846 251 982 265 842 280 462 295 888 312 162 329 331 

Suppliers paid within 30 days 
43 173 76 205 207 700 228 470 251 317 256 343 269 160 274 543 282 780 

Program 2  : Regulation          

Number of homebuilders to be 
registered 

6,081 4,918 3,123 2,314 2,117 2,233 2,365 2,486 2,593 

Number of homebuilders to 
renew their registrations.lr 
registration 

5,638 8,216 9,923 9,699 6,628 6,993 7,378 7,783 7,881 

Number of homes to be 
inspected in the non-subsidy 
sector 

145 937 154 297 165 319 189 312 193 312 203 944 215 161 226 995 239 479 

Number of homes to be 
inspected in the subsidy sector 

145 937 154 297 165 319 189 312 193 312 203 944 215 161 226 995 239 479 

% of prosecutable matters 
suspended within 10 working 
days of receipt of instruction by 
Paralegal 

2 654 4 681 3 810 5 691 5 975 6 274 6 619 6 983 7 367 
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Expenditure Estimates 

Audited Outcomes Budget Medium term expenditure estimates 

2015/2016 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 
2022/202

3 
2023/2024 

Actual Actual Actual Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget 

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 

 

% of prosecutable matters set 
down for hearing before the DC 
within 120 working days from 
date of suspension OR from date 
of receipt of instruction 

2 654 4 681 3 810 5 691 5 975 6 274 6 619 6 983 7 367 

Conduct  a study   on  the  
impact  of NHBRC builders 
training  within the home built 
environment 

- -  - - - - - - 

% completion of a design, 
construction and evaluation of a 
Green Edge Rated IBT house 

- - - - - - - - - 

Number of  homebuilders to be 
trained 

2 463 1 200 1 200 1 250 1 300 1 500 1 750 1 900 21 00 

Number of  Youth to be trained 
2 000 2 000 2 000 2 200 2 420 2 662 2 300 2 380 2 450 

Number of  Women to be trained 
179 900 900 990 1 089 1 197 1 200 1 250 1 275 

Number of  Military Veterans to 
be trained 

101 180 200 220 242 266 280 300 330 

Number of  people with 
disabilities to be trained 

144 1 300 1 385 1 523 1 675 1 842 2 026 2 127 2 233 

Number of  Technical 
professional to be trained 

310 400 400 440 484 532 595 615 630 

Number of  Artisans to be trained 
256 351 400 440 484 532 585 600 630 

Programme 3: Protection 
         

Number of homes to be enrolled 
in the subsidy sector 

156,913 190,076 132,486 244,870 175,278 184,919 195,089 205,819 217,139 

Number of home enrolments 
Non-Subsidy der renewal 

548,866 596,753 655,563 546,818 680,610 718,043 757,536 799,200 843,156 
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Expenditure Estimates 

Audited Outcomes Budget Medium term expenditure estimates 

2015/2016 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 
2022/202

3 
2023/2024 

Actual Actual Actual Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget 

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 

registration 

% implementation of 
Communication Plan 

1 500 1 601 8 11 000 11 962 12 560 13 251 13 980 14 748 
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7. Programs and sub-programs plans of the NHBRC 

 

The program plans of the NHBRC are based on the balanced score card. For the period 2019-2024 the 

programs and sub-programs that have been defined include Administration, Regulation and Consumer 

protection divided into two sub-programs namely; the subsidy and the non-subsidy sector. These programs are 

referred to and are known as the Valuable Final Products.  

 

The details of each programme area as follows: 

Programme 1: Administration 

 Governance and leadership 

 Well-functioning organization 

 Efficient IT System 

 Satisfied and skilled staff compliment ( Human Resources); and 

 Internal control (SCM, Finance and Audit). 

 

Programme 2: Regulation 

 Homebuilders registered with the NHBRC 

 Homebuilders reinstated 

 Compliance of homebuilders to set norms and standards 

 Enforcement of homebuilders to set norms and standards 

 Trained homebuilders 

 

Programme 3: Consumer Protection, subdivided into 2 Subprogramme, which are: 

Sub-programme 1: Subsidy Sector 

 Project enrolment 

 Enrolment of homes 

 Issuing of warranty certificates 

 Stakeholder engagement; and  

 Sustained warranty fund 

 

Sub-programme 2: Non-Subsidy sector 

 Enrolment of homes 

 Issuing of warranty certificates 

 Stakeholder engagement 

 Sustained warranty fund 

 

7.1. NHBRC Strategy map 

 

Based on the NHBRC strategic intent and the NHBRC strategy map presented in Appendix A of this plan, the 

performance levels for the period 2019-2024 are hereunder articulated within the context of the four balanced 

score card perspectives.  The four perspectives are: Financial perspective, Customer perspective, internal 
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business processes and the Innovation, growth and development perspective. The balance score card system 

will cascade to the divisional score cards and employee performance agreements.  

 

7.1.1. The Financial perspective 

 

The Financial perspective deals with all financial measures that impact on the NHBRC.  The strategic objective 

“To improve cost effectiveness and internal efficiencies of operations”, is fundamental to the long term 

sustainability of the entity.   

 

The revenue trend is based on the enrolment of homes where the building activity in the segment of flats and 

townhouses over the MTEF period has showed some growth with slow growth evident in the segment of larger 

homes.   

 

The market for new houses will be affected by trends on the macroeconomic front (economic growth, 

employment, inflation, interest rates).   The state of household finances (income, consumption, savings, debt 

levels, debt servicing, and credit risk profiles) consumer confidence and property market related factors 

(investment, sentiment, property running costs, building costs).  These factors will be reflected in new-housing 

demand and supply conditions, market activity, transaction volumes, price levels and the demand for mortgage 

finance. 

 

The non-subsidy revenue for the budget period 2019-2024 budget is estimated to grow by 16%. The subsidy 

revenue will increase by 23% based on the assumption that all homes will be enrolled in this segment.  It is 

expected that revenue will increase by at least 8% over the MTEF period, based on projected macro-economic 

indicators.  

 

NHBRC is re-engineering the Supply Chain Management section. Management has realised that the root cause 

for the supply chain are as follows: 

 

• Lack of/or ineffective policies, processes and procedures as it pertains to SCM, Irregular expenditure and 

BBBEE. 

• Lack of demand planning and integration with business needs. 

• Lack of appropriate control monitoring and compliance in the SCM function. 

• Limited, and where present cumbersome, analytical and reporting capabilities on the ERP system. 

• Relatively new SCM team with recruitment on critical positions still in progress. 

• Limited business user knowledge, discipline and accountability for compliance to SCM requirements. 

 

The key challenge that needs to be addressed are of a slow and ineffective SCM function resulting in slow 

delivery of goods and services to the business and Audit findings for non-compliance to Treasury Regulations 

resulting in irregular expenditure and increased risk of fraud and corruption. 

The NHBRC has established the following measures to close the gap in terms of challenges that were 

identified: 
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• Comprehensive independent maturity assessment carried out on the SCM function with a view to 

developing the function. 

• SCM, Unauthorized Irregular and Fruitless Expenditure and BBBEE policy currently being updated and 

finalized. 

• More efficient and automated SCM processes and related controls have been designed and will be 

enabled by SAP. 

• Improved analytical and reporting, particularly on non-compliances, currently being designed on SAP. 

• Implementation of Demand Management, integrated with the budgeting and planning process, carried out 

to fully understand business requirements and to inform SCM resourcing requirements. 

• Implementation of contracts for items less than R500 000, instead of 3 quotes, for frequently purchased 

items. 

• Improved Control Framework and compliance thereto to be designed and implemented. 

• Finalisation of the SCM organogram and recruitment in progress. To be followed by appropriate training 

and accreditation of SCM officials. 

• Training of end users on SCM policies, procedures and applicable accountabilities. 

 

The continuous process of housing consumer education, marketing and branding of the NHBRC has been on-

going to ensure that housing consumers are informed of their obligations and rights.  Budget for the 2019/20 

has been increased to focus on Communication and Marketing Strategy which will focus on educating housing 

consumers on their rights and obligations.  

 

The Communication Strategic Objectives will focus on the following: 

• Awareness of NHBRC positioning, mandate, services, values, benefits to create relevance. 

• Education about the NHBRC and its programs to improve brand positioning, perception and access. 

• Promote access in order to improve interaction and communication with all stakeholders. 

• Relationship building in order to develop win-win relations with all key stakeholders internally and 

externally. 

 

The Communication interventions will focus on the following: 

• Internal Communications 

• Stakeholder management 

• Medial Engagement 

• Public relations 

• Brand management 

 

In order to enhance measurement and evaluation of the NHBRC, the Communication and Stakeholder Section 

will ensure that the following tasks are carried out: 

• Annual stakeholder surveys 

• Quarterly employee dipstick research 

• Best Company to work for campaigns 

• Media monitoring 

• Reputation tracking  
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• Return on Investment (ROI) for campaigns, events etc 

• Google Analytics  

• Customer Satisfaction Index 

• Internal Employee feedback sessions 

• Audit findings 

• Policies and Procedures 

 

Through the Centre for Research and Housing Innovation the NHBRC has developed a school of inspectors 

where inspectors will be trained and skilled on different inspection methods so that they can perform the 

inspection duty with excellence. 

 

This will improve the quality and timing of home inspections by suitably qualified inspectors. The NHBRC has 

employed in excess of 200 inspectors. The projected expenditure for the MTSF period in this regard is 

estimated at more than R430m. The NHBRC will also use a hybrid model should the need arise to ensure that 

all homes are inspected covering the People Housing Process (PHP) and the rural projects.  

 

In the 2019/2020 budget the reserve fund for emerging contactors has increased by R36 million and budget for 

training of youth, woman, artisans, home inspectors, military veterans and people with disabilities by R15 

million. The NHBRC will be expanding the training service to focus on artisan training and home inspector 

training. 

 

Notwithstanding these increases the total increase in operating and fixed costs has increased in line with 

inflation by 4.5% for the 2019/2020 budget.  The net budgeted surplus for 2019/2020 is projected at R522 

million.   

 

The performance levels/targets and strategies for this perspective are summarised in the logical framework 

matrix marked as Appendix B.   

 

7.1.2. The customer perspective 

 

The customer perspective seeks to define the products and services that will be supplied by the organisation 

and how the organisation will maintain its customer base.  Given the review of the NHBRC final valuable 

products and the organisational values, the strategic objective for this perspective is “To ensure effective 

regulatory compliance”. 

 

The NHBRC will be registering a total of 14,866 homebuilders in the 2019-2024 MTEF period. A total of 65,983 

homebuilders will renew their registration with the regulator in the envisaged MTEF period; a total of 259,564 

homes will be enrolled in the non-subsidy sector and 268,454 homes are estimated to be enrolled in the subsidy 

sector for the 2019/2024 MTEF period. 
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Figure 6. Registration of homebuilders for the period 2017/18 to 2023/24 

 

 

The table above indivates that on average for the seven year period a total of 3,117 homebuilders would be 

registered woth the regulator. The chart shows that in 2019/2020 NHBRC is expecting a drop in terms of 

registration of homebuilders. 

 

Figure 7. Subsidy home enrolment for the period 2017/18 to 2023/24 

 

The Chart above indicates that the NHBRC on average for seven years will enrol a total of 63,903 homes in the 

Subsidy sector but it is projected that a total of 63,614 homes will be enrolled in 2019/2020 financial year. 

The table below indicates deliverables for the Medium term Strategic Framework: 

 

Table 10.     Key Performance deliverables for 2014/2019 and 2019/2024 

KPI 2014/15 - 2018/2019 2019/2020 - 2023/2024 

Number of homebuilders to be registered                            20 573                                   14 866  

Number of homebuilders to renew their registrations.                            64 585                                   65 985  

Number of home enrolments Non-Subsidy                          260 997                                259 564  

Number of homes to be inspected in the non-subsidy 
sector 

                         344 231                                283 530  
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Number of homes to be inspected in the subsidy 
sector 

                         260 997                                442 415  

Number of  homebuilders to be trained                            11 588                                   12 000  

Number of  Youth to be trained                            10 391                                   10 000  

Number of  Women to be trained                               4 998                                     9 900  

Number of  Military Veterans to be trained                               1 504                                     1 500  

Number of  people with disabilities to be trained                                  730                                     1 825  

Number of  Technical prof to be trained                               2 004                                     3 475  

Number of  Artisans to be trained                               2 186                                     2 000  

 

The NHBRC is aligning its delivery with the MTSF targets that the shareholder is aiming to deliver in the next 

five years. 

 

CATALYTIC PROJECTS 

 

The Honourable Minister of Human Settlements has decided on catalytic projects. The catalytic projects would 

be covering all the nine provinces of South Africa. On 15 July 2014, the Minister of Human Settlements 

announced her 100 Days Programme (15 July 2014 to 13 October 2014) in her Budget Vote Speech. The 

Minister further announced the same programme to the Human Settlements Portfolio Committee on 19 August 

2014.  

 

One of the outcomes of the MTSF is to ensure Adequate Housing and Improved Quality Living Environments, 

and one of the key commitments in the Minister’s 100 Days Programme that seeks to achieve this outcome is 

the “identification and implementation of 50 national priority catalytic projects using different tenure options to 

deliver mega, high impact integrated and sustainable human settlements that clearly demonstrate spatial, social 

and economic integration. The 50 catalytic projects are to be implemented during the five-year MTSF period 

(targeting the implementation of 10 projects per year).  The catalytic projects required are aligned to the Human 

Settlements Master Spatial Plan (MSP) currently being developed by the Department of Human Settlements. 

The MSP also seeks to promote the integration of basic services and social amenities in human settlement 

developments in line with general principles applicable to housing development as outlined in the Housing Act, 

Breaking New Ground (BNG concept) and National Development Plan. The underlying principle of all these 

catalytic projects is to ensure spatially targeted interventions whose main objective is to restructure settlement 

patterns and impact on the environment. Following the Minister’s pronouncement on catalytic projects, the 

National Department of Human Settlements(NDHS) and Housing Development Agency(HDA) invited 

metropolitan municipalities and provinces to submit catalytic project proposals for consideration and 

assessment and as part of efforts to up-scaling delivery of high impact mega catalytic projects towards 

achievement of MTSF human settlements targets (1.5 million housing opportunities) .In order for a project to be 

considered catalytic, the project proposals must allow for different tenure options providing for mega, high 

impact integrated and sustainable human settlements that clearly demonstrate spatial, social and economic 

integration aligned to human settlements Master Spatial plan in collaboration with provinces and municipalities. 
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Assessments of the proposal (Catalytic projects) have been concluded and the ministry will make an 

announcement on the actual number of the projects and the exact location where they will be delivered. The 

NHBRC will take the necessary steps after the Ministry has made the pronouncement. 

 

Progress has been made in the Eastern Cape Province in terms of actual delivery. Some of the activities 

completed are land audit review for 2007 units, assessment of approved layout plans, preparation of 

redevelopment concept plans, review of 2014 social survey, floodline studies, topographical survey, bulk 

infrastructure assessment and operational plans for all workstream. 

 

The activities that are underway are approximately 20hectares of proposed sites is not invaded, currently 

undergoing feasibility assessment for suitability, identification of well located suitable land for human 

settlements development within 15km radius from Duncan Village is underway and development of creditable 

project pipeline in line with current and future housing development. 

 

The tables below cover the estimated performance for the MTEF period per province. The coverage is for 

registration of homebuilders, homebuilder renewals, enrolment of homes, and for training in the different 

categories.  

 

REGISTRATIONS OF HOMEBUILDERS 

Registrations  

Province  2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

EC 270 262 254 262 270 

FS 180 182 185 187 190 

GP 1 000 1 013 1 026 1 040 1 053 

KZN 400 412 424 437 450 

LP 220 223 226 229 232 

MP 250 253 257 260 263 

NW 170 172 174 177 179 

NC 70 71 72 73 74 

WC 325 335 345 354 365 

Total 2 885 2 923 2 963 3 019 3 076 

 

RENEWAL OF REGISTRATIONS 

Renewal 

Province  2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

EC 1 094 985 956 984 1 014 

FS 450 456 462 468 474 

GP 4 600 4 660 4 720 4 782 4 844 

KZN 1 523 1 550 1 596 1 644 1 694 

LP 1 100 1 114 1 129 1 143 1 158 

MP 1 400 1 418 1 437 1 455 1 474 

NW 900 912 924 936 948 

NC 220 223 226 229 232 
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WC 1 616 1 634 1 683 1 732 1 785 

Total 12 903 12 952 13 132 13 373 13 623 

 

NON SUBSIDY ENROLMENTS 

Non Subsidy enrolments  

Province  2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

EC 1 510 1 555 1 602 1 650 1 700 

FS 500 507 513 520 527 

GP 31 000 31 403 31 811 32 225 32 644 

KZN 2 520 2 596 2 673 2 754 2 836 

LP 1 200 1 216 1 231 1 247 1 264 

MP 2 700 2 735 2 771 2 807 2 841 

NW 1 500 1 520 1 539 1 559 1 580 

NC 200 203 205 208 211 

WC 9 000 9 270 9 548 9 834 10 130 

Total 50 130 51 003 51 894 52 804 53 733 

 

HOME ENROLMENTS: SUBSIDY 

Subsidy Enrolment 

Province  2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

EC        5,500         5,572         5,644         5,718         5,792  

FS        2,000         2,026         2,052         2,079         2,106  

GP       16,800        17,019        17,240        17,464        17,691  

KZN       11,748        11,901        12,055        12,213        12,371  

LP        8,480         8,591         8,702         8,815         8,929  

MP        3,600         3,647         3,695         3,743         3,791  

NW        5,000         5,065         5,131         5,198         5,265  

NC        1,000         1,013         1,026         1,040         1,053  

WC        9,486         9,610         9,734         9,860         9,989  

Total       63,614        64,444        65,279        66,130        66,987  

 

The training for the ensuing MSTF period is planned as illustrated below: 

 

HOME BUILDER TRAINING 

Province  2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

EC 360 360 360 360 360 

FS 240 240 240 240 240 

GP 360 360 360 360 360 

KZN 360 360 360 360 360 

LP 240 240 240 240 240 

MP 240 240 240 240 240 

NW 240 240 240 240 240 

NC 180 180 180 180 180 

WC 180 180 180 180 180 
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Total 2 400 2 400 2 400 2 400 2 400 

 

YOUTH TRAINING 

Province  2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

EC 200 200 200 200 200 

FS 200 200 200 200 200 

GP 300 300 300 300 300 

KZN 300 300 300 300 300 

LP 200 200 200 200 200 

MP 200 200 200 200 200 

NW 200 200 200 200 200 

NC 200 200 200 200 200 

WC 200 200 200 200 200 

Total 2 000 2 000 2 000 2 000 2 000 

 

WOMEN TRAINING 

Province  2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

EC 220 220 220 220 220 

FS 220 220 220 220 220 

GP 220 220 220 220 220 

KZN 220 220 220 220 220 

LP 220 220 220 220 220 

MP 220 220 220 220 220 

NW 220 220 220 220 220 

NC 220 220 220 220 220 

WC 220 220 220 220 220 

Total 1 980 1 980 1 980 1 980 1 980 

 

 

MILITARY VETERANS TRAINING 

Province  2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

EC 35 35 35 35 35 

FS 30 30 30 30 30 

GP 40 40 40 40 40 

KZN 40 40 40 40 40 

LP 30 30 30 30 30 

MP 30 30 30 30 30 

NW 30 30 30 30 30 

NC 30 30 30 30 30 

WC 35 35 35 35 35 

Total 300 300 300 300 300 

 

TRAINING OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES  

Province  2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

EC 40 40 40 40 40 

FS 40 40 40 40 40 
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GP 45 45 45 45 45 

KZN 40 40 40 40 40 

LP 40 40 40 40 40 

MP 40 40 40 40 40 

NW 40 40 40 40 40 

NC 40 40 40 40 40 

WC 40 40 40 40 40 

Total 365 365 365 365 365 

 

INSPECTORS TRAINING 

Province  2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

EC 60 60 60 60 60 

FS 40 40 40 40 40 

GP 150 150 150 150 150 

KZN 145 145 145 145 145 

LP 120 120 120 120 120 

MP 50 50 50 50 50 

NW 50 50 50 50 50 

NC 30 30 30 30 30 

WC 50 50 50 50 50 

Total 695 695 695 695 695 

 

 

ARTISANS TRAINING 

Province  2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

EC 55 68 72 78 84 

FS 55 64 72 78 84 

GP 60 68 72 78 84 

KZN 55 68 72 78 84 

LP 55 68 72 78 84 

MP 55 68 72 78 84 

NW 55 68 72 78 82 

NC 55 60 72 76 80 

WC 55 68 74 78 84 

Total 500 600 650 700 750 

 

7.2. Internal Business Process 

 

The internal business processes perspective addresses the institutional processes and systems that make the 

organisation deliver its final value products in a cost-effective manner.  In this context the strategic objective for 

this perspective is to “To entrench a culture of compliance and ensure efficient enforcement mechanism”. 

The NHBRC has been engaged in the process of finalizing the policies, procedures and process maps in the 

2019-2014 financial year with the view of implementing immediately so that all provinces are uniformly 

conducting business in the required guidelines. 
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The Business Management Solutions section is will ensure that the organisation achieve a 99% uptime of ICT 

network and SAP system. The NHBRC is also in the process of locating a suitable business continuity site so 

that it could accommodate employees in case of a disaster.  NHBRC has also identified that there is a high level 

of low computer literacy amongst employees and as such Human Capital Section has piloted computer training 

at three NHBRC offices with a huge success and an option of online internet e-learning is also being 

considered. The NHBRC was very proactive in the sense that they have been running a Change Management 

workshop as well to ensure that staff adjusts to the implementation process of Enterprise Resource Planning. 

 

The Corporate Communications and Marketing section will ensure that housing consumer stakeholder sessions 

are held at provinces and homebuilder stakeholder sessions are held at provinces. Housing consumer and 

homebuilder stakeholder sessions will be held across the nine provinces in the 2019-2024 financial years. 

 

The housing consumer stakeholder sessions and homebuilder stakeholder sessions are meant to empower 

both the housing consumer and homebuilder with consumer education and their obligations. 

 

The Human Resource section will be implementing the talent management plan within the NHBRC and this will 

ensure that all employees will be developed and empowered with the requisite skills. The NHBRC has accepted 

that the following skills are required, which are Engineering, Architectural, Construction Economics, GIS and 

Social Sciences. In terms of Legal the following skill are required, legal advisory, prosecution and regulatory 

compliance, contract management, litigation management, investigations and legislative drafting. In Finance 

NHBRC require skills on logistics management, compliance management and investment management and 

liquidity management. In Business Services division NHBRC requires skills in Construction management, 

Quantity Surveying, Geotechnical Engineering, Customer relation Management and Dispute resolutions. Human 

Capital will thus ensure that the current employees of NHBRC will be trained and empowered in some of the 

skills which are already identified as critical. 

 

The Facilities section is responsible for ensuring that all our provincial offices leases are in order and are 

renewed well in time and they do not lapse and as such the organization finds itself incurring fruitless and 

wasteful expenditure. 

 

7.3. Innovation, learning and growth 

 

The strategic objective of this perspective is “To entrench a culture of compliance and ensure efficient 

enforcement mechanism”.  This perspective focuses primarily on the people’s process and the creation of a 

nurturing environment in the organization. 

 

The NHBRC will be developing simplified guidelines on National Building Regulations and those guidelines shall 

be work shopped so that all the affected parties are empowered and could understand and implemented the 

guidelines. 

 

Human Capital will focus on training and developing 300 workforces for the 2019/2020 financial year and other 

HC solutions to support NHBRC business processes, improving and strengthening the NHBRC human capital 
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skills base as well as reviewing and developing NHBRC performance and business environment enhancing 

solutions. 

 

Human Capital will ensure that the following critical interventions are in place: 

 Identification, selection and placement of suitable candidates for available positions 

 Ensure retention of staff to keep turnover at a minimum 

 Ensure that succession planning in place 

 Conduct skills audit to fill gaps in terms of the required skills 

 Continuous development of the current staff 

 

NHBRC has established a Centre for Research and Housing Innovation (“The Centre”).  The purpose of The 

Centre is to support the attainment of Technical Excellence in the home building industry, by encouraging 

innovation and facilitating the development and transfer of information, knowledge, best practice and standards 

relating to the industry. The Centre for Research and Housing Innovation is established along the similar lines to 

other international warranty organisations such as the UK National House Building Council Foundation. 

 

The NHBRC is also represented in the Agrément Board to ensure that NHBRC provide strategic input on all 

issues of ABT and IBT. The Minister is focusing on utilizing ABT and IBT in order to increase the delivery of 

housing opportunities and promote energy efficiency standards into the subsidy market.  

The strategy of The Centre is to:- 

 position NHBRC as a leading knowledge, technical and housing technology solutions provider through 

strategic partnerships; 

 assist in the business growth of NHBRC through focussed business development, i.e.  assist in growing 

NHBRC’s income in a market-driven, financially sustainable, relevant and impactful way; 

 enhance impact on South Africa’s Sustainable Human Settlements; and  

 Leverage NHBRC’s intellectual capital and knowledge resources through harnessing the power of 

information and communication technology 

Figure 8. Positioning the NHBRC for technical leadership 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The figure above presents an overview of the Technical Leadership of The Centre. 

 

The Centre’s definition for intellectual, technical and transformational leadership is:- 

 

 Intellectual leadership – to be acknowledged by stakeholders as a leader in home building industry, 

innovation and change in the industry. 
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 Technical leadership – to be acknowledged to support the attainment of Technical Excellence in the 

home building industry, by encouraging innovation and facilitating the development and transfer of 

information, knowledge, best practice and raising the standards in the home building industry. 

 Transformational leadership – the acceptance by industry players, companies and stakeholders as key 

contributor of industry change through the delivery of relevant services and training for technical and 

socio-economic change, and making a difference in the lives of South Africans by enhancing service 

delivery through improved quality control of construction processes. 

 

The table below defines specific actions for each of the focus areas that will position the Centre for research and 

innovation as a leader in each area. 

 

Table 11.     Actions for each focus area 

 

Focus Area Intellectual Technical Transformational 

Research and 
Development 

Alliance with 
Agrément SA, 
CSIR, SABS, 
Banks, and 
academic 
institutions 

 Production of technical brochures 
 Knowledge base 
 Introduction of revised and new 

standards in the industry 
 Technical publications in journals 

and conference proceedings 

 Assist system developers in 
introducing new products in the 
industry 

 Quality products in market 
 Assist in delivery of quality 

houses 

Focus Area Intellectual Technical Transformational 

Upliftment of 
emerging home 
builders and 
Quality Assurers 
through training 
 
 
 
 

Alliance with 
CETA, ECSA 

 Production of training materials 
 Simplified home building manuals 
 Training of emerging home 

builders and 
 Quality Assurers (Inspectors) 

 Home building performance 
improvement 

 Qualified home builders in 
industry 

 Certification of Inspections 

Focus Area Intellectual Technical Transformational 

Standards Alliance with 
Agrément SA & 
SABS 

 Development of technical 
requirements 

 Production of Home Building 
Manuals 

 Development of technical 
guidelines 

 Training of professionals in the 
built environment. 

 Development of housing policies 
 Contribution to Sustainable 

Human Settlements 

 

8. Program performance indicators for annual targets 2019-2024 

 

In this section the NHBRC programs, their purpose, performance indicators for the MTSF period and the annual 

performance targets for the period 2019-20214 are detailed.  The matrix below details the programs, the sub-

programs and the purpose for each. 

 

Programme 1: Administration 

 Governance and leadership 

 Well-functioning organization 

 Efficient IT System 

 Satisfied and skilled staff compliment (Human Resources); and 
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 Internal control (SCM, Finance and Audit). 

 

Programme 2: Regulation 

 Homebuilders registered with the NHBRC 

 Compliance of homebuilders to set norms and standards 

 Enforcement of homebuilders to set norms and standards 

 Trained homebuilders 

 

Programme 3: Consumer Protection, subdivided into 2 Subprogramme, which are: 

 Enrolment of homes 

 Issuing of warranty certificates 

 Stakeholder engagement; and  

 Sustained warranty fund 
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8.1. Programme 1: Administration  

 

The NHBRC has agreed to an administration and governance programme together with National Department of 

Human Settlements and National Treasury. The administration and governance programme ensures that KPA’s 

that are related to administration and governance are covered in the Annual Performance Plan. The KPA’s are 

from Business Management Solution, Human Capital, Facilities, Policy Development, Finance and Supply 

Chain Management. All the KPA’s will be monitored and evaluated on a quarterly basis. 

 

Business Management Solutions  

Programme Purpose: The management of computer based information systems and relating infrastructure. 

 

Human Capital Section 

Programme Purpose: The provision of specialist seamless human capital management. 

 

Facilities Management 

Programme purpose: To ensure that facilities owned and rented by the organisation are compliant to health and 

safety standards and all relevant legislations. 

 

Policy Development 

Programme purpose: To provide guidelines for best practices within the organisation and instil norms and 

values for the employees. 

 

Supply Chain Management 

Programme purpose: To procure goods and services with National Treasury prescripts. 

 

Finance 

Programme purpose: To ensure that the organisation grows and sustains the warranty fund. 
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Strategic 
Objective 

Program 
performan
ce 
Indicator 

5year 
strategic 
corporate 
plan  

Audited /Actual performance Estimated 
performance  

MTEF PERIOD Portfolio 

of 

evidence 

2019-2024 2015/2016 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

To improve 
cost 
effectivene
ss and 
internal 
efficiencies 
of 
operations 

% 
maintenance 
of Network 
availability 

Achieve 

99% 

maintenanc

e of 

Network 

availability 

99% of 

uptime 

was 

achieved. 

99% 

uptime of 

ICT 

System 

99.81% 

maintenan

ce of 

critical ICT 

services  

Achieve 99% 
uptime of ICT 
infrastructure( 
SAP, network 

and 
exchange(emai

l)) 

Achieve 99% 

maintenance 

of Network 

availability 

Achieve 99% 

maintenance 

of Network 

availability 

Achieve 99% 

maintenance 

of Network 

availability 

Achieve 99% 

maintenance 

of Network 

availability 

Achieve 99% 

maintenance 

of Network 

availability 

Network 

availability  

report 

 % 

maintenance 

of SAP system 

availability 

99% 

maintenanc

e of SAP 

system 

availability 

Not 

applicable 

Not 

applicable 

100% 
stabilizatio
n and 
enhancem
ent of the 
core 
business 
system ( 
SAP) 

100 % 
stabilisation 

and 
enhancement 

of the core 
business 

system (SAP) 

99% 

maintenance 

of SAP 

system 

availability 

99% 

maintenance 

of SAP 

system 

availability 

99% 

maintenance 

of SAP 

system 

availability 

99% 

maintenance 

of SAP 

system 

availability 

99% 

maintenance 

of SAP 

system 

availability 

SAP 

availability 

Report 

 % 
Implementatio
n of Human 
Capital Plan 

100% 

Implementa

tion of 

Human 

Capital Plan 

Not 

applicable 

Not 

applicable 

Not 

applicable 

Not applicable 100% 

Implementati

on of Human 

Capital Plan 

100% 

Implementati

on of Human 

Capital Plan 

100% 

Implementati

on of Human 

Capital Plan 

100% 

Implementati

on of Human 

Capital Plan 

100% 

Implementati

on of Human 

Capital Plan 

Updated 

Human 

Capital 

Plan 

 % 
Implementatio
n of Facilities 
Management 
Plan 

100% 

Implementa

tion of 

Facilities 

Manageme

nt Plan 

Not 

applicable 

Not 

applicable 

Not 

applicable 

Not applicable 100% 

Implementati

on of 

Facilities 

Management 

Plan 

100% 

Implementati

on of 

Facilities 

Management 

Plan 

100% 

Implementati

on of 

Facilities 

Management 

Plan 

100% 

Implementati

on of 

Facilities 

Management 

Plan 

100% 

Implementati

on of 

Facilities 

Management 

Plan 

Updated 

Facilities 

Manageme

nt  Plan  

 % 

Implementatio

n of Policy 

Management 

Plan 

100% 

Implementa

tion of 

Policy 

Manageme

nt Plan 

Not 

applicable 

Not 

applicable 

26 policies 

developed 

Not applicable 100% 

Implementati

on of Policy 

Management 

Plan 

100% 

Implementati

on of Policy 

Management 

Plan 

100% 

Implementati

on of Policy 

Management 

Plan 

100% 

Implementati

on of Policy 

Management 

Plan 

100% 

Implementati

on of Policy 

Management 

Plan 

Updated 

Policy 

Maintenanc

e Plan 

To 
maintain a 
sustainable 
warranty 
fund 

Operating 

surplus > 

Budget  

Operating 

surplus > 

Budget  

Actual net 

profit < 

budget by 

R94m 

Not 

applicable 

Operating 

profit > 

Budget 

Operating 
profit > Budget 

Operating 

surplus > 

Budget  

Operating 

surplus > 

Budget  

Operating 

surplus > 

Budget  

Operating 

surplus > 

Budget  

Operating 

surplus > 

Budget  

Manageme

nt 

Accounts 

Report 

 BEE spend Achieve 

BEE spend 

BEE 

Spend 

BEE 

Spend 

BEE 

Spend 

BEE Spend 
(51%) 

Achieve BEE 

spend of 

Achieve BEE 

spend of 

Achieve BEE 

spend of 

Achieve BEE 

spend of 

Achieve BEE 

spend of 

Supplier 

Payment 
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Strategic 
Objective 

Program 
performan
ce 
Indicator 

5year 
strategic 
corporate 
plan  

Audited /Actual performance Estimated 
performance  

MTEF PERIOD Portfolio 

of 

evidence 

2019-2024 2015/2016 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

of 65% 59% 61% 65% 65% 65% 65% 65% 65% report 

 Number of 

days within 

which 

suppliers are 

paid 

Suppliers 

paid within 

30 days 

Suppliers 

paid within 

37days 

Not 

applicable 

Suppliers 

paid within 

17 days 

Suppliers paid 
within 30 days 

Suppliers 

paid within 

30 days 

Suppliers 

paid within 

30 days 

Suppliers 

paid within 

30 days 

Suppliers 

paid within 

30 days 

Suppliers 

paid within 

30 days 

Performanc

e Report 

 

Quarterly breakdown 2019/2020 

Performance Indicator Reporting period Annual target Quarterly targets 
 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

% Maintenance of Network availability Quarterly  99 % maintenance of 

Network availability 

99 % maintenance 

of Network 

availability 

99 % maintenance 

of Network 

availability 

99 % maintenance of 

Network availability 

Bi-annual      

Annual 99 % maintenance of Network 
availability 

    
 

% Maintenance of SAP system availability Quarterly  99% Maintenance of 

SAP system 

availability 

99% Maintenance 

of SAP system 

availability 

99% Maintenance of 

SAP system 

availability 

99% Maintenance of 

SAP system 

availability 

Bi-annual      

Annual 99% Maintenance of SAP system 
availability 

    

% Implementation of Human Capital Plan Quarterly  15% Implementation 

of Human Capital Plan 
60% 

Implementation of 

Human Capital 

Plan 

85% Implementation 

of Human Capital 

Plan 

100% Implementation 

of Human Capital Plan 

Bi-annual      

Annual 100% Implementation of Human 
Capital Plan 

    

% Implementation of Facilities Management 
Plan 

Quarterly  15% Implementation 

of Facilities 

Management Plan 

60% 

Implementation of 

Facilities 

Management Plan 

85% Implementation 

of Facilities 

Management Plan 

100% Implementation 

of Facilities 

Management Plan 

Bi-annual      
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Annual 100% Implementation of Facilities 
Management Plan 

    

% Implementation of Policy Management 
Plan 

Quarterly  15% Implementation 

of Policy Management 

Plan 

60% 

Implementation of 

Policy 

Management Plan 

85% Implementation 

of Policy 

Management Plan 

100% Implementation 

of Policy Management 

Plan 

Bi-annual      

Annual 100% Implementation Policy 
Management Plan 

    

Operating surplus > Budget  Quarterly  Operating surplus > 

Budget  
Operating surplus 

> Budget  
Operating surplus > 

Budget  
Operating surplus > 

Budget  

Bi-annual  - - - - 

Annual Operating surplus > Budget     

BEE Spend Quarterly  Achieve BEE spend of 

65% 
Achieve BEE 

spend of 65% 
Achieve BEE spend 

of 65% 
Achieve BEE spend of 

65% 

Bi-annual - - - - - 

Annual Achieve BEE spend of 65%     

Number of days within which suppliers are 
paid 

Quarterly  Suppliers paid within 
30 days 

Suppliers paid 
within 30 days 

Suppliers paid within 
30 days 

Suppliers paid within 
30 days 

Bi-annual - - - - - 

Annual Suppliers paid within 30 days     

 

Reconciling performance targets with budget and MTEF 

Expenditure  2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 
% Maintenance of Network availability 41 716 31 000 36 750 38 588 40 710 42 949 45 311 

% Maintenance of SAP system availability 0 8 000 6 000 6 000 0 0 0 

% Implementation of Human Capital Plan   1000 1 000 1 000 1 000 1 000 1 000 

% Implementation of Facilities Management Plan 2 011 2 770 2 909 3 054 3 222 3 399 3 586 

% Implementation of Policy Management Plan 2011 2770 2 909 3 054 3 222 3 399 3 586 

Operating surplus > Budget   341% 385% 427% 443% 462% 484% 

BEE Spend 523,188 25,302 488,293 419,750 456,766 482,162 51,255 
Number of days within which suppliers are paid 338,272 214,916 411,372 389,652 413,032 433,683 455,367 
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8.2. Programme 2: Regulation 

 

The NHBRC has agreed to a regulation programme together with National Department of Human Settlements and National Treasury.  

The regulation programme ensures that KPI’s that are related to regulation are covered in the Annual Performance Plan. The KPI’s are from Business Services, 

Women Empowerment Programme, Stakeholders, legal, enforcement and compliance will be monitored and evaluated on a quarterly basis. 

 

Home Builder Registration 

Programme purpose: To register all home builders in the building industry for compliance with Housing Consumers Protection Measures Act,1998 (Act No.95 of 

1998) as amended.   

 

Renewal of Home Builder Registration 

Programme purpose: To renew home builders in the home building industry for compliance with Housing Consumers Protection Measures Act, 1998 (Act No.95 of 

1998). 

 

Inspections of homes (Subsidy and Non-Subsidy) 

Programme purpose: To ensure that all enrolled homes are inspected. 

 

Legal Compliance and Enforcement 

Programme Purpose: To contribute towards an efficient and effective implementation of the NHBRC mandate by ensuring compliance with the applicable legislative 

framework, enforcement of the Act and provision of cutting edge legal advisory services. 

 

 

Centre for research and housing innovation 

Programme purpose: To promote research, innovation and skills development for thought leadership in the human settlement sector. 

 

Training 

Programme purpose: To enhance the skill levels and capacity of home builders in the following categories: home builders, youth, women, artisans, people with 

disabilities, military veterans and technical professionals. 
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Strategic 
Objective 

Program 
performance 
Indicator 

5year 
strategic 
corporate 
plan  

Audited /Actual performance Estimated 
performance  

MTEF PERIOD Portfolio of 

evidence 

2019-2024 2015/2016 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 
To ensure an 
effective 
regulatory 
compliance 

Number of 
homebuilders 
to be 
registered 

14,866  
homebuilders 

to be 
registered 

4,384 
homebuilders 

registered 

4,879  
homebuilders 

registered 

3,435 
homebuilders 

registered 

3,518 
homebuilders 

to be 
registered 

2,885 
homebuilders 

to be 
registered 

2,923 
homebuilders 

to be 
registered 

2,963 

homebuilders 

to be 

registered 

3,019 

homebuilders 

to be 

registered 

3,076 

homebuilders 

to be 

registered 

CRM System 
generated 
report 

 Number of 
homebuilders 
to renew their 
registrations. 

65,985  
homebuilders 
to renew their 
registration 

12,602 
homebuilders  
renewed their 
registration 

13,343 
homebuilders  
renewed their 
registration 

13,832 
homebuilders  
renewed their 
registration 

12,919 
homebuilders 
to renew their 
registration 

12,903 

homebuilders 

to renew their 

registration 

12,952 

homebuilders 

to renew 

their 

registration 

13,132 

homebuilders 

to renew their 

registration 

13,375 

homebuilders 

to renew their 

registration 

13,623 

homebuilders 

to renew their 

registration 

CRM system 
generated 
reports 

 Number of 
homes to be 
inspected  in 
the non-
subsidy sector 

283,530 
homes  

inspected in 
the non-

subsidy sector 

111,368 
inspections 

conducted in 
the non-
subsidy 
sector 

113,379 
inspections 

conducted in 
the non-
subsidy 
sector 

75,176 
inspections 

conducted in 
the non-
subsidy 
sector 

50,485 homes 
to be 

inspected  in 
the non-
subsidy 
sector 

50,130 homes 
to be 

inspected  in 
the non-

subsidy sector 

55,000 
homes to be 
inspected  in 

the non-
subsidy 
sector 

55,800 

homes to be 

inspected  in 

the non-

subsidy 

sector 

56,500 homes 

to be 

inspected  in 

the non-

subsidy sector 

66,100 homes 

to be 

inspected  in 

the non-

subsidy sector 

CRM system 
generated 
reports 

 Number of 
homes 
inspected in 
the subsidy 
sector 

442,415  
homes  

inspected in 
the subsidy 

sector 

111,387 
homes were 
inspected in 
the Subsidy 

sector. 

94,528 homes 
were 

inspected in 
the Subsidy 

Sector 

83,369 homes 
were 

inspected in 
the Subsidy 

sector. 

112,179 homes 
to be inspected 
in the Subsidy 

sector 

75,379 homes 
inspected in 
the subsidy 
sector 

81,408 
homes 
inspected in 
the subsidy 
sector 

  87,922 
homes 
inspected in 
the subsidy 
sector 

95,155 homes 
inspected in 
the subsidy 
sector 

102,551 

homes 

inspected in 

the subsidy 

sector 

Inspection 
report 
 

 % of 
prosecutable 
matters 
suspended 
within 10 
working days 
of receipt of 
instruction by 
Paralegal 

80% of 
prosecutable 

matters 
suspended 
within 10 

working days 
of receipt of 

instruction by 
Paralegal 

34% of 
relevant 

homebuilders 
suspended 

within 14 days 
from date of 
receipt of file 

84% of 
prosecutable 

matters 
suspended 

within 14 days 
of receipt of 

instruction by 
paralegal 

7 days taken 
to suspend 
defaulting 

homebuilders  

80% of home 
builders 

suspended 
on 

prosecutable 
matters 

80% of 
prosecutable 

matters 
suspended 
within 10 

working days 
of receipt of 

instruction by 
Paralegal 

80% of 
prosecutable 

matters 
suspended 
within 10 

working days 
of receipt of 

instruction by 
Paralegal 

80% of 

prosecutable 

matters 

suspended 

within 10 

working days 

of receipt of 

instruction by 

Paralegal 

80% of 

prosecutable 

matters 

suspended 

within 10 

working days 

of receipt of 

instruction by 

Paralegal 

80% of 

prosecutable 

matters 

suspended 

within 10 

working days 

of receipt of 

instruction by 

Paralegal 

Approved 
suspension 
memorandum 
by the 
Manager or 
any 
delegated 
person 
 

 % of 
prosecutable 
matters set 
down for 
hearing before 
the DC within 
120 working 
days from date 
of suspension 
OR from date 
of receipt of 
instruction 

80% of 
prosecutable 
matters set 

down for 
hearing before 
the DC within 
120 working 
days from 

date of 
suspension or 
from date of 

receipt of 
instruction 

55% of 
homebuilders 
prosecuted 
within 160 
days from 

date of 
suspension 

49% of 
prosecutable 

matters 
presented 
before DC 
Committee 
within 160 
days from 

date of 
suspension 

95 days taken 
to prosecute 

defaulting 
homebuilders 

100% of 
prosecutable 
matters set 
down for 
hearing 
before 

Disciplinary 
Committee. 

80% of 
prosecutable 
matters set 
down for 

hearing before 
the DC within 
120 working 

days from date 
of suspension 
or from date of 

receipt of 
instruction 

80% of 
prosecutable 
matters set 
down for 
hearing 

before the 
DC within 

120 working 
days from 

date of 
suspension 

or  from date 
of receipt of 
instruction 

80% of 

prosecutable 

matters set 

down for 

hearing 

before the 

DC within 

120 working 

days from 

date of 

suspension 

or  from date 

of receipt of 

80% of 

prosecutable 

matters set 

down for 

hearing 

before the DC 

within 120 

working days 

from date of 

suspension or  

from date of 

receipt of 

80% of 

prosecutable 

matters set 

down for 

hearing 

before the DC 

within 120 

working days 

from date of 

suspension or 

from date of 

receipt of 

Disciplinary 
Committee 
Roll 
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Strategic 
Objective 

Program 
performance 
Indicator 

5year 
strategic 
corporate 
plan  

Audited /Actual performance Estimated 
performance  

MTEF PERIOD Portfolio of 

evidence 

2019-2024 2015/2016 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 
instruction instruction instruction 

To research 
and 
introduce 
innovative 
product 
methods and 
technologies 
within the 
homebuilding 
industry 

Conduct  a 

study   on  

the  impact  

of NHBRC 

builders 

training  

within the 

home built 

environment 

Conduct  a 

study   on  the  

impact  of 

NHBRC 

builders 

training  within 

the home built 

environment 

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not 

applicable 

Conduct  a 

study   on  

the impact  

of NHBRC 

builders 

training  

within the 

home built 

environment 

Not 

applicable 

Not 

applicable 

Conduct  a 

study   on  

the  impact  

of NHBRC 

builders 

training  

within the 

home built 

environment 

Not 

applicable 
Training 
impact 
assessment 
report 

 % completion 
of a design, 
construction 
and 
evaluation of 
a Green 
Edge Rated 
IBT house 

To design, 
construct and 

evaluate a 
green edge 
rated IBT 

Not 

applicable 
Not 

applicable 
Not 

applicable 
Not 

applicable 
50% 
completion 
of a design 
of a green 
edge rated 
IBT house 

50% 

completion 

of a design 

of a green 

edge rated 

IBT house 

100% 

construction 

of a green 

edge rate 

IBT house 

Evaluation 

of the 

performance 

of a green 

edge rated 

IBT house 

Evaluation 

of the 

performance 

of a green 

edge rated 

IBT house 

 

 Number of  
homebuilders 
to be trained 

12,000 
homebuilders 
to be trained 

2463 
homebuilders 

trained 

1,739 
homebuilders 

trained 

2,357  
homebuilders 

trained 

 2,000 
homebuilders 
to be trained 

2,400  
homebuilders 
to be trained 

2,400  
homebuilders 
to be trained 

2,400  
homebuilders 
to be trained 

2,400  
homebuilders 
to be trained 

2,400  
homebuilders 
to be trained 

Certificate/ 
registry of 
trainees 

 Number of  
Youth to be 
trained 

10,000 Youth 
to be trained 

1,623 
Youth  trained 

2,638 
Youth  trained 

2,946  Youth  
trained 

 2,000  Youth 
to be trained 

 2,000  Youth 
to be trained 

 2,000  Youth 
to be trained 

 2,000  Youth 
to be trained 

 2,000  Youth 
to be trained 

 2,000  Youth 
to be trained 

Certificate/ 

registry of 

trainees 

 Number of  
Women to be 
trained 

9,900 Women 
to be trained 

279 
Women  
trained 

1,139 
Women  
trained 

1,880  Women  
trained 

 1,800  
Women to be 

trained 

 1,980  
Women to be 

trained 

 1,980  
Women to be 

trained 

 1,980  
Women to be 

trained 

 1,980  
Women to be 

trained 

 1,980  
Women to be 

trained 

Certificate/ 

registry of 

trainees 

 Number of  
Military 
Veterans to be 
trained 

1,500 Military 
Veterans  to 
be trained 

111 
Military 

Veterans  
trained 

503 
Military 

Veterans  
trained 

442  Military 
Veterans  
trained 

450 Military 
Veterans to 
be trained 

 300  Military 
Veterans  to 
be trained 

300  Military 

Veterans  to 

be trained 

300  Military 

Veterans  to 

be trained 

300  Military 

Veterans  to 

be trained 

300  Military 

Veterans  to 

be trained 

300  Military 

Veterans  to be 

trained 

 Number of  
people with 
disabilities to 
be trained 

1,825 people 
with 

disabilities to 
be trained 

34 
people with 
disabilities 

trained 

229 
people with 
disabilities 

trained 

365  people 
with 

disabilities 
trained 

300  people 
with 

disabilities to 
be trained 

365  people 
with 

disabilities to 
be trained 

365  people 
with 

disabilities to 
be trained 

365  people 

with 

disabilities to 

be trained 

365  people 

with 

disabilities to 

be trained 

365  people 

with 

disabilities to 

be trained 

Certificate/ 

registry of 

trainees 

 Number of  
Technical prof 
to be trained 

3,475 
Technical 

professionals  
to be trained 

310 
Technical 

professionals   
trained 

607 
Technical 

professionals   
trained 

587  Technical 
professionals   

trained 

500 Technical 
professionals  
to be trained 

 

695  Technical 
professionals  
to be trained 

695  
Technical 

professionals  
to be trained 

695  

Technical 

professionals  

to be trained 

695  

Technical 

professionals  

to be trained 

695  

Technical 

professionals  

to be trained 

Certificate/ 

registry of 

trainees 

 Number of  
Artisans to be 

3,200 Artisans 
to be trained 

256 
Artisans  

764 
Artisans  

766  Artisans  
trained 

400  Artisans 
to be trained 

500  Artisans 
to be trained 

600  Artisans 
to be trained 

650  Artisans 700  Artisans 750  Artisans Certificate/ 

registry of 
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Strategic 
Objective 

Program 
performance 
Indicator 

5year 
strategic 
corporate 
plan  

Audited /Actual performance Estimated 
performance  

MTEF PERIOD Portfolio of 

evidence 

2019-2024 2015/2016 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 
trained trained trained to be trained to be trained to be trained trainees 
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Quarterly breakdown 2019/2020 
 

Performance Indicator Reporting period Annual target Quarterly targets 
 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

Number of homebuilders to be 
registered 

Quarterly  723 725 719 718 

Bi-annual      

Annual 2,885 homebuilders to be 
registered 

    

Number of homebuilders to 
renew their registrations. 
 

Quarterly  3,226 3,226 3,225 3,226 

Bi-annual      

Annual 12,903 homebuilders to 
renew their registration 

    

Number homes to be inspected  
in the non-subsidy sector 

Quarterly  12,533 12,532 12,532 12,533 

Bi-annual      

Annual  50, 130 homes to be 
inspected  in the non-subsidy 
sector 

    

Number of homes inspected in 
the subsidy sector  

Quarterly  21,942  21,126 10,519 21,792 

Bi-annual      

Annual  75,379  homes inspected in 
the subsidy sector  

    

% of defaulting homebuilders 

suspended on prosecutable 

matters within 10 working days of 

receipt of instruction by Paralegal 

Quarterly  80% of prosecutable 

matters suspended 

within 10 working days 

of receipt of instruction 

by Paralegal 

80% of prosecutable 

matters suspended within 

10 working days of receipt 

of instruction by Paralegal 

80% of prosecutable 

matters suspended 

within 10 working days 

of receipt of instruction 

by Paralegal 

80% of prosecutable 

matters suspended 

within 10 working days 

of receipt of instruction 

by Paralegal 

Biannual      

Annual 80% of prosecutable matters 

suspended within 10 working 

days of receipt of instruction 

by Paralegal 

    

% of prosecutable matters set 

down for hearing before the 

Disciplinary Committee (“DC”) 

within 120 working days from date 

of suspension OR from date of 

receipt of instruction 

Quarterly  80% of prosecutable 

matters set down for 

hearing before the DC 

within 120 working 

days from date of 

suspension OR from 

date of receipt of 

instruction 

80% of prosecutable 

matters set down for 

hearing before the DC 

within 120 working days 

from date of suspension OR 

from date of receipt of 

instruction 

80% of prosecutable 

matters set down for 

hearing before the DC 

within 120 working 

days from date of 

suspension OR from 

date of receipt of 

instruction 

80% of prosecutable 

matters set down for 

hearing before the DC 

within 120 working 

days from date of 

suspension OR from 

date of receipt of 

instruction 

Biannual      
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Performance Indicator Reporting period Annual target Quarterly targets 
 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

 Annual 80% of prosecutable matters 

set down for hearing before 

the DC within 120 working 

days from date of suspension 

OR from date of receipt of 

instruction 

    

Conduct  a study   on  the  impact  

of NHBRC builders training  within 

the home built environment 

Quarterly  - - - Conduct  a study   on  

the  impact  of NHBRC 

builders training  

within the home built 

environment 

Bi-annual      

Annual Conduct  a study   on  the  

impact  of NHBRC builders 

training  within the home built 

environment  

    

% completion of a design, 

construction  and  evaluation  of  a 

green edge  rated IBT house  

 

Quarterly  5% completion of a 

design of a green edge 

rated   complaint IBT 

house as per project 

plan.  

10% completion of a design 

of a green edge rated   

complaint IBT house as per 

project plan.  

 15% completion of a 

design of a green edge 

rated   complaint IBT 

house as per project 

plan.  

20% completion of a 

design of a green 

edge rated   complaint 

IBT house as per 

project plan.  

Bi-annual  - - - Conduct  a study   on  
the  impact  of NHBRC 

builders training  
within the home built 

environment 

Annual 50%  completion  of  a design 

of a green edge rated   

complaint IBT house as per  

project plan 

    

Number of  homebuilders to be 
trained 

Quarterly  480 homebuilders to be 
trained 

720 homebuilders to be 
trained 

720 homebuilders to be 
trained 

480 homebuilders to 
be trained 

Bi-annual      

Annual 2,400 homebuilders to be 
trained 

    

Number of  Youth to be trained Quarterly  400 youth to be trained 600 youth to be trained 600 youth to be trained 400 youth to be 
trained 

Bi-annual      

Annual 2,000 youth to be trained     
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Performance Indicator Reporting period Annual target Quarterly targets 
 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

Number of  Women to be trained Quarterly  405 women to be 
trained 

585 women to be trained 585 women to be 
trained 

405 women to be 
trained 

Bi-annual      

Annual 1,980 women to be trained      

Number of  Military Veterans to be 
trained 

Quarterly  75 Military Veterans to 
be trained 

75 Military Veterans to be 
trained 

75 Military Veterans to 
be trained 

75 Military Veterans to 
be trained 

Bi-annual      

Annual 300 military veterans to be 
trained 

    

Number of  people with disabilities 
to be trained 

Quarterly  77 people with 
disabilities to be trained 

108 people with disabilities 
to be trained 

108 people with 
disabilities to be trained 

72 people with 
disabilities to be 

trained 

Bi-annual      

Annual 365 people with disabilities to 
be trained 

    

Number of  Technical 
professionals  to be trained 

Quarterly  139 technical 
professionals to be 

trained 

209 technical professionals 
to be trained 

209 technical 
professionals to be 

trained 

138 technical 
professionals to be 

trained 

Bi-annual      

Annual 695 technical professionals 
to be trained 

    

Number of  Artisans to be trained Quarterly  100 artisans to be 
trained  

200 artisans to be trained 
(cumulative) 

400 artisans to be 
trained (Cumulative) 

500 artisans to be 
trained (Cumulative) 

Bi-annual      

Annual 500 artisans to be trained      

 

Reconciling performance targets with budget and MTEF 

 

Expenditure  2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 
Number of homebuilders to be registered 

3,123 2,314 2,117 2,233 2,365 2,486 2,593 

Number of homebuilders to renew their 
registrations. 

9,923 9,699 6,628 6,993 7,378 7,783 7,881 

Number of homes to be inspected  in the non-
subsidy sector 

165 319 189 312 193 312 203 944 215 161 226 995 239 479 

Number of homes to be inspected  in the subsidy 
sector 

165 319 189 312 193 312 203 944 215 161 226 995 239 479 

% of defaulting homebuilders suspended on 
prosecutable matters within 10 working days of 
receipt of instruction by Paralegal 

524 1 200 1 260 1 323 1 389 1 459 1 532 
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Expenditure  2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 
% of prosecutable matters set down for hearing 
before the Disciplinary Committee (“DC”) within 
120 working days from date of suspension OR from 
date of receipt of instruction 

3 810 5 691 5 976 6 274 6 619 6 983 7 368 

Conduct  a study   on  the  impact  of NHBRC 
builders training  within the home built environment 

0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

% completion of a design, construction  and  
evaluation  of  a green edge  rated IBT house 

0 0 0 0 0  0 0 

Number of  homebuilders to be trained 8 499 9 500 10 000 10 500 11 025 11 576 12 155 

Number of  Youth to be trained 9 900 1 500 1 575 1 654 1 736 1 823 1 914 

Number of  Women to be trained 3 329 9 000 9 450 9 923 10 419 10 940 11 487 

Number of  Military Veterans to be trained 639 1 000 1 050 1 103 1 158 1 216 1 276 

Number of people with disabilities to be 
 
 trained 

348 1 000 1 050 1 103 1 158 1 216 1 276 

Number of  Technical professionals  to be trained 211 1 000 1 050 1 103 1 158 1 216 1 276 

Number of  Artisans to be trained 1 784 1 000 1 050 1 103 1 158 1 216 1 276 

 

 

8.3. Programme 3: Consumer Protection 

 

The NHBRC protect the housing consumers and regulating the home building environment by ensuring that all homes constructed are enrolled and covered under 

the 5 year structural warranty. 

 

Home Enrolment (Non-Subsidy and subsidy) 

Programme purpose: is to enrol all homes 15 days before construction can begin, as stipulated in Section 14 of the Housing Consumers Protection Measures Act, 

1998 (Act No.95 of 1998).  

 

Corporate Communications Section 

Programme purpose: The Corporate Communication and Marketing Unit is responsible for strategic communication and reputation management through internal 

and external communication, media and public relations, stakeholder engagement, events and brand positioning of the organisation. 
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Strategic 
Objective 

Program 
performance 
Indicator 

5year 
strategic 
corporate 
plan  

Audited /Actual performance Estimated 
performanc
e  

MTEF PERIOD Portfolio of 

evidence 

2019-2024 2015/201
6 

2016/201
7 

2017/201
8 

2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

To ensure 
an effective 
regulatory 
compliance 

Number of 
homes to be 
enrolled in the 
subsidy sector 

268,454 to 

be enrolled 

in the 

subsidy 

sector  

77,004 
subsidy 
homes 
enrolled 

74,149 
subsidy 
homes 
enrolled 

66,691 
subsidy 
homes 
enrolled 

112,179 
subsidy 

homes to 
be enrolled 

63,614 to be 
enrolled in the 
subsidy 
sector 

64,444 to be 
enrolled in the 
subsidy 
sector  

65,279 to be 
enrolled in the 
subsidy 
sector  

66,130 to be 
enrolled in the 
subsidy 
sector  

66,987 to be 
enrolled in the 
subsidy 
sector  

Excel 
Spreadsheet 
supported by 
approval 
letters 

Number of 
home 
enrolments in 
the Non-
Subsidy 

259,564 
homes to 

be enrolled 
in the non-

subsidy 
sector 

49,640  
homes  
enrolled 
in the 
non- 

51,990  
homes  
enrolled 
in the 
non- 

56,506 
homes  
enrolled 
in the 
non- 

50,485 
homes to 

be enrolled 
in the non- 

50,130 
homes to be 

enrolled in the 
non-subsidy 

sector 

51,003 
homes to be 

enrolled in the 
non-subsidy 

sector 

51,894 

homes to be 

enrolled in the 

non-subsidy 

sector 

52,804 

homes to be 

enrolled in the 

non-subsidy 

sector 

53,733 

homes to be 

enrolled in the 

non-subsidy 

sector 

CRM system 
generated 
report 

To improve 
cost 
effectivene
ss and 
internal 
efficiencies 
of 
operations 

% 
implementation 
of 
Communication 
Plan 

100% 
implementa
tion of 
Communica
tion Plan 

Not 
applicabl

e 

Not 

applicabl

e 

Not 

applicabl

e 

9  housing 
consumer 
stakeholde
r sessions 

held at 
provinces 

100% 

implementatio

n of 

Communicati

on Plan 

100% 

implementatio

n of 

Communicati

on Plan 

100% 

implementatio

n of 

Communicati

on Plan 

100% 

implementatio

n of 

Communicati

on Plan 

100% 

implementatio

n of 

Communicati

on Plan 

Updated 

Communicati

on Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quarterly breakdown 2019/2020 
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Performance indicator Reporting period Annual target Quarterly targets 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

Number of homes to be 
enrolled in the subsidy 
sector 

Quarterly  18,000 homes to be 

enrolled in the 

subsidy sector 

13,000 homes to be 

enrolled in the 

subsidy sector 

11,500 homes to be 

enrolled in the 

subsidy sector 

21,114 homes to be 

enrolled in the 

subsidy sector 

Bi-annual      

Annual 63,614 homes to be enrolled in the subsidy 
sector 

    

Number of home enrolments 
Non-Subsidy 

Quarterly  12,533 12,532 12,532 12,533 

Bi-annual      

Annual 50,130 homes to be enrolled in the non-
subsidy sector 

    
 

% implementation of 
Communication Plan  

Quarterly  10% implementation 

of Communication 

Plan 

60% implementation 

of Communication 

Plan 

85% implementation 

of Communication 

Plan 

100% 

implementation of 

Communication Plan 

Bi-annual      

Annual 100% implementation of Communication Plan     

 

Reconciling performance targets with budget and MTEF 

Expenditure  2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 
Number of homes to be enrolled in the 
subsidy sector 

132,486 244,870 175,278 184,919 195,089 205,819 217,139 

Number of home enrolments Non-
Subsidy 

655,563 546,818 680,610 718,043 757,536 799,200 843,156 

% implementation of Communication 
Plan 

8 11 000 11 962 12 560 13 251 13 980 14 748 
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9. Links to other plans  

 

Links to the long-term infrastructure and other capital plans 

 

No. Project name Program Municipality Outputs Outcome Main 
appropriations 

Medium Term Estimates 

 2009/10 20110/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

1. Capital 
expenditure 

           

             
 

 Maintenance 
and repairs 

           

 Rehabilitation, 
renovations and 
refurbishments 

           

2. Office 
refurbishments 
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10. Finance 

 

NATIONAL HOME BUILDERS REGISTRATION COUNCIL

PROPOSED ANNUAL BUDGET

FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR  2019/20 to 2023/24
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NATIONAL HOME BUILDERS REGISTRATION COUNCIL

DRAFT BUDGETED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31 MARCH 2020 TO 31 MARCH 2023

2014 - 20152015 - 2016 2016 - 2017 2017 - 2018 2018 - 2019 2019 - 2020 2020 - 2021 2021 - 2022 2022-2023 2023-2024

Description Actuals

 Audited 

Actual 

 Audited 

Actual 

 Audited 

Actual 

 Approved 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget  Proposed Budget 

Revenue 806,623,185    867,752,370  844,256,813   838,739,270           913,097,896      963,318,280      1,016,300,786  1,072,197,329   1,132,139,037         

Fees revenue 42,311,370       32,865,444    43,458,923     21,050,970             32,008,653         33,769,129         35,626,431       37,585,885         39,653,108              

Reg - Administration 6,081,406         4,918,961      3,123,790        2,314,844                2,006,900           2,117,280           2,233,730          2,356,585           2,486,197                 

Reg - Annual 2,834,407         2,263,130      1,294,554        1,851,594                1,605,276           1,693,566           1,786,712          1,884,981           1,988,655                 

Reg - Annual Renewals 5,638,857         8,216,037      9,923,722        6,799,593                6,283,208           6,628,785           6,993,368          7,378,003           7,783,793                 

Project Enrolment 26,218,471       15,606,399    26,620,567     8,766,640                19,547,996         20,623,136         21,757,408       22,954,066         24,216,539              

Reg - Builders Manual 571,934            998,734          1,586,025        -                            -                       -                       -                      -                       -                             

Late Enrolment Fees 397,172            437,926          518,064           1,009,700                1,062,207           1,120,628           1,182,263          1,247,287           1,315,888                 

Document sales 569,122            424,258          392,201           308,599                   1,503,066           1,585,735           1,672,950          1,764,962           1,862,035                 

Non Subsisdy Enrolment Fees 548,866,735    596,753,265  655,563,715   547,818,089           680,610,280      718,043,845      757,536,257     799,200,751      843,156,792            

Speculative 315,300,637    275,625,452  341,518,557   258,068,419           340,227,877      358,940,410      378,682,133     399,509,650      421,482,681            

Cluster Sectional T itle 233,234,409    321,127,813  314,045,158   289,749,669           340,382,403      359,103,435      378,854,124     399,691,101      421,674,111            

Subsidy enrolment fees 156,913,875    190,076,577  132,486,380   244,870,212           175,278,963      184,919,306      195,089,868     205,819,811      217,139,900            

Home Enrolment (0.75%) 91,739,568       190,076,577  132,486,380   14,997,768             20,763,730         21,905,736         23,110,551       24,381,631         25,722,621              

Consolidation (2.1%) 65,174,307       -                   -                    229,872,444           154,515,233      163,013,570      171,979,317     181,438,179      191,417,279            

Other Revenue 2,167,677        3,367,078      5,602,290       2,000,000               2,100,000           2,215,500           2,337,353          2,465,907           31,218,381              

Legal DC Penalty 1,254,000         1,980,337      858,135           2,000,000                2,100,000           2,215,500           2,337,353          2,465,907           2,601,532                 

Sundry Income 1,175,625         1,418,964      4,744,155        -                            -                       -                       -                      -                       -                             

Inspector Training -214,396           -                   -                    -                            -                       -                       -                      -                       -                             

SPONSORSHIP - GOLF DAY -47,553             -32,222           -                    -                            -                       -                       -                      -                       -                             

Technical Services Revenue 56,363,529      44,690,006   7,145,505       23,000,000             23,100,000         24,370,500         25,710,878       27,124,976         

Technical Service 23,749,838       15,255,210    5,206,050        -                            -                       -                       -                      -                       -                             

Geotechnical 19,814,700       2,708,100      -                    6,000,000                6,000,000           6,330,000           6,678,150          7,045,448           7,432,948                 

Forensic Assessment 12,777,390       25,363,496    1,939,455        10,000,000             10,000,000         10,550,000         11,130,250       11,742,414         12,388,247              

Testing Services 21,600               1,363,200      -                    7,000,000                7,100,000           7,490,500           7,902,478          8,337,114           8,795,655                 

Total Revenue 806,623,185    867,752,370  844,256,813   838,739,270           913,097,896      963,318,280      1,016,300,786  1,072,197,329   1,132,139,037          
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2014 - 20152015 - 2016 2016 - 2017 2017 - 2018 2018 - 2019 2019 - 2020 2020 - 2021 2021 - 2022 2022-2023 2023-2024

Description Actuals

 Audited 

Actual 

 Audited 

Actual 

 Audited 

Actual 

 Approved 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

Operating Expenses 65,380,270       87,589,760    20,649,473     18,681,853             27,146,036         28,639,068         30,214,217      31,875,999      33,629,179      

Accreditation Fees 1,217,135         1,353,548      661,252           1,359,431                1,482,930           1,564,491           1,650,538        1,741,318        1,837,090        

Direct Cost of Builders Manuals 3,045,919         1,136,378      1,415,279        226,997                   188,370              198,730              209,661            221,192            233,357            

Outstanding claims provision 5,309,754         9,024,807      13,295,901     7,950,000                9,200,000           9,706,000           10,239,830      10,803,021      11,397,187      

Direct Cost of Certificates -                     683,285          444,714           345,425                   274,736              289,846              305,788            322,606            340,350            

Technical Services 55,807,461       75,391,742    4,832,327        8,800,000                16,000,000         16,880,000         17,808,400      18,787,862      19,821,194      

General & Administration 10,597,134       5,938,604      11,322,060     8,935,147                9,092,058           9,592,121           10,119,688      10,676,270      6,308,167        

Motor Vehicle Expenses 318,408            360,565          354,176           456,500                   262,000              276,410              291,613            307,651            324,572            

Office Equipment Expenses (printers lease) 8,015,458         4,095,149      6,036,740        3,581,147                3,490,058           3,682,011           3,884,522        4,098,170        4,323,570        

Mobile Office Expenses 923,400          4,719,600        3,800,000                4,000,000           4,220,000           4,452,100        4,696,966        

Office Furniture Expenses 62,738               398,927          37,568             597,500                   840,000              886,200              934,941            986,363            1,040,613        

Generator/ UPS Expenses 2,200,530         160,563          173,977           500,000                   500,000              527,500              556,513            587,121            619,412            

Council Related Costs 6,503,760         10,356,478    9,069,191        10,927,800             10,745,200         11,336,186         11,959,676      12,617,458      13,311,419      

Council Remuneration 3,839,224         5,675,123      5,259,004        5,236,800                5,382,900           5,678,960           5,991,302        6,320,824        6,668,469        

Disciplinary Committee costs 2,664,535         4,681,354      3,810,187        5,691,000                5,362,300           5,657,227           5,968,374        6,296,635        6,642,949        

Permanent Staff Costs 411,431,667    426,443,643  453,805,821   482,433,317           524,523,456      553,372,246      583,807,720    615,917,144    649,792,587    

Permanent Staff : Salary 328,247,523    310,432,663  329,433,820   409,746,197           443,263,077      467,642,547      493,362,887    520,497,845    549,125,227    

Permanent Staff : Incentive Bonus 24,527,511       13,101,247    14,235,708     15,761,706             34,116,617         35,993,031         37,972,647      40,061,143      42,264,506      

Staff Costs - Allowances 39,897,496       42,798,222    83,330,390     31,420,069             22,676,749         23,923,970         25,239,789      26,627,977      28,092,516      

Other Employment Costs 6,740,902         40,615,055    11,347,299     20,015,345             15,217,013         16,053,948         16,936,916      17,868,446      18,851,211      

Temporary staff 12,018,235       19,496,455    15,458,605     5,490,000                9,250,000           9,758,750           10,295,481      10,861,733      11,459,128      

General Costs 188,691,616    164,612,063  161,940,238   157,442,860           175,415,138      185,062,970      195,241,433    205,979,712    217,308,596    

Insurance Paid 1,631,786         1,794,900      1,175,926        1,800,000                2,000,000           2,110,000           2,226,050        2,348,483        2,477,649        

Information Technology 22,437,730       30,142,922    41,716,143     31,000,000             30,241,585         31,904,872         33,659,640      35,510,920      37,464,021      

Legal Fees 14,819,419       3,203,848      9,582,773        7,000,000                12,000,000         12,660,000         13,356,300      14,090,897      14,865,896      

Marketing Fees 17,769,921       23,207,711    8,043,047        22,000,000             23,712,125         25,016,292         26,392,188      27,843,758      29,375,165      

Telephone Expenses 35,737,621       21,096,550    17,363,725     22,107,524             25,982,600         27,411,643         28,919,283      30,509,844      32,187,885      

T ravelling Expenses 57,906,910       48,163,812    44,967,478     44,091,434             48,226,924         50,879,405         53,677,772      56,630,050      59,744,702      

T raining for Emerging 10,230,582       5,814,279      8,499,625        -                            -                       -                       -                     -                     -                     

T raining and Development Staff 19,680,636       5,834,157      4,021,802        5,539,898                3,704,903           3,908,673           4,123,650        4,350,451        4,589,726        

T raining - Youth, Women & Veterans -                     19,354,066    17,313,021     15,000,000             20,600,000         21,733,000         22,928,315      24,189,372      25,519,788      

Audit Fees 5,236,785         2,316,116      5,475,634        5,530,000                5,500,000           5,802,500           6,121,638        6,458,328        6,813,536        

General Office costs(Unifrom,Grocery) 3,240,226         3,683,702      3,781,063        3,374,004                3,447,000           3,636,585           3,836,597        4,047,610        4,270,229         
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2014 - 20152015 - 2016 2016 - 2017 2017 - 2018 2018 - 2019 2019 - 2020 2020 - 2021 2021 - 2022 2022-2023 2023-2024

Description Actuals

 Audited 

Actual 

 Audited 

Actual 

 Audited 

Actual 

 Approved 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 
.

Other Expenses 67,894,397       84,033,060    66,917,476     71,753,759             78,615,950         82,939,827         87,501,518      92,314,101      97,391,377            

Bank Charges 2,210,499         2,813,152      2,975,976        2,900,000                3,000,000           3,165,000           3,339,075        3,522,724        3,716,474              

Provision for doubtful debts 1,382,472         24,435,302    17,909,896     -                            -                       -                     -                     -                          

Cleaning 1,467,153         1,667,551      1,834,182        1,863,205                2,590,000           2,732,450           2,882,735        3,041,285        3,208,556              

 Relocation cost -                     -                    1,267,780                1,680,000           1,772,400           1,869,882        1,972,726        2,081,225              

New employees take over contract -                     67,750            -                    300,000                   200,000              211,000              222,605            234,848            247,765                 

Catering: Internal Activities -                     -                    2,030,000                1,769,000           1,866,295           1,968,941        2,077,233        2,191,481              

Conferences and Seminars 2,003,118         4,313,255      4,333,570        2,500,000                2,550,700           2,690,989           2,838,993        2,995,137        3,159,870              

Venues and facilities -                     -                   -                    1,500,000                2,645,000           2,790,475           2,943,951        3,105,868        3,276,691              

Consulting Fees 26,159,354       19,132,764    9,821,295        18,000,000             18,730,000         19,760,150         20,846,958      21,993,541      23,203,186            

Courier & Freight 1,065,257         575,445          495,206           1,375,000                885,000              933,675              985,027            1,039,204        1,096,360              

PE - Electricity & Water 2,999,680         4,696,490      4,373,951        5,000,000                5,299,000           5,590,445           5,897,919        6,222,305        6,564,532              

Entertainment Expenses 181,413            57,948            5,413                94,000                     2,000                   2,110                   2,226                2,348                2,478                      

Fines and Penalties -                     10,531            4,390                -                            -                       -                     -                     -                          

Flowers & Gifts 143,889            70,390            162,380           188,150                   187,750              198,076              208,970            220,464            232,589                 

PE - Rates & Taxes 1,254,374         801,987          825,901           1,237,500                1,429,000           1,507,595           1,590,513        1,677,991        1,770,280              

PE - Rent of Premises 13,902,699       13,538,420    12,132,563     17,664,317             20,728,000         21,868,040         23,070,782      24,339,675      25,678,357            

PE - Repair & Maintenance 1,270,192         480,470          456,133           845,000                   960,000              1,012,800           1,068,504        1,127,272        1,189,272              

Postage 84,419               644,925          203,449           128,600                   525,500              554,403              584,895            617,064            651,002                 

Printing 4,654,561         1,540,463      2,138,408        1,266,500                1,592,500           1,680,088           1,772,492        1,869,979        1,972,828              

 Security 5,434,843         4,764,322      3,035,484        5,500,000                4,932,000           5,203,260           5,489,439        5,791,358        6,109,883              

Special Projects 67,920               396,353          -                    1,000,000                500,000              527,500              556,513            587,121            619,412                 

PE - Plant Expenses 184,822            224,024          138,860           304,000                   375,000              395,625              417,384            440,341            464,559                 

Stationery 785,901            2,400,520      2,223,680        1,338,500                1,938,500           2,045,118           2,157,599        2,276,267        2,401,462              

Subscriptions 436,517            480,570          619,951           653,000                   648,000              683,640              721,240            760,908            802,758                 

Rounding Differences / Minor Ad -7,635                10,034            -                    -                            -                       -                     -                     -                          

Office Refurbishment 1,608,712         207,328          263,687           1,580,000                2,140,000           2,257,700           2,381,874        2,512,877        2,651,085              

Other Costs - Rental of Premises -                     400,393          1,586,004        1,612,707                1,789,000           1,887,395           1,991,202        2,100,718        2,216,257              

Off-site Archiving 213,992            289,314          1,365,119        1,605,500                1,520,000           1,603,600           1,691,798        1,784,847        1,883,013              

Interst Paid 30,690               13,359            11,978             -                            -                       -                       -                     -                     -                          

EXPENSES 750,498,843    778,973,608  723,704,259   750,174,736           825,537,838      870,942,419      918,844,252    969,380,685    1,017,741,325       
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2014 - 20152015 - 2016 2016 - 2017 2017 - 2018 2018 - 2019 2019 - 2020 2020 - 2021 2021 - 2022 2022-2023 2023-2024

Description Actuals

 Audited 

Actual 

 Audited 

Actual 

 Audited 

Actual 

 Approved 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

 Proposed 

Budget 

Profit from operating activities before amortisation, 

depreciation And Research and Training 56,124,342      88,778,763   120,552,555  88,564,534             87,560,059         92,375,862         97,456,534      102,816,644    137,194,885         

DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION 15,114,156       23,369,546    23,849,690     23,406,623             26,013,195         27,443,920         28,953,336      30,545,769      32,225,787            

Amortization 5,918,642         14,949,964    15,238,120     14,229,429             15,500,000         16,352,500         17,251,888      18,200,742      19,201,782            

Depreciation 9,195,514         8,419,583      8,611,544        9,177,194                10,513,194         11,091,420         11,701,448      12,345,028      13,024,004            
-                       -                       -                     

Operating Profit after amortisation, depreciation 41,010,186      65,409,216   96,702,865     65,157,911             61,546,864         64,931,941         68,503,198      72,270,874      1,837,090              

Actuarial adjustment (5,507,717)       11,668,148   (69,269,227)   (34,980,000)           -                       -                       -                     -                     

Change in unearned premium provision -52,020,978     -72,106,845   (133,336,797) (34,980,000)           -                       -                       -                    -                    -                          

Change in unexpired risk provision 46,513,261       83,774,993    64,067,570     -                            -                       -                       -                     -                     -                          

Operating Profit after actuarial  adjustment 35,502,469      77,077,364   27,433,638     30,177,911             61,546,864         64,931,941        68,503,198     72,270,874     -12,683,655          

Research & Development 126,000            156,362          770,147           7,500,000                10,000,000         10,550,000         11,130,250      11,742,414      12,388,247            

Profit from operating activities before inspection & 

Interns 35,376,469      76,921,002   26,663,491     22,677,911             51,546,864         54,381,941        57,372,948     60,528,460     99,766,035            

INSPECTION AND INTERNS (9,712)               -                  -                   12,645,346             4,000,000           4,220,000           4,452,100        4,696,966        4,955,299              

Inspection Fees - outsourced services -9,712                -                   -                    10,000,000             -                       -                       -                     -                     -                          

Social Transformation (Interns) -                     -                   -                    2,645,346                4,000,000           4,220,000           4,452,100        4,696,966        4,955,299              

Profit from operating activities 35,386,181      76,921,002   26,663,491     10,032,565             47,546,864         50,161,941         52,920,848      55,831,495      83,661,314            

Interest Received 214,916,026    411,372,298  592,698,386   413,031,533           474,682,764      500,790,316      528,333,784    557,392,142    588,048,710         

Interest Received 324,536,254    356,151,952  391,750,017   294,123,571           421,131,268      444,293,487      468,729,629    494,509,759    521,707,796         

Dividend income 12,456,510       13,445,116    13,766,575     11,236,000             14,454,904         15,249,923         16,088,669      16,973,546      17,907,091            

Realized (Gain)/ loss -114,337,285   51,154,861    197,549,213   119,101,600           51,154,861         53,968,378         56,936,639      60,068,154      63,371,903            

Asset management service fees -7,739,453        -9,379,631     (10,367,419)   (11,429,638)           (12,058,268)       (12,721,473)       (13,421,154)    (14,159,317)    (14,938,080)          

Surplus/ (Deficit) 250,302,207    488,293,300 619,361,877  423,064,098          522,229,628      550,952,258      581,254,632    613,223,637    623,477,008          
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NATIONAL HOME BUILDERS REGISTRATION COUNCIL

BUDGETED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

AS AT 31 MARCH 2020 TO 31 MARCH 2023

2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023

Actual Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget

Notes R R R R R R R

ASSETS

Non-current assets 5,800,181,145   6,388,081,181            6,800,504,482            7,451,928,214   8,009,589,909            8,573,892,401            8,975,590,210    

Property, plant and equipment 1 97,606,013         93,087,014                  193,344,291                237,285,374      239,779,283                241,804,005                -                             

Intangible Asset 2 101,952,148      86,215,158                  71,985,729                  75,485,729         65,133,228                  53,881,341                  36,629,453          

Investments 3 5,600,622,985   6,208,779,009            6,535,174,461            7,139,157,111   7,704,677,399            8,278,207,057            8,938,960,758    

Current assets 263,389,770      358,504,027                347,955,999                253,514,238      275,281,917                333,046,271                348,924,229        

Inventories 13,180,138         13,158,232                  11,158,232                  9,158,232           7,158,232                    7,587,726                    7,587,726            

Accounts receivables 4 45,289,074         14,295,701                  13,248,044                  12,488,374         37,582,279                  79,941,118                  79,941,118          

Cash and cash equivalents 5 204,920,558      331,050,094                323,549,722                231,867,632      230,541,406                245,517,427                261,395,384        

6,063,570,915   6,746,585,208            7,148,460,480            7,705,442,452   8,284,871,826            8,906,938,673            9,324,514,439    

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Reserves 4,556,465,057   5,175,826,961            5,598,891,032            6,121,120,660   6,672,072,918            7,253,327,550            7,866,551,187    

Accumulated Surplus 4,531,272,035   5,159,133,564            5,556,394,069            6,085,515,932   6,613,739,497            7,202,665,358            7,793,982,142    

Emerging contractor  Reserves 25,193,022         16,693,397                  42,496,963                  35,604,728         58,333,421                  50,662,192                  72,569,045          

Current liabilities 150,759,537      141,283,507                98,131,401                  112,485,298      118,473,630                124,781,476                124,781,476        

Accounts payable 6 126,049,737      125,015,267                96,747,063                  111,017,900      116,918,188                123,132,707                123,132,707        

Provisions 7 24,709,800         16,268,241                  1,384,338                    1,467,398           1,555,442                    1,648,768                    1,648,768            

Technical liabilities 1,356,346,321   1,429,474,739            1,451,438,047            1,471,836,494   1,494,325,279            1,528,829,648            1,576,513,167    

Provision for outstanding claims 47,318,683         51,177,873                  54,248,545                  57,232,215         60,379,987                  63,700,886                  63,700,886          

Provision for unearned premium 948,107,239      1,081,444,036            1,082,525,502            1,082,633,759   1,083,716,393            1,095,637,273            1,143,320,795    

Provision for unexpired risk 360,920,400      296,852,830                314,664,000                331,970,520      350,228,898                369,491,488                369,491,486        

6,063,570,915   6,746,585,208            7,148,460,479            7,705,442,452   8,284,871,827            8,906,938,673            9,567,845,829    
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NATIONAL HOME BUILDERS REGISTRATION COUNCIL

BUDGETED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31 MARCH  2019 TO 31 MARCH 2023

 Accumulated Surplus  Emerging 

Contractor Reserve 

 Total 

R R R

Balance at 2016/2017 4,531,272,035             25,193,022              4,556,465,057           

Net surplus for the period 619,361,877                619,361,877              

Transfer to reserve -                              

Utilised 6,163,136                   (6,163,136)               -                              

Balance at 2017/2018 5,156,797,047             19,029,887              5,175,826,934           

Net surplus for the period 423,064,098                423,064,098              

Transfer to reserve (30,000,000)                30,000,000              -                              

Utilised 6,532,924                   (6,532,924)               -                              

Balance at 2018/2019 5,556,394,069             42,496,963              5,598,891,032           

Net surplus for the period 522,229,628                522,229,628              

Transfer to reserve -                             -                              

Utilised 6,892,235                   (6,892,235)               -                              

Balance at 2019/2020 6,085,515,932             35,604,728              6,121,120,660           

Net surplus for the period 550,952,258                550,952,258              

Transfer to reserve (30,000,000)                30,000,000              -                              

Utilised 7,271,307                   (7,271,307)               -                              

Balance at 2020/2021 6,613,739,497             58,333,421              6,672,072,918           

Net surplus for the period 581,254,632                581,254,632              

Transfer to reserve -                                -                             -                              

Utilised 7,671,229                   (7,671,229)               -                              

Balance at 2021/2022 7,202,665,358             50,662,192              7,253,327,550           

Net surplus for the period 613,223,637                613,223,637              

Transfer to reserve (30,000,000)                30,000,000              -                              

Utilised 8,093,147                   (8,093,147)               -                              

Balance at 2022/2023 7,793,982,142             72,569,045              7,866,551,187           
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NATIONAL HOME BUILDERS REGISTRATION COUNCIL

BUDGETED CASH FLOW STATEMENT 

FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31 MARCH 2020 TO 31 MARCH 2023

2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023

Actual Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget

Note R R R R R R R

Cash generated from operations 8 17,284,417        157,062,399   60,278,797        124,822,932     97,668,429        113,642,133      130,985,609      

Interest Paid -13,359             11,978           -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

Interest Received 9,400,281          12,970,552     13,619,080        14,300,034       15,015,035        15,915,937        16,870,894        

Cash flow from operating activities 26,671,339        170,044,929   73,897,878        139,122,966     112,683,464      129,558,070      147,856,503      

Investing activities

Additions to property, plant and equipment (3,664,629)         -4,746,560      (108,890,000)     (108,890,000)    (12,000,000)       (12,000,000)       (12,000,000)       

Additions to intangible asset -35,162,277       -                 -                   -19,000,000      -6,000,000         -                   -                   

Purchase of financial assets (62,429,446)       -29,732,122    -                   -92,211,703      -84,610,620       -90,442,039       -92,073,414       

Proceeds on sale of financial assets 35,807,054        -                 37,541,846        -                   -                   -                   -                   

Cash flow from investing activities (65,449,297)       -34,478,683    (71,348,154)       -220,101,703    (102,610,620)     -102,442,039     (104,073,414)     

Cash flow from financing activities

Claims paid (8,160,757)         -9,436,710      (10,050,096)       (10,703,352)      (11,399,070)       (12,140,010)       (12,929,111)       

Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents (46,938,715)       126,129,536   (7,500,373)         (91,682,090)      (1,326,226)         14,976,022        30,853,978        

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 251,859,273      204,920,558   331,050,094      323,549,722     231,867,632      230,541,405      230,541,405      

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 204,920,558      331,050,094   323,549,722      231,867,632     230,541,405      245,517,427      261,395,383      
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NATIONAL HOME BUILDERS REGISTRATION COUNCIL

NOTES TO THE BUDGETED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31 MARCH 2020 TO 31 MARCH 2024

1             Property, plant and equipment

 Computer 

equipment 

 Office furniture 

and equipment 

 Motor 

vehicles 

 Land and 

Buildings 

 Land and 

Buildings  Total 

 R  R  R  R  R  R 

Balance at 2016/2017

Opening net carrying amount          13,746,725              12,683,580               409,033          17,751,947          57,769,683           102,360,970 

Cost          24,509,389              23,092,292            1,169,898          17,751,947          75,746,282           142,269,808 

Accumulated depreciation         (10,762,664)             (10,408,711)              (760,864)                         -         (17,976,599)            (39,908,838)

Additions            2,939,613                  725,016                         -                         -                         -               3,664,629 

Depreciation           (3,356,740)              (1,237,315)               (38,214)                         -           (3,787,314)              (8,419,583)

Closing net carrying amount          10,389,985              11,446,266               248,132          17,751,947          57,769,683             97,606,013 

Cost          24,509,389              23,092,292            1,169,897          17,751,947          75,746,282           142,269,807 

Accumulated depreciation         (14,119,404)             (11,646,026)              (921,765)                         -         (17,976,599)            (44,663,794)

Balance at 2017/2018

Opening net carrying amount          10,389,985              11,446,266               248,132          17,751,948          57,769,683             97,606,013 

Cost          24,509,389              23,092,292            1,169,897          17,751,948          75,746,282           142,269,808 

Accumulated depreciation         (14,119,404)             (11,646,026)              (921,765)                         -         (17,976,599)            (44,663,794)

Additions            1,729,517               1,928,103 #            1,088,940                         -                         -               4,746,560 

Disposal             (376,766)                 (257,250)               (20,000)

Depreciation           (2,999,924)              (1,734,466)               (89,840)                         -           (3,787,314)              (8,611,544)

Closing net carrying amount            8,742,813              11,382,655            1,227,231          17,751,948          53,982,369             93,087,016 

Cost          20,794,406              23,782,985            1,920,891          17,751,948          75,746,282           139,996,512 

Accumulated depreciation         (12,051,593)             (12,400,330)              (693,660)                         -         (21,763,913)            (46,909,496)

Balance at 2018/2019

Opening net carrying amount            8,742,813              11,382,655            1,227,231          17,751,948          53,982,369             93,087,017 

Cost          20,794,406              23,782,985            1,920,891          17,751,948          75,746,282           139,996,512 

Accumulated depreciation         (12,051,593)             (12,400,330)              (693,660)                         -         (21,763,913)            (46,909,496)

Additions          20,180,000              38,710,000                         -                         -          50,000,000           108,890,000 

Depreciation           (2,684,407)              (1,838,534)               (95,230)                         -           (4,014,553)              (8,632,725)

Closing net carrying amount          26,238,406              48,254,121            1,132,001          17,751,948          99,967,816           193,344,291  
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 Computer 

equipment 

 Office furniture 

and equipment 

 Motor 

vehicles 

 Land and 

Buildings 

 Land and 

Buildings  Total 

 R  R  R  R  R  R 

Cost          40,974,406              62,492,985 #            1,920,891 #          17,751,948 #        125,746,282           248,886,512 

Accumulated depreciation         (14,736,000)             (14,238,864)              (788,890)                         -         (25,778,466)            (55,542,221)

Balance at 2019/2020

Opening net carrying amount          26,238,406              48,254,121            1,132,001          17,751,948          99,967,816           193,344,291 

Cost          40,974,406              62,492,985            1,920,891          17,751,948        125,746,282           248,886,512 

Accumulated depreciation         (14,736,000)             (14,238,864)              (788,890)                         -         (25,778,466)            (55,542,221)

Additions            3,000,000               5,000,000                         -                         -          45,000,000             53,000,000 

Depreciation           (2,753,700)              (1,948,846)              (100,944)                         -           (4,255,426)              (9,058,916)

Closing net carrying amount          26,484,706              51,305,274            1,031,056          17,751,948        140,712,390           237,285,374 

Cost          43,974,406              67,492,985            1,920,891          17,751,948        170,746,282           301,886,512 

Accumulated depreciation         (17,489,700)             (16,187,710)              (889,835)                         -         (30,033,892)            (64,601,137)

Balance at 2020/2021

Opening net carrying amount          26,484,706              51,305,275            1,031,056          17,751,948        140,712,390           237,285,375 

Cost          43,974,406              67,492,985            1,920,891          17,751,948        170,746,282           301,886,512 

Accumulated depreciation         (17,489,700)             (16,187,710)              (889,835)                         -         (30,033,892)            (64,601,137)

Additions            5,000,000               7,000,000                         -                         -                         -             12,000,000 

Depreciation           (2,825,562)              (2,065,777)              (107,001)                         -           (4,507,752)              (9,506,091)

Closing net carrying amount          28,659,144              56,239,497               924,055          17,751,948        136,204,639           239,779,283 

Cost          48,974,406              74,492,985            1,920,891          17,751,948        170,746,282           313,886,512 

Accumulated depreciation         (20,315,262)             (18,253,487)              (996,836)                         -         (34,541,643)            (74,107,228)

Balance at 2021/2022

Opening net carrying amount          28,659,144              56,239,498               924,055          17,751,948        136,204,639           239,779,284 

Cost          48,974,406              74,492,985            1,920,891          17,751,948        170,746,282           313,886,512 

Accumulated depreciation         (20,315,262)             (18,253,487)              (996,836)                         -         (34,541,643)            (74,107,228)

Additions            5,000,000               7,000,000                         -                         -                         -             12,000,000 

Depreciation           (2,893,917)              (2,189,723)              (113,421)                         -           (4,778,217)              (9,975,278)

Closing net carrying amount          30,765,227              61,049,774               810,635          17,751,948        131,426,422           241,804,005 

Cost          53,974,406              81,492,985            1,920,891          17,751,948        170,746,282           325,886,512 

Accumulated depreciation         (23,209,179)             (20,443,210)           (1,110,256)                         -         (39,319,860)            (84,082,505)

Balance at 2022/2023

Opening net carrying amount          30,765,227              61,049,775               810,635          17,751,948        131,426,422           241,804,006 

Cost          53,974,406              81,492,985            1,920,891          17,751,948        170,746,282           325,886,512 

Accumulated depreciation         (23,209,179)             (20,443,210)           (1,110,256)                         -         (39,319,860)            (84,082,505)

Additions            5,000,000               7,000,000                         -                         -                         -             12,000,000 
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NATIONAL HOME BUILDERS REGISTRATION COUNCIL

NOTES TO THE BUDGETED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31 MARCH 2020 TO 31 MARCH 2023

2            Intangible Asset

 

Software

development  Total 

 R  R 

Balance at 2016/2017

Opening net carrying amount           117,058,064           117,058,064 

Cost           176,014,412           176,014,412 

Accumulated Armotisation            (58,956,348)            (58,956,348)

Additions                  169,138                  169,138 

Disposal                 (325,090)                 (325,090)

Armotisation            (14,949,964)            (14,949,964)

Closing net carrying amount           101,952,148           101,952,148 

Cost           175,858,460           175,858,460 

Accumulated Armotisation            (73,906,312)            (73,906,312)

Balance at 2017/2018

Opening net carrying amount           101,952,148           101,952,148 

Cost           175,858,460           175,858,460 

Accumulated Armotisation            (73,906,312)            (73,906,313)

Additions                            -                            - 

Disposal            (53,951,688)            (53,951,688)

Armotisation on Disposals             53,452,817             53,452,817 

Armotisation            (15,238,120)            (15,238,120)

Closing net carrying amount             86,215,158             86,215,158 

Cost           121,906,772           121,906,773 

Accumulated Armotisation            (35,691,614)            (35,691,614)
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Software

development  Total 

Balance at 2018/2019

Opening net carrying amount             86,215,158             86,215,159 

Cost           121,906,772           121,906,773 

Accumulated Armotisation            (35,691,614)            (35,691,614)

Armotisation            (14,229,429)            (14,229,429)

Closing net carrying amount             71,985,729             71,985,729 

Cost           121,906,772           121,906,773 

Accumulated Armotisation            (49,921,043)            (49,921,043)

Balance at 2019/2020

Opening net carrying amount             71,985,729             71,985,729 

Cost           121,906,772           121,906,773 

Accumulated Armotisation            (49,921,043)            (49,921,043)

Additions             19,000,000             19,000,000 

Armotisation            (15,500,000)            (15,500,000)

Closing net carrying amount             75,485,728             75,485,729 

Cost           140,906,772           140,906,772 

Accumulated Armotisation            (65,421,043)            (65,421,043)

Balance at 2020/2021

Opening net carrying amount             75,485,728             75,485,728 

Cost           140,906,772           140,906,773 

Accumulated Armotisation            (65,421,043)            (65,421,043)

Additions               6,000,000               6,000,000 

Armotisation            (16,352,500)            (16,352,500)

Closing net carrying amount             65,133,228             65,133,228 

Cost           146,906,772           146,906,772 

Accumulated Armotisation            (81,773,543)            (81,773,543)

Balance at 2021/2022

Opening net carrying amount             65,133,228             65,133,228 

Cost           146,906,772           146,906,773 

Accumulated Armotisation            (81,773,543)            (81,773,543)

Additions               6,000,000               6,000,000 

Armotisation            (17,251,888)            (17,251,888)

Closing net carrying amount             53,881,341             53,881,341 

Cost           152,906,772           152,906,772 

Accumulated Armotisation            (99,025,431)            (99,025,431)

Balance at 2022/2023

Opening net carrying amount             36,629,453             36,629,453 

Cost           152,906,772           152,906,773 

Accumulated Armotisation          (116,277,319)          (116,277,319)

Armotisation             26,000,000             26,000,000 

Closing net carrying amount             62,629,453             62,629,453 

Cost           178,906,772           178,906,772 

Accumulated Armotisation          (116,277,319)          (116,277,319)
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NATIONAL HOME BUILDERS REGISTRATION COUNCIL

NOTES TO THE BUDGETED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)

FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31 MARCH 2020 TO 31 MARCH 2024

2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023

Actual Actual Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget

R R R R R R R

3

Available-for-sale investments

Opening balance 5,127,473,670      5,600,622,985     6,208,779,009   6,535,174,461   7,139,157,111     7,704,677,399     8,278,207,057     

Interest received and Investment income         369,597,068         392,546,040       392,546,040       421,131,268 #         444,293,487         468,729,629         494,509,759 

Administration fee (9,379,631)           (10,367,419)         (11,429,638)       (12,058,268)       (12,721,473)        (13,421,154)        (14,159,317)        

Fair value net gains/ (loss) 51,154,861          197,549,212        61,749,353        51,154,861        53,968,378         56,936,639         60,068,154         

(Withdrawal) / Additions) 61,777,017          28,428,190          (116,470,303)     143,754,790      79,979,895         61,284,543         120,335,106        

5,600,622,985      6,208,779,009     6,535,174,461   7,139,157,111   7,704,677,399     8,278,207,057     8,938,960,758     

4

Trade debtors 79,927,922          75,263,119                  62,719,266         57,017,514 #          77,191,582          69,541,966          62,650,420 

Provision for bad debts (54,500,031)         (72,409,926)         (60,341,605)       (54,856,005)       (49,419,824)        -                        

Sundry debtors 19,861,184          11,442,509          10,870,384        10,326,864        9,810,521           10,399,152         11,023,102         

45,289,074          14,295,702          13,248,044        12,488,374        37,582,279         79,941,118         73,673,521         

5

Bank           96,408,104         252,242,894       239,630,749       142,504,087 0         135,378,882         144,178,510         153,550,113 

Short-term bank deposits                 66,108                 93,003               88,353               83,935 0                 79,738                 75,752                       -   

Call Account         108,446,346           78,714,197 83,830,620        89,279,610        95,082,785         101,263,166        107,845,272        

204,920,558        331,050,094        323,549,722      231,867,632      230,541,406        245,517,427        261,395,384        

6

     

Accounts payable 49,649,537          45,843,153          42,876,041        47,715,482        50,339,833         53,108,524         56,029,493         

Leave Accrual 18,403,412          24,291,534          16,471,691        22,163,154        23,382,127         24,668,144         26,024,892         

Sundry creditors 57,996,788          54,880,580          37,399,331        41,139,264        43,196,228         45,356,039         47,623,841         

126,049,737        125,015,267        96,747,063        111,017,900      116,918,188        123,132,707        129,678,226        

7

Legal disputes 150,000               1,305,979           1,384,338          1,467,398          1,555,442           1,648,768           1,747,695           

Other 24,559,800          14,962,262          -                       -                       -                        -                        

Investment in securities

Accounts receivable

Cash and cash equivalents

Accounts payable

Provision
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2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023

Actual Actual Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget

R R R R R R R

8 Reconciliation of surplus to cash generated from operations

Surplus for the period 488,293,300        619,361,877        423,064,098      522,229,628      550,952,258        581,254,632        613,223,637        

Adjust for non cash items:

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment 8,419,583            8,611,544            9,177,194          10,513,194        11,091,420         11,701,448         12,345,028         

Armotisation of Intangible Asset 14,949,964          15,238,120          (14,229,429)       15,500,000        16,352,500         17,251,888         18,200,742         

Claims paid 9,436,711            

Transaction cost on investment 1,303,958            

Net (surplus) / deficit on disposal of property plant and equipment 325,090               1,152,885            1,268,174          1,394,991          1,534,490           1,634,232           1,740,457           

Administration fee 9,379,631            10,367,419          11,429,638        12,058,268        12,721,473         13,421,154         14,159,317         

Fair value gain on financial instruments (51,154,861)         (197,549,213)       (61,749,353)       (51,154,861)       (53,968,378)        (56,936,639)        (60,068,154)        

Dividend received (13,445,116)         (13,766,575)         

Movement in provisions 21,831,218          73,128,417          21,963,308        20,398,448        22,488,784         34,504,369         47,683,519         

Movement in technical provision (10,804,099)         (8,441,559)           (9,285,715)         -                        -                        

Interest paid 13,359                (11,978)               -                       -                       -                        -                        -                        

Interest received (356,151,956)       (391,750,017)       (294,123,571)     (421,131,268)     (444,293,487)       (468,729,629)       (494,509,759)       

Operating income before 

working capital changes 111,656,113        127,081,589        87,514,344        109,808,401      116,879,059        134,101,454        152,774,786        

(Increase) / Decrease in inventory (700,501)              21,906                (15,000)             (15,975)             (17,013)               (18,119)               (19,297)               

(Increase) / Decrease in accounts receivable (23,151,626)         30,993,373          1,047,657          759,670            (25,093,905)        (26,725,009)        (28,462,135)        

Increase / (Decrease) in accounts payable (70,519,568)         (1,034,470)           (28,268,204)       14,270,837        5,900,288           6,283,807           6,692,254           

17,284,417          157,062,399        60,278,797        124,822,932      97,668,429         113,642,133        130,985,609         
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RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN 

 
 
Risk 

No. 

 

Strategic Objective 

 

Risk Description 

 

Root Causes of the Risk 

 
Inherent 

Rating 

 

Current controls 

 

Residual Rating 

 

Key Risk Indicators 

 
Actions to improve management of the risk / Risk Treatment 

Plans 

1 To maintain a Inability of the strategic business Market Changes  - Governance and oversight committees in place  Number of months 1. Develop NHBRC Operating Model which should 
 sustainable warranty model to keep up with current and   and regular meetings  without a fully approved advice on the size, type and structure of the entire 
 fund future  environmental, technological, Political Changes  - Investment Policy and Strategy in place  business model for the business in the short, medium and long term. The 
  economic, political and social   - Continual review of financial & operating model  organisation model should advise on the overall human resource 
  expectations / demands may erode Legislative Changes  - NHBRC Operating Model   strategy of the organisation and related aspects. 
  the relevance and sustainability of the   - Address & resolve relevant findings in a timely    
  NHBRC. Environmental Changes  manner (Internal Audit does perform follow up   In line with the model, NHBRC should develop the 
     audits on both Internal Audit and AG findings)   organisational structure based on the direction it will 
   Technological Changes  - Media response plan and strategy in place   take in the short, medium and long term. 
    

Economic Changes 
25 High Risk 

- NHBRC sections have individual plans and strategies to 

achieve overall objectives of the 
8. Moderate Risk 

  
2. Review legislation to enable effective regulation 

     organization    
     - Alignment of plans and strategies with the Annual    
     Performance Plan    
     - Continuous scanning of significant changes in the   3. Review of the current NHBRC Business Model 
     market, environment and legislation and the impact    
     to the NHBRC    

         

2 To entrench a culture of Inadequate governance, risk and Lack of an approved Risk  - Implementation of approved strategies and plans  Number of unapproved 1. Approval and implementation of a combined 
 compliance and ensure compliance strategies Management Framework and  ( Risk, Compliance and Internal Audit)  governance, risk and assurance model and framework for the organisation 
 efficient enforcement  Strategy  - Regular monitoring of performance  compliance framework (Target Date: 30 March 2019) 
 mechanisms    - Alignment of plans and strategies with the Annual  and strategies for the  
   Lack of organisational awareness  Performance Plan  organisation. 2. Alignment of APP to strategies (Target Date: 
   sessions on the approved Risk  - Media response plan and strategy in place   Annually) 
   Management Framework and  - Review of strategies and plans    
   Strategy  - Enforce executive accountability   3. Regular monitoring of performance (Target Date: 
     - Identification of root causes and remedy gaps   Continuous) 
   Lack of an effective combined  - Address & resolve relevant findings in a timely    
   assurance Framework and strategy  manner (Internal Audit does perform follow up    
   for the organisational 16. High Risk audits on both Internal Audit and AG findings) 8. Moderate Risk   
     - Defend and/or settle on legal matters    
   Insufficient training and awareness  - Adherence to good corporate governance best    
   initiatives on compliance related  practices    
   matters.  - Approval and Implementation of the ERM    
     Framework    
   Insufficient monitoring by 

compliance 

     
   function.      

   
Insufficient resources within the 

     

   compliance function.      
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Risk 

No. 

 

Strategic Objective 

 

Risk Description 

 

Root Causes of the Risk 

 

Inheren

t Rating 

 

Current controls 

 

Residual Rating 

 

Key Risk Indicators 

 

Actions to improve management of the risk / Risk 

Treatment Plans 

3 To improve cost 

effectiveness and 

internal efficiencies of 

operations. 

Inability to establish a robust and 

integrated information management 

system 

Lack of a system benefit 

realization plan 

 

Lack of a business case for SAP 

Implementation 

 

Business still dealing with 

existing system issues 

 

Ineffective change management 

strategies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

25 - High 

Risk 

- IT Governance Frameworks, Strategies and 

committees in place 

- SAP implementation plan in place 

- Data migration plan in place 

- SAP stabilization plan in place 

- Deployed resources to regional officers on a rotational; 

basis, resources include IT and Super Users. 

- Service leaders have been allocated to each region and 

responsible for all infrastructure issues and address issues 

in that specific region. 

- Technical resources for SAP are in place 

- IT functional leads provide on-going support and training 

- SAP Training plan is in place and has been completed, 

additional training will take place as per the workshop 

requests 

- Notifications are sent out in advance regarding system 

updates and/or downtime 

- Recruitment of vacancies subject to budget availability and 

service providers augment capacity constraints that may exist 

- Communication & engagement with relevant 

stakeholders 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13. High Risk 

Number of months 

without an fully 

integrated and 

comprehensive 

information management 

system for the 

organisation 

1. Finalisation of the SAP support tender. 
 

2. Completion of demand data migration plan 
 

3. Electronic component of BQIH & GIS Phase Two 
 

4. Finalize the tender for the Inspection Tools 

4 To improve cost 

effectiveness and 

internal efficiencies of 

operations. 

Inefficient development & 

implementation of policies and 

procedures to achieve 

organisational objectives 

Business processes and the 

Policy development process are 

misaligned 

 

Lack of adherence to mechanisms 

in place in the company to ensure 

focus on process design, 

standardisation, communication 

and implementation. 

 

Lack of availability of the key 

participants to give input to the 

policies being developed/ 

reviewed. 

 

Delays in the turnaround time 

for policies approval i.e. PDC, 

and Council Committees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

25-High Risk 

- Policy Development Committee review and 

recommend to EXCO. 

EXCO reviews and recommends to the relevant 

Committees of Council 

- Consultation / communication with relevant 

stakeholders in development. 

- Awareness and training of policies & procedures. 

- Orientation programme for new employees 

- Policy tracking register is used to track progress on the 

policies. 

- Approved policies and procedures are available on the 

intranet 

- Policies and procedures are reviewed on a continual 

basis (anniversary dates) or when deemed necessary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Moderate Risk 

Number of policies that 

have not been updated / 

reviewed by their due 

date. 

 

 

Turnaround time for 

policy approval. 

1. To develop Policy Development Procedure Manual. 

Develop a process for consultation with business units with 

regards to the policy development plan. 

 

2. Communicate the Policy Tracking Register to 

business units heads on a monthly basis. 

 

3. Request a special Council Committee and Council 

meeting to approve policies. 

 

 

  

5 To improve cost 

effectiveness and 

internal efficiencies of 

operations. 

Inadequate / ineffective 

leadership competencies and 

skills 

Lack of succession planning. 

Low staff morale 

Lack of career progression. 

Lack of exit interviews. 

Failure to create and 

implement a succession plan 

for key Company positions and 

employees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16. High 
Risk 

- Recruitment Policy and Processes 

- Succession Policy 

- Organisational culture & environment improving 

- Proactive communication with relevant 

stakeholders 

- Identify root cause and remedy gaps 

- Regular training and awareness on approved human 

capital policies and procedures 

- Approved human capital policies and procedures are 

available on the intranet 

- Vacancies are advertised on the intranet 

- Employee performance management systems in place 

- Employee personal development plans in place 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Moderate Risk 

Percentage of staff 

turnover at an Executive 

Level 

1. Attracting & retaining the right capabilities and skills 
 

2. Leadership development programme 
 

3. Dealing with existing job grading and profile issues 
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Risk 

No. 

 

Strategic Objective 

 

Risk Description 

 

Root Causes of the Risk 

 

Inheren

t Rating 

 

Current controls 

 

Residual Rating 

 

Key Risk Indicators 

 

Actions to improve management of the risk / Risk 

Treatment Plans 

6 To maintain a Fraud and corruption of NHBRC Inadequate fraud risk 
assessments 

 - Implementation of approved fraud prevention plan  Percentage of cases 1. Implementation of an appropriate consequence 

 sustainable warranty employees  and 
developers/builders 

for the organisation  and policy  reported through the management system/process 

 fund    - Implementation of fraud hotline  fraud hotline relating to  
   Lack of a consolidated Fraud Risk  - Detailed investigations into allegations of wrong  employee misconduct. 2. Vetting of Council, EXCO and SCM Staff 

   Register for the organisation  doing and Asset recovery where possible  (successful disciplinary  
     - Creation of ethical organisational culture i.e.  processes and 3. Fraud risk assessments to be compiled 

   Lack of dedicated ethics officers 

for the organisation 

25 - High 

Risk 

Monthly ethics message circulated , Declaration of interest 

register before meetings etc. 
13. High Risk 

prosecution)  

     - Segregation of duties in processes    
   Inadequate implementation of the  - Security enhancements of certificates    
   approved Fraud Prevention Plan 

and 
 - Safe storage of certificates    

   Strategy  - Disciplinary process in place    

7 To ensure effective Non-compliance with applicable 
laws 

Insufficient training and 

awareness initiatives on 

compliance related matters. 

 

Insufficient monitoring by 

compliance function. 

 

Insufficient resources within the 

compliance function. 

 

Policies not incorporating the 

latest Legislation and 

Regulations. 

 

Non-compliance with applicable 

laws, regulations and best 

practices are not identified during 

the quality assurance stage of 

policies. 

 

Inadequate prosecution of 

registered and non-registered 

home builders in terms of the Act. 

 

Limiting provisions of the HCPM 
Act. 
 

Inadequate understanding of the 

Act by relevant role players 

 

Dependency on SAPS and NPA 

to prosecute. 

 

Limited knowledge by our 

stakeholders (NPA, SAPS, 

Municipality, Home Builders) 

on HCPM Act. 

 - Policy Development Committee review and  1. Percentage increase 1. Implementation of an appropriate consequence 

 regulatory compliance. and regulations.  recommend to EXCO.  in Auditor General management system/process 

  .  EXCO reviews and recommends to the relevant  Findings or other  
    Committees of Council  findings on non- 2. Develop a policy and procedure for Policy 

 To research and   - Consultation / communication with relevant  compliance with the Development at an organisational level. 

 introduce innovative   stakeholders in development.  applicable laws  
 products, methods 

and 
  - Awareness and training of policies & procedures.  including and especially  

 technologies within the   - Orientation programme for new employees  the PFMA.  
 home building industry   - Policy tracking register is used to track progress    
    on the policies.  2. Number of regulatory 3. Review legislation to enable effective regulation 

    - Approved policies and procedures are available  fines or penalties  
    on the intranet  against the NHBRC.  
    - Policies and procedures are reviewed on a    
    continual basis (anniversary dates)    
    - Regulatory Compliance Function    
    - Enforcement Unit    
    - Policy Development Manager obtains the    
   16. High 

Risk 

Regulatory Compliance Universe from LCE and performs a 

quality assurance review to ensure that 
8. Moderate Risk   

    all applicable legislation and regulation have been    
    addressed in the policy.    
    - Consumer Awareness Programme   4. Collaboration with SAPS and NPA. 

    Training of internal and external stakeholders (e.g.    
    inspectors, other business services officials; SAPS;    
    NPA) on the Act and regulations, including    
    procedures and processes to be followed.    
    - Awareness of the NHBRC Mandate to all relevant    
    stakeholders    
    - Collaboration between NHBRC Investigators and    
    SAPS Investigation Officers to process matters    
    instituted.    

        

5. Training on specific issues requiring further 
       attention to both internal and external stakeholders 
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Risk 

No. 

 

Strategic Objective 

 

Risk Description 

 

Root Causes of the Risk 

 

Inheren

t Rating 

 

Current controls 

 

Residual Rating 

 

Key Risk Indicators 

 

Actions to improve management of the risk / Risk 

Treatment Plans 

8 To improve cost 

effectiveness and 

internal efficiencies of 

operations. 

 

 

 

To research and 

introduce innovative 

products, methods and 

technologies within the 

home building industry 

Inadequate enforcement of 

the Housing Consumers 

Protection Measures Act 

(HCPMA) 

Inadequate prosecution of 

registered and non-registered 

home builders in terms of the Act. 

 

Limiting provisions of the HCPM 
Act. 
 

Inadequate understanding of the 

Act by relevant role players 

 

Dependency on SAPS and NPA 

to prosecute. 

 

Limited knowledge by our 

stakeholders (NPA, SAPS, 

Municipality, Home Builders) 

on HCPM Act. 

 

Limited co-operation by 

government in subsidy sector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16. High 
Risk 

- Enforcement section 

- Enforcement processes 

- Enforcement of the act 

- Complaints and conciliation process 

- Home builder disciplinary proceedings 

- Contravening home builders subject to fines and penalties 

- Home Building Manual and SANS Standards 

- Consumer Awareness Programme 

Training of internal and external stakeholders (e.g. inspectors, 

other business services officials; SAPS; NPA) on the Act and 

regulations, including procedures and processes to be 

followed. 

- Awareness of the NHBRC Mandate to all relevant 

stakeholders 

- Collaboration between NHBRC Investigators and SAPS 

Investigation Officers to process matters instituted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Moderate Risk 

Percentage of cases 

reported to SAPS / NPA 

and successfully 

prosecuted. 

1. Training on specific issues requiring further attention 

to both internal and external stakeholders. 

 

2. Repeal of the HCPM Act 
 

3. Collaboration with SAPS and NPA. 

9 To improve cost 

effectiveness and 

internal efficiencies of 

operations. 

Loss of critical company skills 

and competencies / key 

personnel 

Lack of succession planning. 

Low staff morale 

Lack of career progression. 

Lack of exit interviews. 

Failure to create and 

implement a succession plan 

for key Company positions and 

employees. 

 

Inadequate leadership development 

exercises. 

 

Contract expiry 
 

Failure to train, develop and 

enhance employee skills 

16. High 
Risk 

-The NHBRC Succession Policy 

- The NHBRC Performance Management Policy 

- Implementation of approved fraud prevention plan and policy 

- Implementation of fraud hotline 

- Detailed investigations into allegations of wrong doing and 

Asset recovery where possible 

- Creation of ethical organisational culture i.e. Monthly 

ethics message circulated , Declaration of interest register 

before meetings etc. 

- Segregation of duties in processes 

- Disciplinary process in place 

- Grievance process in place 

- Recruitment of vacancies subject to budget availability and 

service providers augment capacity constraints that may exist 

8. Moderate Risk Percentage of staff 

turnover 

1. Attracting & retaining the right capabilities and skills 

 

2. Communication and approval process for the IDP 

Training needs. 

 

3. Leadership development programme 
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Risk 

No. 

 

Strategic Objective 

 

Risk Description 

 

Root Causes of 
the Risk 

 

Inherent 

Rating 

 

Current controls 

 

Residual 
Rating 

 

Key Risk Indicators 

 

Actions to improve management of the risk / Risk 

Treatment Plans 

10 To improve cost 

effectiveness and 

internal efficiencies of 

operations. 

Inability to resume business 

operations timeously.(SAP ERP 

System) 

(1) Lack 

of 

disaster 

recovery 

mechanis

m for 

NHBRC. 

25. High Risk (1) Disaster recovery test Plan for SAP IT 

Infrastructure has been developed by BCM 

coordinator. 

 

(2). Current Engagements with Telkom to develop DR 

Solution for NHBRC. First stage done and it was successful. 

 

(3).Test DR solution in stages 

25. High Risk Months outstanding 

DR programme not 

implemented for SAP 

ERP System 

1. The organisation to develop and implement a 

disaster recovery plan for SAP and the entire IT 

Infrastructure for the organisation. 

 

2. Data classification project to be conducted 
 

3. Source a programme to link the data network server 

located in the mobile bus to the on-site internal NHBRC 

network server 

11 To improve cost 

effectiveness and 

internal efficiencies of 

operations. 

Inability to resume business 

operations timeously in the event 

of a declared disaster (alternative 

disaster recovery site) 

(1).Lack of an 

alternative 

(second) disaster 

recovery site for 

NHBRC Head 

Office and 

regional offices. 

(People and 

Data) 

High Risk 1. Alternative site planning in progress between BCM 

Coordinator and the Chief Risk Officer. 

 

2. BCM Resumption plans for the Head Office has been 

done 

 

3. BCM Resumption plans completed in Regional offices. 

 

4. Business Continuity Plan for NHBRC has been done. 

25. High Risk Months outstanding 

without an alternative 

BCM Sites not being 

implemented for Head 

Office and Regional 

Offices. 

 

(1).Finalise the Alternative site planning 
 

(2).Investigate current mobile services in use for the 

business and gather information regarding Mobile 

Technology Canters available in the industry. 

12 To improve cost 

effectiveness and 

internal efficiencies of 

operations. 

Increasing trends in cyber crime 

could lead to information and 

security of the organisation being 

compromised. 

(1) Lack of an 

information 

security 

management 

system, strategy, 

policy, processes 

and procedures 

High Risk (1). Reliance on Information Security agreement with 

Telkom for network security. 

(2). Conducted a vulnerability and penetration 

assessment 

(3). Conduct security awareness 

(4). Appointment of an Information Security Specialist 

for the NHBRC. 

(5) Patch management, anti-virus and firewalls are in place 

(6) Information security plan approved and in place; and 

awareness to the relevant stakeholders 

13. High Risk Number of days 

without a security 

monitoring tool 

Lack of an information security management system, 

strategy, policy, processes and procedures 

(1) Sourcing and appointment an information security 

service provider for the NHBRC. 

(2). Conduct on-going security monitoring and 

reporting 
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FRAUD RISK MANAGEMENT 

 

NHBRC has a legal responsibility in terms of the Public Finance Management Act (Act No. 1 of 1999, as amended) to take appropriate steps to prevent 

unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure and losses resulting from criminal conduct. The primary function of the Unit is to maintain the Anti-fraud 

Strategies and the Fraud Prevention Framework, conduct fraud awareness training and workshops. The Fraud Prevention Policy and the Whistleblowing Policy have 

been approved and implemented. There is a whistle blowing facility in place, which is administered by Advance call and reports are drawn monthly to report to the 

Council. Proactive corrective measures have been put in place to prevent future incidents of fraud and non-compliance.  

 

SAFETY, HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT (SHE) 

 

NHBRC strives to conduct all its activities in a safe and environmentally sensitive manner at all times. The organisation has created and sustains the necessary 

organisational competency to enable the development and rollout of health, safety and environmental management plans for the head office and regions. 

The revised SHE Policy Statement is in place and it has been displayed at all NHBRC offices. The Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993 is prioritised by 

planning, implementation, checking, management review and continual improvement.  

Management Representatives appointed as 16(2) in terms of the Occupational Health and Safety Act have been trained on Legal Liabilities. SHE Representatives 

(Fire fighters, SHE Reps, First Aiders and Incident investigators have been trained and appointed.   

SHE Audit tracking register is discussed quarterly in the EXCO and Social Transformation, Ethics and Empowerment Committee (STEECO) meetings. SHE 

Committee meetings are held quarterly as per the Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993 Sec 19. SHE Risk assessments are reviewed quarterly. SHE 

Awareness presentations has been conducted to all SHE Representatives and NHBRC new employees. An emergency evacuation drill is planned to test NHBRC’s 

emergency preparedness in case of any disaster. 

A health risk assessment for all NHBRC employees will be conducted to routinely identify hazards and assess risks in order to prevent workplace injuries and 

diseases and to ensure increased productivity  

 

BUSINESS CONTINUITY MANAGEMENT (BCM) 
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The National Homebuilders Registration Council (NHBRC) recognises the potential strategic, operational, and financial and stakeholder risks associated with 

business or IT service interruptions and the importance of maintaining viable capability to continue the NHBRC’s business processes with minimum impact in the 

event of a disaster. 

NHBRC has resolved that a Business Continuity Management (BCM) programme is a value creating activity and essential to the business cont inuity of NHBRC’s 

services. NHBRC is committed to establishing and maintaining a BCM programme according to good practices and international standards.  

 

SECURITY 

 

In support of the Risk Management Framework, the NHBRC has embarked on a programme to enhance two significant components of physical security – namely, 

the physical guarding services and the electronic security services. In the new financial year, ERM plans to procure a fully integrated electronic security system, plus 

alarm monitoring and response services for all offices nationally to ensure safety of NHBRC employees and assets. Security related policies and procedures are in 

place and will be reviewed where deemed necessary. 

 

ETHICS 

 

In line with the King IV and to ensure good governance in the organization the NHBRC has established an ethics office. There is an Ethics governance framework in 

place, which is currently being reviewed including Ethics policy, Conflict of Interest policy, Sexual harassment policy and Code of Conduct. NHBRC will also 

undertake development of the Gift policy, Remunerative work outside NHBRC policy and Fraternization Policy to strengthen good governance.  The office will on 

conduct ethics awareness and training to promote ethical behaviour within the NHBRC.  
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APPENDIX A NHBRC STRATEGY MAP 

 

The strategy map illustrates the link between the vision, mission, Balanced Scorecard, strategic objectives, programmes (budget structure) and critical success 

factors which have been adopted for implementation. The organisation was operating based on three programmes, namely, Administration and Governance, 

Regulation, and Protection. Management has adopted a total of three programmes, which are: Administration and Governance, Regulation and Protection, 

Research and Development, Legal and Enforcement and Warranty Fund. The strategy map is illustrated below:  

 

Figure 9. Strategy map of NHBRC 
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APPENDIX B: NHBRC INTERVENTION MATRIX 

INTERVENTION MATRIX NARRATIVE SUMMARY INDICATORS MEANS OF VERIFICATION STRATEGIC DRIVERS 

Overall/ Development Objective To contribute to the human 
Settlements and housing delivery 
process by protecting the housing 
consumer and regulating the home 
building environment 

 The SA Government is committed to 
eradicating poverty and building the asset 
base of the poorest of the poor and the 
delivery of quality housing. 

Specific Objective / Purpose 
Statement 

To grow ,protect  and sustain the 
warranty Fund and deliver on the 
services and products of the 
NHBRC.   

- Rand value of NHBRC warranty 
fund 

- Rand value of home enrolment 
revenues 

- Rand value of revenues from 
home builders registered 

- Rand value of technical and 
quality services rendered 

- Number of home enrolments 
- Number of home builders 

registered 
- Number of home builders trained 

and developed 
- Execute research as per the 

project plan in line with approved 
research agenda 

- % of investment assets to exceed 
actuarial liabilities 

- Actual net profit > budgeted net 
profit 

- % discretionary spent on BEE 
suppliers 
- % implementation of the 

annual compliance plan 

- NHBRC annual reports 
- NHBRC Annual Financial 

Statement  

- The Housing Consumers Protection 
Measures Act,1995( Act No.95 of 1998)  
legislates the protection of housing 
consumers 

- The National Building Regulation and 
Standards Act  

- (Act no.  103 of 1977) prescribes building 
standards 

- The policy and legislative framework of 
the country.  Framework legislates for the 
NHBRC to protect the housing consumer 
and to set house building standards 
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INTERVENTION 

MATRIX 

OBJECTIVES NARRATIVE 
SUMMARY 

INDICATORS MEANS OF 

VERIFICATION 

STRATEGIC DRIVERS 

Key Result  
Area 1 

Grow, protect and 
sustain the NHBRC 
warranty fund.   

Warranty Fund & 
Revenue generation 
 

- % of investment assets to exceed 
actuarial liabilities 

 % discretionary spent on BEE 
suppliers 

 Planned net profit 

- Annual Financial 
Statements  

- Investor reports Age 
analysis report  

- Operations services is customer centric in delivering 
NHBRC value products 

- NHBRC Council has an approved and sound 
investment policy 

- Operations systems and procedures are in place 
and functioning at optimal levels  

Key Result  
Area 2 

Provide innovative 
quality products and 
services that will 
delight the customer 

Business Services 
(Technical, Inspections , 
and Customer Services) 

 Number of homebuilders to be 
registered 

 Number of homebuilders to renew 
their registration 

 Number of homebuilders to renew 
their registration 

 Number of homes to be inspected 
for subsidy sector and the non-
subsidy sector 

 Number of homes enrolled that 
are received from NDHS for the 
subsidy sector 

- Annual Financial 
Statements  

- NHBRC consumer 
Education materials  

- Participant attendance 
registers 

- NHBRC stakeholder 
meeting reports 

- Home builders are willing and able to register with 
the NHBRC  

- Municipalities and provinces will fund and enrol 
subsidy project and home enrolments 

- Building plans have been or will be approved by 
municipalities to enable the construction of homes  

  Quality Assurance   Number of homes to be 
inspected for subsidy sector 

 Number of homes to be inspected 
for non-subsidy sector 

- Compliance reports 
and register 

- PDA inspection 
reports 

- Quarterly reports  
- Partnership 

agreements 

- The National Building Regulation and Standards Act 
(Act no.  103 of 1977) prescribes the development 
and monitoring of building standards 

Key Result  
Area 3 

To provide 
innovative quality 
products and 
services that will 
delight the customer  
 

Home builder training & 
Development 

 Number of emerging 
homebuilders trained 

 Number of people to be  trained in 
government projects(youth, 
women ,people with  disabilities 
and  military veterans) 
 

- CETA accreditation 
certificate 

- Participant attendance 
registers 

- Home builders 
training curriculum  

 

- The Housing Consumer Protection Measures 
Act,1998( Act No.95 of 1998) legislates the 
protection of housing consumers and prescribes the 
training of home builders  

- NHBRC has the required technical skills to conduct 
the training 

- Emerging home builders are willing and able to be 
trained  

Key Result 
Area 4 

Strengthen NHBRC 
operating 
processes, systems 
and procedures  
 

(Legal , Compliance and 
Enforcement ) 

- The number of days it takes to 
suspend defaulting homebuilders 
from date of receipt of file is within 
14 days 

- The number of days it takes to 
prosecute defaulting home 
builders is 160 days  

 - The National Building Regulation and Standards Act  
- (Act no.  103 of 1977) prescribes the development 

and monitoring of building standards 
- NHBRC has a critical mass of IT, home building & 

Technical skills  
- Industry players are willing and able to partner with 

the NHBRC in the housing delivery value chain  

Key Results 
Area 5  

To provide 
innovative quality 
products and 
services that will 

Legal Compliance and 
Enforcement  

- The number of days it takes to 
suspend defaulting homebuilders 
from date of receipt of file is within 
14 days 

- Legal reports 
- Siebel reports  
- Disciplinary 

committee minutes  

- The Housing Consumer Protection Measures 
Act,1998( Act No.95 of 1998) legislates the 
protection of housing consumers and prescribes 
disciplinary procedures against defaulting home 
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INTERVENTION 

MATRIX 

OBJECTIVES NARRATIVE 
SUMMARY 

INDICATORS MEANS OF 

VERIFICATION 

STRATEGIC DRIVERS 

delight the customer  
 

- The number of days it takes to 
prosecute defaulting home 
builders is 160 days  

- % implementation of the annual 
compliance plan 

 

- Court interdicts  
- Settlements 

agreements  
- Attendance list 
- Draft amendments 
- Gazetted regulations  

builders 
- NHBRC is imbued with the relevant legal skills  

Key Result 
Area 6 

To provide 
innovative quality 
products and 
services that will 
delight the customer  

Stakeholder  -% % execution of organizational 
reputational strategy 

Stakeholder perception 
survey reports 
 
 

- The Housing Consumers Protection Measures 
Act,1998( Act No.95 of 1998) requires continuous 
process of housing consumer education 

- Marketing and branding resources are in place 

Key result Area 7 To provide 
innovative quality 
products and 
services that will 
delight the customer  

Human capital -Number of workforce to be trained 
 

Perception survey results 
 
Change Management 
report 
Report on sick leave from 
BI report 

- The Housing Consumers Protection Measures 
Act,1998( Act No.95 of 1998) requires a continuous 
process of housing consumer education 

- Marketing and branding resources are in place 

Key result Area 8 To provide 
innovative quality 
products and 
services that will 
delight the customer  

Business management 
Solutions 

 
-Maintenance of ICT  Up-Time 
 
 

BI reports - The Housing Consumers Protection Measures 
Act,1998( Act No.95 of 1998) requires a continuous 
process of housing consumer education 

- Marketing and branding resources are in place 

Key result Area 9 To provide 
innovative quality 
products and 
services that will 
delight the customer 

Communications -% execution of plans against the 
strategy 
- % execution of organizational 
reputational strategy 

Reputation management 
survey 

- The Housing Consumers Protection Measures 
Act,1998( Act No.95 of 1998) requires a continuous 
process of housing consumer education 

- Marketing and branding resources are in place 
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STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE RESULT AREAS 

KEY RESULT AREA INTERVENTION MAIN ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE RESULT AREAS 

Key result area 1 Revenue generation  Review and revise NHBRC product pricing model 

 Diversify NHBRC product and service offerings 

 Develop NHBRC sustainability model 

 Reduce operational costs 

 Improve customer service levels 

 Diversify incentives and monitor investment advisors 

 Reduce debtors collection days  

 Market and brand NHBRC  

 Implement he risk based insurance strategy 

 Controllable expenditure exceeds revenue by 11%(1.11:1) 

 Actual ROI> Consumer Price Index 

 BBBEE spend > 51% 

Key result area 2  Business services (Technical 
Services, Inspections, customer 
Services ,training and 
development and Project 
Management Office) 

 Improve operations quality service levels 

 Diversify and improve NHBRC product and service offerings 

 Market NHBRC brand 

 Build the capacity of NHBRC service centres 

 Expand housing consumer education initiatives 

 Research and respond to NHBRC stakeholder needs and issues  

 Monitor customer satisfaction levels  

 Develop and design best practice home builder training materials 

 Identify and recruit trainees 

 Conduct NHBRC homebuilder training 

 Monitor and track NHBRC graduate development  

 Facilitate the provision of business opportunities for NHBRC graduates 

 Develop NHBRC quality assurance plan  

 Institute quality assurance plan 

 Monitor quality assurance output 
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Key result area 3 Legal, Compliance  and 
Enforcement Division) and centre 
for Research and Innovation and 
Corporate Services) 

 Develop fit for purpose world class IT and technical solutions  

 Improve technical quality services 

 Research and identify new and value add NHBRC products and services 

 Acquire, embed and support NHBRC IT and technology systems and business processes 

 Enter into strategic and value adding industry partnership 

 Develop NHBRC standards and brand 

 Publish NHBRC solutions to assist with quality home building standards  

 Implement revised Act 

 Improve legal service delivery capacity 

 Review and develop NHBRC Human Capital strategy  

 Provide timely and high quality talent management and other HR solutions to support NHBRC business processes 

 Improve and strengthen NHBRC human resources skills base 

 Review and develop NHBRC performance and business environment enhancing solutions 

 Develop NHBRC marketing and branding strategy and specification 

 Develop and tender specification for a marketing and branding agency 

 Implement marketing strategy 

 Monitor brand value as a function of the marketing and branding strategy 

 

INTERVENTION 

MATRIX 

OBJECTIVES NARRATIVE 
SUMMARY 

INDICATORS MEANS OF 

VERIFICATION 

STRATEGIC DRIVERS 

Key Result  
Area 1 

Grow, protect and 
sustain the NHBRC 
warranty fund.   

Warranty Fund & 
Revenue generation 
 

- % of investment assets to exceed 
actuarial liabilities 

 % discretionary spent on BEE 
suppliers 

 Planned net profit 

- Annual Financial 
Statements  

- Investor reports Age 
analysis report 

- Payment proof of 
suppliers  

- Operations services is customer centric in delivering 
NHBRC value products 

- NHBRC Council has an approved and sound 
investment policy 

- Operations systems and procedures are in place 
and functioning at optimal levels  

Key Result  
Area 2 

Provide innovative 
quality products and 
services that will 
delight the customer 

Business Services 
(Technical, Inspections 
,Project Management 
Office and Customer 
Services) 

 Number of homebuilders to be 
registered 

 Number of homebuilders to renew 
their registration 

 Number of homebuilders to renew 
their registration 

 Number of homes to be inspected 
for subsidy sector and the non-
subsidy sector 

 Number of homes enrolled that 
are received from NDHS for the 
subsidy sector 

- Annual Financial 
Statements  

- NHBRC consumer 
Education materials  

- Participant attendance 
registers 

- NHBRC stakeholder 
meeting reports 

- Home builders are willing and able to register with 
the NHBRC  

- Municipalities and provinces will fund and enrol 
subsidy project and home enrolments 

- Building plans have been or will be approved by 
municipalities to enable the construction of homes  

  Inspections   Number of homes to be 
inspected for subsidy sector 

 Number of homes to be inspected 
for non-subsidy sector 

- Compliance reports 
and register 

- PDA inspection 
reports 

- Quarterly reports  
- Partnership 

- The National Building Regulation and Standards Act 
(Act no.  103 of 1977) prescribes the development 
and monitoring of building standards 
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INTERVENTION 

MATRIX 

OBJECTIVES NARRATIVE 
SUMMARY 

INDICATORS MEANS OF 

VERIFICATION 

STRATEGIC DRIVERS 

agreements 

Key Result  
Area 3 

To provide 
innovative quality 
products and 
services that will 
delight the customer  
 

Home builder training & 
Development 

 Number  of  emerging 
homebuilders trained 

 Number  of people to be  
trained in government 
projects(youth, women 
,people with  disabilities and  
military veterans) 

 

- CETA accreditation 
certificate 

- Participant attendance 
registers 

- Home builders 
training curriculum  

 

- The Housing Consumer Protection Measures 
Act,1998( Act No.95 of 1998) legislates the 
protection of housing consumers and prescribes the 
training of home builders  

- NHBRC has the required technical skills to conduct 
the training 

- Emerging home builders are willing and able to be 
trained  

Key Result 
Area 4 

Strengthen NHBRC 
operating 
processes, systems 
and procedures  
 

 (Legal, Compliance  
and Enforcement) 

- The number of days it takes to 
suspend defaulting homebuilders 
from date of receipt of file is within 
14 days 

- The number of days it takes to 
prosecute defaulting home 
builders is 160 days  

 

 - The National Building Regulation and Standards Act  
- (Act no.  103 of 1977) prescribes the development 

and monitoring of building standards 
- NHBRC has a critical mass of IT, home building & 

Technical skills  
- Industry players are willing and able to partner with 

the NHBRC in the housing delivery value chain  

Key Result 
Area 5 

To provide 
innovative quality 
products and 
services that will 
delight the customer  

Stakeholder  - The number of days it takes to 
suspend defaulting homebuilders 
from date of receipt of file is within 
14 days 

- The number of days it takes to 
prosecute defaulting home 
builders is 160 days  

- % implementation of the annual 
compliance plan 

Stakeholder perception 
survey reports 
 
 

- The Housing Consumers Protection Measures 
Act,1998( Act No.95 of 1998) requires continuous 
process of housing consumer education 

- Marketing and branding resources are in place 

Key result Area 6 To provide 
innovative quality 
products and 
services that will 
delight the customer  

Human capital -% % execution of organizational 
reputational strategy 

Perception survey results 
 
Change Management 
report 
Report on sick leave from 
BI report 

- The Housing Consumers Protection Measures 
Act,1998( Act No.95 of 1998) requires a continuous 
process of housing consumer education 

- Marketing and branding resources are in place 

Key result Area 7 To provide 
innovative quality 
products and 
services that will 
delight the customer  

Business management 
Solutions 

-Number of workforce to be trained 
 

BI reports - The Housing Consumers Protection Measures 
Act,1998( Act No.95 of 1998) requires a continuous 
process of housing consumer education 

- Marketing and branding resources are in place 

Key result Area 8 To provide 
innovative quality 
products and 
services that will 
delight the customer 

Communications  
-Maintenance of ICT  Up-Time 
-% execution of plans against the 
strategy 
- % execution of organizational 
reputational strategy 

Reputation management 
survey 

- The Housing Consumers Protection Measures 
Act,1998( Act No.95 of 1998) requires a continuous 
process of housing consumer education 

- Marketing and branding resources are in place 
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STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE RESULT AREAS 

KEY RESULT AREA INTERVENTION MAIN ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE RESULT AREAS 

Key result area 1 Revenue generation  Review and revise NHBRC product pricing model 

 Diversify NHBRC product and service offerings 

 Develop NHBRC sustainability model 

 Reduce operational costs 

 Improve customer service levels 

 Diversify incentives and monitor investment advisors 

 Reduce debtors collection days  

 Market and brand NHBRC  

 Implement he risk based insurance strategy 

 Controllable expenditure exceeds revenue by 11%(1.11:1) 

 Actual ROI> Consumer Price Index 

 BBBEE spend > 51% 

Key result area 2  Business services (Technical 
Services, Inspections, customer 
Services and Project 
Management Office) 

 Improve operations quality service levels 

 Diversify and improve NHBRC product and service offerings 

 Market NHBRC brand 

 Build the capacity of NHBRC service centres 

 Expand housing consumer education initiatives 

 Research and respond to NHBRC stakeholder needs and issues  

 Monitor customer satisfaction levels  

 Develop and design best practice home builder training materials 

 Identify and recruit trainees 

 Conduct NHBRC homebuilder training 

 Monitor and track NHBRC graduate development  

 Facilitate the provision of business opportunities for NHBRC graduates 

 Develop NHBRC quality assurance plan  

 Institute quality assurance plan 

 Monitor quality assurance output 
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Key result area 3 Corporate Services   
 
Legal, Compliance and 
Enforcement 
 
 Corporate Services 
 
Communication and 
Stakeholder division 

 Develop fit for purpose world class IT and technical solutions  

 Improve technical quality services 

 Research and identify new and value add NHBRC products and services 

 Acquire, embed and support NHBRC IT and technology systems and business processes 

 Enter into strategic and value adding industry partnership 

 Develop NHBRC standards and brand 

 Publish NHBRC solutions to assist with quality home building standards  

 Implement revised Act 

 Improve legal service delivery capacity 

 Review and develop NHBRC Human Capital strategy  

 Provide timely and high quality talent management and other HR solutions to support NHBRC business processes 

 Improve and strengthen NHBRC human resources skills base 

 Review and develop NHBRC performance and business environment enhancing solutions 

 Develop NHBRC marketing and branding strategy and specification 

 Develop and tender specification for a marketing and branding agency 

 Implement marketing strategy 

 Monitor brand value as a function of the marketing and branding strategy 
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MTSF FOR THE PERIOD 2019-2024 

 

Program 
performance 
Indicator 

Audited performance MTEF PERIOD 

2014/2015 2015/2016 2016/2017 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

% maintenance of 
Network 
availability 

Achieved 99% uptime 
of ICT systems 

99% of uptime 

was achieved. 

99% uptime of ICT 

System 

Achieve 99% 

maintenance of 

Network availability 

Achieve 99% 

maintenance of 

Network availability 

Achieve 99% 

maintenance of 

Network 

availability 

Achieve 99% 

maintenance of 

Network 

availability 

Achieve 99% 

maintenance of 

Network 

availability 

% maintenance of 

SAP system 

availability 

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 99% maintenance of 

SAP system 

availability 

99% maintenance of 

SAP system 

availability 

99% 

maintenance of 

SAP system 

availability 

99% 

maintenance of 

SAP system 

availability 

99% 

maintenance of 

SAP system 

availability 

% Implementation 
of Human Capital 
Plan 

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 100% 

Implementation of 

Human Capital Plan 

100% 

Implementation of 

Human Capital Plan 

100% 

Implementation 

of Human 

Capital Plan 

100% 

Implementation 

of Human 

Capital Plan 

100% 

Implementation 

of Human 

Capital Plan 

% Implementation 
of Facilities 
Management Plan 

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 100% 

Implementation of 

Facilities 

Management Plan 

100% 

Implementation of 

Facilities 

Management Plan 

100% 

Implementation 

of Facilities 

Management 

Plan 

100% 

Implementation 

of Facilities 

Management 

Plan 

100% 

Implementation 

of Facilities 

Management 

Plan 

% Implementation 

of Policy 

Management Plan 

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 100% 

Implementation of 

Policy Management 

Plan 

100% 

Implementation of 

Policy Management 

Plan 

100% 

Implementation 

of Policy 

Management 

Plan 

100% 

Implementation 

of Policy 

Management 

Plan 

100% 

Implementation 

of Policy 

Management 

Plan 

Operating surplus 

> Budget  

Not applicable Actual net 
profit < budget 

by R94m 

Not applicable Operating surplus > 

Budget  

Operating surplus > 

Budget  

Operating 

surplus > Budget  

Operating 

surplus > Budget  

Operating 

surplus > Budget  
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Program 
performance 
Indicator 

Audited performance MTEF PERIOD 

2014/2015 2015/2016 2016/2017 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

BEE spend 58% spent on BEE BEE Spend 
59% 

BEE Spend 61% Achieve BEE spend 

of 65% 

Achieve BEE spend 

of 65% 

Achieve BEE 

spend of 65% 

Achieve BEE 

spend of 65% 

Achieve BEE 

spend of 65% 

Number of days 
within which 
suppliers are paid 

Not applicable Suppliers paid 
within 37days 

Not applicable Suppliers paid within 
30 days 

Suppliers paid within 
30 days 

Suppliers paid 
within 30 days 

Suppliers paid 
within 30 days 

Suppliers paid 
within 30 days 

Number of days 

within which 

suppliers are paid 

Not applicable Suppliers paid 
within 37days 

Not applicable Suppliers paid within 
30 days 

Suppliers paid within 
30 days 

Suppliers paid 
within 30 days 

Suppliers paid 
within 30 days 

Suppliers paid 
within 30 days 

Number of 
homebuilders to 
be registered 

4, 257 homebuilders 
registered. 

4,384 
homebuilders 

registered 

4,879  homebuilders 
registered 

2,885 homebuilders 
to be registered 

2,923 homebuilders 
to be registered 

2,963 
homebuilders to 

be registered 

3,019 
homebuilders to 

be registered 

3,076 
homebuilders to 

be registered 

Number of 
homebuilders to 
renew their 
registrations. 

11,155 homebuilders 
renewed their 
registration 

12,602 
homebuilders  
renewed their 
registration 

13,343 
homebuilders  
renewed their 
registration 

12,903 
homebuilders to 

renew their 
registration 

12,952 
homebuilders to 

renew their 
registration 

13,132 
homebuilders to 

renew their 
registration 

13,375 
homebuilders to 

renew their 
registration 

13,623 
homebuilders to 

renew their 
registration 

Number of home 
enrolments Non-
Subsidy 

51,149 non-subsidy 
homes enrolled 

49,612  homes  
enrolled in the 

non- 

51,990  homes  
enrolled in the non- 

50,130 homes to be 
enrolled in the non-

subsidy sector 

51,003 homes to be 
enrolled in the non-

subsidy sector 

51,894 homes to 
be enrolled in the 

non-subsidy 
sector 

52,804 homes to 
be enrolled in the 

non-subsidy 
sector 

53,733 homes to 
be enrolled in the 

non-subsidy 
sector 

Number of homes  
inspected in the 
non-subsidy sector 

120,361 homes 
inspected in the non-

subsidy 

111,368 homes 
inspected in 

the non-
subsidy sector 

113,379 homes 
inspected in the 

non-subsidy sector 

50,130 homes  
inspected in the 

non-subsidy sector 

55,000 homes  
inspected in the non-

subsidy sector 

55,800 homes  
inspected in the 

non-subsidy 
sector 

56,500 homes  
inspected in the 

non-subsidy 
sector 

66,100 homes  
inspected in the 

non-subsidy 
sector 

Number of 
homes 
inspected in the 
subsidy sector 

Not applicable 111,387 
homes were 
inspected in 
the Subsidy 

sector. 

94,528 homes 
were inspected in 

the Subsidy 
Sector 

75,379 homes 
inspected in the 
subsidy sector 

81,408 homes 
inspected in the 
subsidy sector 

87,922 homes 
inspected in 
the subsidy 

sector 

95,155 homes 
inspected in 
the subsidy 

sector 

102,551 
homes 

inspected in 
the subsidy 

sector 

% of 
prosecutable 
matters 
suspended 
within 10 

60% of 
homebuilders 

suspended within 14 
days of receipt of 
file by paralegal 

34% of 
relevant 

homebuilders 
suspended 
within 14 

84% of 
prosecutable 

matters 
suspended within 
14 days of receipt 

80% of 
prosecutable 

matters 
suspended within 
10 working days 

80% of 
prosecutable 

matters 
suspended within 
10 working days 

80% of 
prosecutable 

matters 
suspended 
within 10 

80% of 
prosecutable 

matters 
suspended 
within 10 

80% of 
prosecutable 

matters 
suspended 
within 10 
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Program 
performance 
Indicator 

Audited performance MTEF PERIOD 

2014/2015 2015/2016 2016/2017 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

working days of 
receipt of 
instruction by 
Paralegal 

days from 
date of 

receipt of file 

of instruction by 
paralegal 

of receipt of 
instruction by 

Paralegal 

of receipt of 
instruction by 

Paralegal 

working days 
of receipt of 

instruction by 
Paralegal 

working days 
of receipt of 

instruction by 
Paralegal 

working days 
of receipt of 

instruction by 
Paralegal 

% of prosecutable 
matters set down 
for hearing before 
the DC within 120 
working days from 
date of suspension 
OR from date of 
receipt of 
instruction 

81% of homebuilders 
disciplined within 160 

days from date of 
suspension 

55% of 
homebuilders 
prosecuted 

within 160 days 
from date of 
suspension 

49% of 
prosecutable 

matters presented 
before DC 

Committee within 
160 days from date 

of suspension 

80% of prosecutable 
matters set down for 
hearing before the 

DC within 120 
working days from 
date of suspension 

or from date of 
receipt of instruction 

80% of prosecutable 
matters set down for 
hearing before the 

DC within 120 
working days from 
date of suspension 

or  from date of 
receipt of instruction 

80% of 
prosecutable 

matters set down 
for hearing 

before the DC 
within 120 

working days 
from date of 

suspension or  
from date of 

receipt of 
instruction 

80% of 
prosecutable 

matters set down 
for hearing 

before the DC 
within 120 

working days 
from date of 

suspension or  
from date of 

receipt of 
instruction 

80% of 
prosecutable 

matters set down 
for hearing 

before the DC 
within 120 

working days 
from date of 

suspension or 
from date of 

receipt of 
instruction 

Conduct  a study   
on  the  impact  of 
NHBRC builders 
training  within the 
home built 
environment 

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Conduct  a study   

on  the impact  of 

NHBRC builders 

training  within the 

home built 

environment 

Not applicable Not applicable Conduct  a 

study   on  the  

impact  of 

NHBRC builders 

training  within 

the home built 

environment 

Not applicable 

% completion of a 
design of a green 
edge rated IBT 
house 

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 50% completion of a 
design of a green 
edge rated IBT 
house 

50% completion of a 

design of a green 

edge rated IBT 

house 

100% 

construction of a 

green edge rate 

IBT house 

Evaluation of the 

performance of a 

green edge rated 

IBT house 

Evaluation of the 

performance of a 

green edge rated 

IBT house 

Number of  
homebuilders to 
be trained 

2,629homebuilders 
trained 

2,463 
homebuilders 

trained 

1,739 homebuilders 
trained 

2,400  homebuilders 
to be trained 

2,400  homebuilders 
to be trained 

2,400  
homebuilders to 

be trained 

2,400  
homebuilders to 

be trained 

2,400  
homebuilders to 

be trained 

Number of  Youth 
to be trained 

1,184 Youth  trained 1,623 Youth  
trained 

2,638 Youth  trained 2,000  Youth to be 
trained 

2,000  Youth to be 
trained 

2,000  Youth to 
be trained 

2,000  Youth to 
be trained 

2,000  Youth to 
be trained 

Number of  
Women to be 
trained 

Not applicable 279 Women  
trained 

1139 Women  
trained 

1,980  Women to be 
trained 

1,980  Women to be 
trained 

1,980  Women to 
be trained 

1,980  Women to 
be trained 

1,980  Women to 
be trained 
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Program 
performance 
Indicator 

Audited performance MTEF PERIOD 

2014/2015 2015/2016 2016/2017 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 

Number of  Military 
Veterans to be 
trained 

Not applicable 111 Military 
Veterans  
trained 

503 Military 
Veterans  trained 

300  Military 
Veterans  to be 

trained 

300  Military 

Veterans  to be 

trained 

300  Military 

Veterans  to be 

trained 

300  Military 

Veterans  to be 

trained 

300  Military 

Veterans  to be 

trained 

Number of  people 
with disabilities to 
be trained 

Not applicable 34 people with 
disabilities 

trained 

229 people with 
disabilities trained 

365  people with 
disabilities to be 

trained 

365  people with 
disabilities to be 

trained 

365  people with 
disabilities to be 

trained 

365  people with 
disabilities to be 

trained 

365  people with 
disabilities to be 

trained 

Number of  
Technical prof to 
be trained 

Not applicable 310 Technical 
professionals   

trained 

607 Technical 
professionals   

trained 

695  Technical 
professionals  to be 

trained 

695  Technical 
professionals  to be 

trained 

695  Technical 
professionals  to 

be trained 

695  Technical 
professionals  to 

be trained 

695  Technical 
professionals  to 

be trained 

Number of  
Artisans to be 
trained 

Not applicable 256 Artisans  
trained 

764 Artisans  
trained 

500  Artisans to be 
trained 

600  Artisans to be 
trained 

650  Artisans to 
be trained 

700  Artisans to 
be trained 

750  Artisans to 
be trained 

Number of homes 
to be enrolled in 
the subsidy sector 

168,753 home 
enrolments conducted 
in the Subsidy sector 

77,004 subsidy 
homes enrolled 

74,149 home 
enrolments 

conducted in the 
Subsidy sector 

63,614 to be 
enrolled in the 
subsidy sector 

64,444 to be 
enrolled in the 
subsidy sector  

65,279 to be 
enrolled in the 
subsidy sector  

66,130 to be 
enrolled in the 
subsidy sector  

66,987 to be 
enrolled in the 
subsidy sector  

Number of home 
enrolments in the 
Non-Subsidy 

51,149 non-subsidy 
homes enrolled 

49,612  homes  
enrolled in the 

non- 

51,990  homes  
enrolled in the non- 

50,130 homes to be 
enrolled in the non-

subsidy sector 

51,003 homes to be 
enrolled in the non-

subsidy sector 

51,894 homes to 

be enrolled in the 

non-subsidy 

sector 

52,804 homes to 

be enrolled in the 

non-subsidy 

sector 

53,733 homes to 

be enrolled in the 

non-subsidy 

sector 

% implementation 
of Communication 
Plan 

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 100% 

implementation of 

Communication Plan 

100% 

implementation of 

Communication Plan 

100% 

implementation 

of 

Communication 

Plan 

100% 

implementation 

of 

Communication 

Plan 

100% 

implementation 

of 

Communication 

Plan 
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11. Technical Indicators Descriptions  

 

Programme 1: Administration 

Technical Indicator Descriptions of key Performance Areas 

Business Management Solutions Key Performance Indicators 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, objective or programme 

performance indicator 

% maintenance of network availability 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with enough detail to give a 

general understanding of the indicator. 

The NHBRC network runs of the MPLS which is used to ensure 

smooth communication between the offices. This is to ensure 

uninterrupted system availability.  

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is important. To measure the network availability and monitor the network 

infrastructure.  

It is important to detect to network failure as and when it occur in 

order to minimize the downtime. 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is collected. Monitoring software will be used as a source to record the network 

availability. 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is calculated. The % of time that the network was available within a specified 

period. 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including factors that might be 

beyond the department’s control. 

The network is managed by the external service provider and there 

are delays in receiving the report. 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes or 

impact, or some other dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Impact 
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Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative or non-cumulative. Non-Cumulative 

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, annually or at longer time 

intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly changed, or continues 

without change from the previous year. 

Continues with significant changes 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower than targeted 

performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the indicator. Executive Manager: Corporate Services  

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, objective or programme 

performance indicator. 

% Maintenance of SAP system availability 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with enough detail to give a 

general understanding of the indicator. 

Continuous or uninterrupted system availability  

System refers to SAP with all its operating modules 

To measure the time the NHBRC systems are functional and 

available to the end users 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is important. To ensure services offered by the NHBRC are not affected by 

system downtime at any given time 

To ensure the NHBRC is able to deliver products and services to its 

stakeholders without system interruptions 

To have a real-time monitoring and controlling of the NHBRC’s IT 

infrastructure and to detect system failure 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is collected. Monitoring software will be used as a source 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is calculated. Variable dependency on the number of sub-systems and calculated 
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in minutes 

 Automated system calculation 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including factors that might be 

beyond the department’s control. 

None 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes or 

impact, or some other dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Impact 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative or non-cumulative. Non-Cumulative 

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, annually or at longer time 

intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly changed, or continues 

without change from the previous year. 

Continues with significant changes 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower than targeted 

performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the indicator. Executive Manager: Corporate Services  

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, objective or programme 

performance indicator. 

% implementation of Human Capital Plan 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with enough detail to give a 

general understanding of the indicator. 

To monitor the progress made to all HC planned activities  

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is important. To ensure that planned activities are achieved and Human Capital 

activities are adhered to. 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is collected. Human Capital plan. 
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The information will be collected manual through progress reports. 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is calculated. The number of activities completed against the total targeted 

activities for a specified period. 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including factors that might be 

beyond the department’s control. 

Data is collected manually 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes or 

impact, or some other dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

 

Activities 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative or non-cumulative. Cumulative  

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, annually or at longer time 

intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly changed, or continues 

without change from the previous year. 

Continues without change from the previous year 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower than targeted 

performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the indicator. Executive Manager: Corporate  Services 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, objective or programme 

performance indicator. 

% implementation of Facilities Management Plan 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with enough detail to give a 

general understanding of the indicator. 

To monitor the progress made to all Facilities management planned 

activities  

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is important. To ensure that planned activities are achieved and Facilities 
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management activities are adhered to. 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is collected. Facilities Management Plan. 

The information will be collected manual through progress reports. 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is calculated. The number of activities completed against the total targeted 

activities for a specified period 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including factors that might be 

beyond the department’s control. 

Data is collected manually 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes or 

impact, or some other dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Activities 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative or non-cumulative. Cumulative  

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, annually or at longer time 

intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly changed, or continues 

without change from the previous year. 

New indicator 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower than targeted 

performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the indicator. Executive Manager: Corporate  Services 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, objective or programme 

performance indicator. 

% Implementation of Policy Management Plan 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with enough detail to give a 

general understanding of the indicator. 

To monitor the progress made to all Policy Management planned 

activities to ensure that new policies are developed and old policies 
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are reviewed. 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is important. To ensure that planned activities are achieved and policy 

management activities are adhered to. 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is collected. Policy Management  plan. 

The information will be collected manual through progress reports. 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is calculated. The number of activities completed against the total targeted 

activities for a specified period 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including factors that might be 

beyond the department’s control. 

Data is collected manually 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes or 

impact, or some other dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

 

Activities 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative or non-cumulative. Cumulative  

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, annually or at longer time 

intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly changed, or continues 

without change from the previous year. 

New indicator 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower than targeted 

performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the indicator. Executive Manager: Corporate  Services 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, objective or programme Operating surplus > Budget  
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performance indicator.  

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with enough detail to give a 

general understanding of the indicator. 

Organisational net profit at the end of the financial period must be 

greater or equal to budgeted net profit to ensure sustainability. 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is important. Comparison will assist the Organisation analyse its financial 

performance to determine if the NHBRC operate within its budget. 

To minimize the costs against the budget. 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is collected. Financial reports. 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is calculated. Actual net profit less Budgeted net profit 

Rand Value 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including factors that might be 

beyond the department’s control. 

None 

Delayed report from external investment companies 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes or 

impact, or some other dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Equity 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative or non-cumulative. Non-Cumulative 

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, annually or at longer time 

intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly changed, or continues 

without change from the previous year. 

 Continues without change from the previous year 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower than targeted 

performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the indicator. Chief Financial Officer 
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Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, objective or programme 

performance indicator. 

% BEE spend 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with enough detail to give a 

general understanding of the indicator. 

Procure 65% of products & services from BEE accredited suppliers 

registered on the NHBRC database or through competitive bidding 

processes. 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is important. To promote the expenditure with companies recognized as BEE 

complaint and ensure compliant with legislative requirement in 

terms of BEE Act 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is collected. Input information from suppliers awarded contracts. 

Data to be collected from the ERP system. 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is calculated. Total amount of discretionary spend paid to accredited BEE service 

providers within a specified period divide by the total amount of 

discretionary spend paid to all service providers for the same period 

multiply by 100. 

BEE certified service provider is verified via certification. 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including factors that might be 

beyond the department’s control. 

None 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes or 

impact, or some other dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Outcomes 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative or non-cumulative. Non-Cumulative 

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, annually or at longer time 

intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually. 
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New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly changed, or continues 

without change from the previous year. 

Continue without changes from previous year. 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower than targeted 

performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the indicator. Chief Financial Officer 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, objective or programme 

performance indicator. 

Payment of suppliers within 30 days 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with enough detail to give a 

general understanding of the indicator. 

To ensure that all suppliers rendering goods and services to the 

NHBRC are paid within 30 days as prescribed by National Treasury. 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is important. To monitor the payment turnaround time between NHBRC and its 

suppliers to ensure compliance and avoid interest charged on late 

payment of accounts. 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is collected. Payment report that will be supported by Invoices and proof of 

payment. 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is calculated. Average number of days in which suppliers were paid during a 

specified period. 

 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including factors that might be 

beyond the department’s control. 

Uncaptured invoices 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes or 

impact, or some other dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

output 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative or non-cumulative. Non-Cumulative 
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Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, annually or at longer time 

intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually. 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly changed, or continues 

without change from the previous year. 

continues without change from the previous year 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower than targeted 

performance is desirable. 

Its lower than the target 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the indicator. Chief Financial Officer 

Programme 2: Regulation 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, 

objective or programme performance indicator. 

Number of home builders to be registered 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the 

indicator. 

When home builders are evaluated for technical, financial, 

managerial competence and pay prescribed registration 

fees in order to obtain a license to trade in the sector 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

The purpose of the Home Builder Registration programme is 

to register all home builders in the building industry for 

compliance with the HCPMA, as amended.   

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is 

collected. 

The information is submitted by the builder and captured in 

the CRM system 

Application forms and supporting documents submitted by 

the homebuilder and copy of registration certificates 
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Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

The number of home builders certified within a specified 

period 

Number of certificates issued to newly registered home 

builders within a specified period 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

None 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, 

activities, outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other 

dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Output 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative 

or non-cumulative. 

Non-Cumulative 

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, 

annually or at longer time intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous 

year. 

continues without change from the previous year 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous 

year. 

continues without change from the previous year 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

Its higher than the target 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Executive Manager: Business Services 
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Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, 

objective or programme performance indicator. 

Number of home builders to renew their registration 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the 

indicator. 

Annual re-registration of home builders to verify any material 

changes from the initial registration with regards to 

technical, financial and managerial competence in order to 

continue trading in the sector  

Home builders pay prescribed renewal fees 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

To renew the registration of home builders in the 

homebuilding industry for compliance with the HCPMA 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is 

collected. 

The information is submitted by the homebuilder and 

captured in the CRM system 

Application forms and supporting documents submitted by 

the homebuilder and copy of registration certificates 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

The total number of home builders certified within a 

specified period 

Number of certificates issued to renewed home builders 

within a specified period. 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

None 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, 

activities, outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other 

dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Output 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative, Non-Cumulative  
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or non-cumulative. 

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, 

annually or at longer time intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous 

year. 

 continues without change from the previous year 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Executive Manager: Business Services  

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, 

objective or programme performance indicator. 

Number of homes inspected in the subsidy sector 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the 

indicator. 

This indicator would be measuring the number of homes 

inspected where all required stages have been completed. 

Homes inspected refer to houses where construction 

commenced in the previous financial year(s) or current 

financial but is completed in the reporting financial year.  

Inspection is conducted on the site of construction to ensure 

that building activities on enrolled homes are compliant to 

the NHBRC Home Building Manual and other industry 

technical standards.  

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

To ensure that all enrolled homes are inspected. To identify 

any potential deviations to technical standards and ensure 

remedial action take place before completion of the building.  

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is The information is collected by NHBRC Inspectors and 
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collected. captured into the CRM (Mobile Solution) system. 

Builder quality index for homes (BQIH) form is used to 

record the inspection data.  

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

The last inspection conducted on enrolled homes is used to 

calculate the number of homes inspected. 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

Data is collected manually and through electronic devices.  

System failure and failure to capture the information timely 

and accurately on the system. 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, 

activities, outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other 

dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Output 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative 

or non-cumulative. 

Non-cumulative  

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, 

annually or at longer time intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous 

year. 

New 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Executive Manager: Business Services  
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Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, 

objective or programme performance indicator. 

Number of homes to be inspected  in the non-subsidy sector 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the 

indicator. 

This indicator would be measuring the number of homes 

inspected where all required stages have been completed. 

Homes inspected refer to houses where construction 

commenced in the previous financial year(s) or current 

financial but is completed in the reporting financial year.  

Inspection is conducted on the site of construction to ensure 

that building activities on enrolled homes are compliant to 

the NHBRC Home Building Manual and other industry 

technical standards.  

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

To ensure that all enrolled homes are inspected. To identify 

any potential deviations to technical standards and ensure 

remedial action take place before completion of the building.  

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is 

collected. 

The information is collected by NHBRC Inspectors and 

captured into the CRM (Mobile Solution) system. 

Builder quality index for homes (BQIH) form is used to 

record the inspection data.  

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

The last inspection conducted on enrolled homes is used to 

calculate the number of homes inspected. 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

Data is collected manually and through electronic devices.  

System failure and failure to capture the information timely 

and accurately on the system. 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, 

activities, outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other 

dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

Output 
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equity. 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative 

or non-cumulative. 

Non-cumulative  

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported quarterly, annually or at 

longer time intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous 

year. 

New 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Executive Manager: Business Services  

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, 

objective or programme performance indicator. 

% of defaulting home builders suspended on prosecutable 

matters 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the 

indicator. 

The home builder must be given notice of intention to 

suspend their registration and an opportunity to give 

reasons why their registration should not be suspended. 

 The home builder’s registration must be suspended if they 

fail to respond or to provide valid reasons why their 

registration should not be suspended and the organisation is 

of the opinion that there are reasonable prospects of 

successful prosecution. 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

To regulate the construction activities in the sector and 

ensure that home owners are protected against structural 

defects that may occur within a period of 5 years from date 

of occupation  
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Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is 

collected. 

The information comes from provincial offices and it is 

emailed or hand delivered to the Paralegal in central office.  

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

The indicator is calculated by using the number of days it 

takes from the date of receipt of instruction (by Paralegal) 

from the provincial office to the date of decision (approval or 

decline of the request) by the Enforcement Manager or 

his/her delegated person. 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

None 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, 

activities, outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other 

dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Output 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative 

or non-cumulative. 

Non-Cumulative 

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, 

annually or at longer time intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous 

year. 

 continues without change from the previous year 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

lower than the target 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Executive Manager: Legal, Compliance and Enforcement 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, % of prosecutable matters set down for hearing before the 

before Disciplinary Committee (DC) within 120 working days 
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objective or programme performance indicator. from date of suspension or from date of receipt of 

instruction. 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the 

indicator. 

The disciplinary process is initiated by sending a Charge 

Letter, a Charge Sheet, an Affidavit and a Plea to the home 

builder. Summons are issued for the home builder and 

witnesses to appear before the Disciplinary Committee after 

obtaining a suitable hearing date in consultation with 

Secretariat. 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

To regulate the construction activities in the sector and 

ensure home owners are protected against structural 

defects that may occur within a period of 5 years from date 

of occupation.  

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is 

collected. 

The information comes from provincial offices and it is 

emailed or hand delivered to the Paralegal in central office.  

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

The indicator is calculated by using the number of days it 

takes from the date of receipt of instruction from provincial 

offices to the Legal Advisor: Litigation. 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

None 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, 

activities, outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other 

dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Output 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative, 

or non-cumulative. 

Non-Cumulative 

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported quarterly, annually or at Monthly, Quarterly and Annually 
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longer time intervals. 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous 

year. 

 continues without change from the previous year 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

lower than the target 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Executive Manager: Legal Compliance and Enforcement 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, 

objective or programme performance indicator. 

Conduct  a study   on  the  impact  of NHBRC builders 

training  within the home built environment 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the 

indicator. 

A study on the impact of NHBRC training will be conducted 

and a report will be produced in that regard. 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

To establish if the training conducted by the NHBRC has a 

positive impact or not. 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is 

collected. 

Data is collected manually through soft and hard copies 

from home builders that previously received the NHBRC 

training 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

Report based  on  the analysis of the study and  expression 

of an opinion. 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

Unresponsiveness from the   NHBRC training  recipients  
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Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, 

activities, outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other 

dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

impact 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative 

or non-cumulative. 

non-cumulative 

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, 

annually or at longer time intervals. 

Quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous 

year. 

New 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

Actual performance  

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Manager: Centre for research and Housing innovation 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, 

objective or programme performance indicator. 

% completion of a design of a green edge rated IBT house 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the 

indicator. 

The indicator aim to track  and  maximise design capability 

of  IBT  system(s) that meets  the green edge  complaint  

home that helps with the reduction of carbon emissions  and  

build resilience .  

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

The indicator seeks to recommend the type of designs and 

IBT systems that will enable government to manage the 

effects of climate change. 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is Draft design(s) by the NHBRC  and  reports 
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collected. 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

Weight  in percentage  allocated to  all  activities    leading 

to the  completion of a design, divide by 100% as per the 

design project plan 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

None 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, 

activities, outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other 

dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

activities 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative 

or non-cumulative. 

Non- cumulative 

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, 

annually or at longer time intervals. 

quarterly 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous 

year. 

New 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

Higher that targeted 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Manager: Centre for research and Housing innovation 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, 

objective or programme performance indicator. 

Number of home builders to be trained 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the 

To ensure registered home builders receive continuous and 
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indicator. refresher training on technical aspects 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

To equip home builders with technical knowledge and skill 

to improve the quality of construction and reduce the claims 

against the warranty fund 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is 

collected. 

Attendance registry/certifications 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

Number of home builders that attend the training 

Calculation is based on the number of home builders per 

module using unique ID numbers/NHBRC Registration 

number. 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

Failure to obtain accreditation from external institutions.  

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, 

activities, outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other 

dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Output 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative 

or non-cumulative. 

Non-Cumulative  

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, 

annually or at longer time intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous 

year. 

 continues without change from the previous year 
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Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target performance 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Manager: Education Training and Development 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, 

objective or programme performance indicator. 

Number of youth to be trained 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the 

indicator. 

To ensure that youth people working on non-subsidy and 

government subsidised projects are trained on technical 

aspects 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

To equip people working on government projects with 

technical knowledge to improve the quality of construction 

and reduce the claims against the warranty fund 

To contribute to the development of skilled youth  

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is 

collected. 

Attendance registry/certifications 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

Number of people that attend the training 

Calculation is based on the number of youth per module 

using unique ID numbers 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

Failure to obtain accreditation from external institutions.  

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, 

activities, outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other 

dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Output 
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Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative 

or non-cumulative. 

Non-Cumulative  

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, 

annually or at longer time intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous 

year. 

 continues without change from the previous year 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target performance 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Manager: Education Training and Development 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, 

objective or programme performance indicator. 

Number of women to be trained 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the 

indicator. 

To ensure that women are trained in order to obtain a formal 

certification to support their already acquired skills 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

To equip women with technical knowledge to improve the 

quality of construction and reduce the claims against the 

warranty fund To ensure that the experience they acquire is 

aligned to the NHBRC Home Building Manual 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is 

collected. 

Attendance registry/certifications 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

Number of women that attend the training 

Calculation is based on the number of women per module 
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using unique ID numbers 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

Failure to obtain accreditation from external institutions  

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, 

activities, outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other 

dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Output 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative 

or non-cumulative. 

Non-Cumulative  

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported quarterly, annually or at 

longer time intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous 

year. 

 continues without change from the previous year 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target performance 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Manager: Education Training and Development 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, 

objective or programme performance indicator. 

Number of military veterans to be trained 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the 

indicator. 

To ensure that military veterans are trained to in order to 

obtain a formal certification to support their already acquired 

skills 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is To equip military veterans with technical knowledge to 

improve the quality of construction and reduce the claims 
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important. against the warranty fund 

To ensure that the experience they acquire is aligned to the 

NHBRC Home Building Manual. 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is 

collected. 

Attendance registry/certifications 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

Number of military veterans that attend the training  

Calculation is based on the number of military veterans per 

module using unique ID numbers 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

Failure to obtain accreditation from external institutions  

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, 

activities, outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other 

dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Output 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative 

or non-cumulative. 

Non-Cumulative  

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, 

annually or at longer time intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous 

year. 

 continues without change from the previous year 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target performance 
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Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Manager: Education Training and Development 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, 

objective or programme performance indicator. 

Number of people with disabilities to be trained 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the 

indicator. 

 

To ensure that people with disabilities are trained in order to 

obtain a formal certification to support their already acquired 

skills 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

To equip people with disabilities with technical knowledge to 

improve the quality of construction and reduce the claims 

against the warranty fund  

To ensure that the experience they acquire is aligned to the 

NHBRC Home Building Manual 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is 

collected. 

Attendance registry/certifications 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

Number of people with disabilities that attend the training 

Calculation is based on the number of people with 

disabilities per module using unique ID numbers 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

Failure to obtain accreditation from external institutions  

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, 

activities, outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other 

dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Output 
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Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative 

or non-cumulative. 

Non-Cumulative  

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, 

annually or at longer time intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous 

year. 

continues without change from the previous year 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target performance 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Manager: Education Training and Development 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, 

objective or programme performance indicator. 

Number of technical professionals to be trained 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the 

indicator. 

To ensure that inspectors receive continuous and refresher 

training on technical aspects 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

To equip inspectors with technical knowledge and skill to 

improve the quality of inspection and reduce the claims 

against the warranty fund 

To improve productivity and loyalty and to motivate 

inspectors by introducing them to new skills 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is 

collected. 

Attendance registry/certifications 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is Number of inspectors that attend the training 
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calculated. Calculation is based on the number of inspectors per 

module using unique ID numbers/employee number 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

Failure to obtain accreditation from external institutions  

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, 

activities, outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other 

dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Output 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative 

or non-cumulative. 

Non-Cumulative  

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, 

annually or at longer time intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous 

year. 

 continues without change from the previous year 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target performance 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Manager: Education Training and Development 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, 

objective or programme performance indicator. 

Number of Artisans to be trained 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the 

indicator. 

To ensure that artisans are trained to in order to obtain a 

formal certification to support their already acquired skills 
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Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

To equip artisans with technical knowledge to improve the 

quality of construction and reduce the claims against the 

warranty fund To ensure that the experience they acquire is 

aligned to the NHBRC Home Building Manual 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is 

collected. 

Attendance registry/certifications 

 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

Number of artisans that attended the training 

Calculation is based on the number of artisans per module 

using unique ID numbers 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

Failure to obtain accreditation from external institutions.  

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, 

activities, outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other 

dimension of performance such as efficiency, economy or 

equity. 

Output 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative 

or non-cumulative. 

Cumulative  

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported quarterly, annually or at 

longer time intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous 

year. 

continues without change from the previous year 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target performance 
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Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Manager: Education Training and Development 

 

Programme 3: Consumer Protection 

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, 

objective or programme performance indicator. 

Number of homes to be enrolled in the subsidy sector 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the indicator. 

When Government entities enrol the subsidised properties 

where services already exist. Properties are enrolled with the 

NHBRC through the evaluation of the selling price (approved 

quantum for the period), soil type, foundation type, payment 

of prescribed enrolment fees and Engineering assessments. 

Enrolment triggers the inspection by NHBRC during 

construction and a 5 year structural warranty on the house 

from date of occupation. 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

To regulate the construction activities in the sector and 

ensure home owners are protected against structural defects 

that may occur within a period of 5 years from date of 

occupation. 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is 

collected. 

The information is collected by NHBRC Provincial offices and 

is recorded manually. 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

The total number of units within a project. 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

Data is collected manually. 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, activities, 

outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other dimension of 

Output 
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performance such as efficiency, economy or equity. 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative or 

non-cumulative. 

Non-Cumulative  

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, 

annually or at longer time intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous year. 

Continues without changes 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Executive Manager: Business Services  

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, 

objective or programme performance indicator. 

Number of home enrolments Non-Subsidy 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the indicator. 

When home builders enrol the properties they intend to build 

prior to commencement of construction, properties are 

enrolled with the NHBRC through the evaluation of the selling 

price, soil type, foundation type and payment of prescribed 

enrolment fee and/ financial bank guarantee  

Enrolment triggers the inspection by the NHBRC during 

construction and a 5-year structural warranty on the house 

from date of occupation 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

To regulate the construction activities in the sector and 

ensure that home owners are protected against structural 

defects that may occur within a period of 5 years from date of 

occupation  
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Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is 

collected. 

The information is submitted by the home builders and 

captured in the CRM system 

Enrolment forms together with supporting documents and 

copy of enrolment certificates 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

The total number of enrolled homes certified within a specified 

period 

Certificate issued date is recorded on the system 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

None 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, activities, 

outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other dimension of 

performance such as efficiency, economy or equity. 

Output 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative or 

non-cumulative. 

Non-Cumulative 

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, 

annually or at longer time intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous year. 

 continues without change from the previous year 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target 

Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Executive Manager: Business Services  

Indicator title Identifies the title of the strategic outcome-oriented goal, % Implementation of Communication Plan 
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objective or programme performance indicator 

Short definition Provides a brief explanation of what the indicator is, with 

enough detail to give a general understanding of the indicator. 

To measure progress  of all activities planned in the 

communication plan 

Purpose/importance Explains what the indicator is intended to show and why it is 

important. 

To ensure that the communication plan is implemented. 

 

Source/collection of data Describes where the information comes from and how it is 

collected. 

Communication plan 

Method of calculation Describes clearly and specifically how the indicator is 

calculated. 

 % of achieved activities against the total number of planned 

activities planned 

Data limitations Identifies any limitation with the indicator data, including 

factors that might be beyond the department’s control. 

None 

Type of indicator Identifies whether the indicator is measuring inputs, activities, 

outputs, outcomes or impact, or some other dimension of 

performance such as efficiency, economy or equity. 

Activities 

Calculation type Identifies whether the reported performance is cumulative or 

non-cumulative. 

Cumulative 

Reporting cycle Identifies if an indicator is reported monthly, quarterly, 

annually or at longer time intervals. 

Monthly, quarterly and annually 

New indicator Identifies whether the indicator is new, has significantly 

changed, or continues without change from the previous year. 

New 

Desired performance Identifies whether actual performance that is higher or lower 

than targeted performance is desirable. 

Higher than the target 
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Indicator responsibility Identifies who is responsible for managing and reporting the 

indicator. 

Manager Corporate Communication 

 


